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Documentatíon Report 

During the programming phase of my design, my objectives 

for the project were as follows: 

1. To create a center in which artists from differing 

cultures and countries could come together to 

work and compare ideologies in a politically and 

culturally unincumbered arena. 

2. To create a place that was vastly different than any 

existing urban environment on earth. 

3. To provide for a psychological "departure" for 

both the artists and the visitor. 

4. To provide for dance, painting, sculpting, 

philosophizing, lecture, theatre, music, and many 

other forms of art within one complex. 

5. To eradicate the social barriers that cause the 

problems of individuahzation, as discussed in my 

program. 

As far as reaching the objectives indicated within my 

programmatic phase, I believe that I have done precisely what I had 

set out to do. 

The atmosphere of the center encompasses the psychological and 

overall environmental stipulations that I had intended. The site is, I 

beheve, the optimum placement of the project as per promoting the 



atinujjpîieí'Ic conditions I had proposed. The need foran 

atmosphere that enhanced the exchange quahty that I had set forth 

was met in that the stnicture, land development and spatial qualities 

enhanced the imaginitive and communicative levels for both the 

visitor and the artists. The need for immediate fascination and 

stimulation for the users of the complex was vast; therefore, the 

stimulative aspects of the entire complex were modifîed as to create 

immediate and long-term response. 

The structures themselves were designed for utmost flexibility 

due to the wide variety of acitivity oriented functions. This 

included economic aspects of the complex in that the center could 

also be converted into both display/sale galleries and art festival 

facihties. Due to the fact that the project would house the artists in 

the winter, allowing them work areas in all forms of art, and then 

become a "hands-on" exhibit during the summer months, the 

facihty needed to have a high degree of flexibihty in order to meet 

the strenuous requirements of both functions. 

The psychological impacts of each space was closely evaluated 

with respect to the user. The need for outdoor oriented spaces was 

weighed heavily. The resuUing Conservatorium and numerous 

"garden-type" spaces on the plaza levels in addition to numerous 

natural and man-made water areas, met these needs adequately. I 

felt that the best means of promoting exchange was to have the main 

theme of the center one that was very nature oriented. The quahty 

of natural environments is one that is inherant to all man in that it is 

an underlying form of spiritual orientation for all. The fact that 

man is part of nature, therefore, can relate to it, is the main focus of 

this project. 

The whoHstic design process was that of the synthesis of the 

method and process of Discovery. The site development was 

designed as to create the visual image of tearing the existing land 

apart and discovering the "living" beneath the surface. The 

different levels of development, as per the site, were designed as to 



create the. feeling of an excavation. Tension and expansion points 

were emphasized with the lecture pods that bounded the site itself. 

The need to develop the exterior so that a 3-D effect would be 

accomplished was important in that the center would be viewed 

from above from both Mount Morrison and Red Rocks 

Amphitheatre to the west, and Hogback Ridge to the east. This 

being the case, the design had to be one that could satisfy both 

ground level and "bird's-eye" views of the complex. 

The expression of the animal-Uke culture of the structure itself 

had many other aeshtetic meanings that shaped the final design. 

The acousitcal treatment of the theatre had a great effect on the 

overall shape and structure so that the degree of flexibility of 

performance could be kept at an optimum. Though many design 

oriented qualities were weighed in the design process, the 

continuum of the overall design effect was kept at the forefront in 

the sense of aesthetic impact. 

The ability of the center to function as a social point of exchange 

for the peoples of differing cultures was the concept that the entire 

design was built around. The need for communicative levels of 

exchange had to be promoted through the interpretation of the 

environmental aspects. The expressive formation of the structures 

also were intended to create inspiration for both the artists and the 

visitors. 

Functional aspects of the Gallery were carefully considered as to 

optiumum operating efficiency. The Hghting techniques were the 

main concem in design of the work and gaUery-exhibit spaces. The 

control of the Hghting was also a major concem, as was the control 

of sound. 

As for my personal viewpoint into the overall efficiency of the 

design, I feel that there are certain points of interest that I was 

unable to address due to time constraints. However, I feel that the 

design was very successful in its primary objectives. The 

compositional aspects of the fmal presentation had both positive and 



acé uvc hnpacts on the overaH design. The desire to use strong 

forms of expression led me to the final composition feeHng that the 

striking nature would have very direct meanings to the viewer. I 

was not only designing for art, I feel I was designing art itself. 

Therefore the use of the blacks, whites, and greys were an 

expression of the status of man's Hfe on the spiritual plane. 

"Man's Hfe consists of the known and the unknown, the 

conscious and the unconscious, the black and the white. We Hve our 

Hves by the proven points rarely venturing into the grey areas with 

which we are unfamiHar. The grid of the social truths we Hve by is 

the foundation for our beleifs, it is everpresent. Yet from that grid 

there run many other paths, the paths of imcertainty that face man 

in his times of doubt. These, to us, are the grey areas. The bounds 

into which we choose not venture unless forced by uncontroUable 

cicumstance. Yet it is here that our growth, our leaming Hes. U is 

in this place that this complex is situated. The process of discovery 

begins within these boundaries; not within the boundaries of the 

existing comforts of beUef. Growth must have stimuH; this project 

is the stimuU." (Brothers 1988). 
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Imagi ne 

Imagine there's no heaven 
It's easy if you try 

No hell below us 
Above us only sky 

Imagine all the people 
Living for today 

You, you may say I'm a dreamer 
But I'm not the only one 

I hope one day you will join us 
And the world will live as one 

Imagine there's no countries 
It isn' t hard to do 

Nothing to kill or die for 
No religion too 

Imagine all the people 
Living life in peace 

You, you may say I' m a dreamer 
But I'm not the only one 

I hope someday you will join us 
And the world will live as one 

Imagine no possesions 
I wonder if you can 
No pain, no hunger 

A brotherhood of man 

Imagine all the people 
Living for today 

You, you may say I'm a dreamer 
But I'm not the only one 

I hope someday you will join us 
And the world will be as one 

•John Lennon 
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Preface 

This project is one that I have wieghed considerably. I feel fchafc fchis 

project. or any other architecfcural endeavor, is one thafc carries a greafc res-

ponsibility. I, as an aspiring archifcecfc, feel fchafc my occupafcion as well as 

my life musfc have some sorfc of impact upon fche society in which I live. 

The research for fchis program was conducfced in such a manner as fco aid me 

in understanding the componenfcs wifch which I will be designing. Ifc can be ar-

gued that unnecessary information may be confcained wifchin fchis program. How-

ever, I feel fchat the more familiar I am wifch fche various concerns of fchese 

components, the more adequately I can design qualities fchafc will suifc fche need 

of fche user I must take the fcime fco understand these needs, or I cannot des-

ign for them to my optimum ability. I am trying to learn about fche fchings I 

will design, and I feel thafc in fchat respect, there is no limifc fco fche infor-

mafcion I should obfcain. All of the information confcained herein is, in my op-

inion, vital to begin the design process. 

I believe that architecture can speak for aspects of sociefcy, eifcher in a 

negative or posifcive realm. I hope fchat my approach fco archifcecture will nofc 

be one of self-grafcification. Architecture is an infcegral facefc of mankind; 

it always has been and always wi11 be. I don' t wish fco awe this generation 

wifch presumed design prowess, bufc I do hope to ufcilize my abilifcies as an arch 

ifcectural designer to presenfc sfcafcemenfcs to our generation and hopefully gener 

ations to come that will promote reflections on the direcfcions we choose as a 

people. If I feel fchat if my chosen profession is anything less than fchafc, 

fchen I should move to another realm of attention. 

At this point in my life I am admifcfcedly very idealistic as to what we as 

a people can become. But, I also feel fchafc wifchoufc dreams, fchere are no real-

ifcies. If I did nofc beleive fchat the world could actually change then arch-

itecture, as well as my life, would mereley be somefching which I would fcake 

parfc in for personal gain. I believe in bofch of fchem more fchan thafc. 

Basically, my senfcimenfcs are fchafc archifcecture has become parfc of my life 



nd has a great affect on the way I conduct my thoughts. To create something 

hat not only shelters, but stirs the senses, is my goal as an architect. This 

s my art. 

Finally, I would like to dedicate this to my late mother, Shirley Brothers. 

nd to my father and step-mother, Harold and Karen Brothers, who have worked so 

ard to put me here. I love you guys with all of my heart. I hope that I can 

omeday become something of which you can be proud. And most importantly to 

od, from whom I have received everything that I am. 





INTRODUCTION 

The following is a program that synthesizes information from various 

sources, and projects pre-design ideologies, philosophies, and factual data 

in a concise textual and graphical format. 

The subject of this program is an Intercultural Artistic Exchange Center 

In general, this will be a center which will provide for the public sector. 

a place to gather with members of various foreign counfcries in a neufcral at-

mosphere to compare ideals, goals, philosophies, struggles and other basic 

human characteristics through the venue of art. 

The compilation of this program wi11 take the aforementioned conceptual 

premise and dissect it into small, easily recognized segments. This "seg-

mentological" study will hopefully render a clear view of the scope, the pur-

pose and the mefchod of pre-design implementation of this project. 





PHILOSOFMiUHb oiHitnDni 

Hhen one takes the time to reflect on the historical paths of mankind, a 

trend toward "individualization" is observed. The individualization of man 

has been detected in virtually every civilization in history. This process 

has been nurtured by inherant human traits that are passed down through 

generations as modes of typical behavior. However, when one takes a closer, 

more objective view of the individualizat i on process, he begins to see major 

problems arise, resulting directly from this process. 

First, one must begin to analyze the nature of individualization. The 

basic process stems from the learned human behavioral trait of the comp-

etitive drive. This trait xs taught via the circles of family and 

society. To a point, the drive may exist as an instinctive psychological 

state; however, when nurtured by surrounding influential factors such as 

family and peers, the process of individualization begins. One starts to 

separate himself from those around him, usually viewing his characfcer-

istical qualities as either better or worse fchan other's. This trend is 

seen more in the lower-middle to upper-middle age categories. To ex-

emplify this premise: When children are observed at play, there seems to 

generally be an attitude of equality. Naturally, there are minor conflicts 

that arise due to differing behavioral attitudes; however, these are usually 

overcome quickly if they are not nurtured by an outside source. The pro-

blem of individualization begins when that nurturing of conflicts is pro-

vided. The vehicle for this reinforcement is the competitive drive. When 

one begins to view himself and his ideals as better or more important than 

anothe'~'s, he begins to separate himself from those he feels are incon-

gruent to his philosophy. This attitude rarely continues to thrive un-

less fed by an outside source. For example, if a man views his ideals 

as relevant and is told by an outside source thafc he is correct in 

fchis assumption, then he begins to deem his philosophy as fact insfcead 

of merely his philosophy. This premise is seen, fco an exfcreme, in 



Hitler's Nazi movement. Because he convinced people that his ideals 

and his philosophies were superior, he was granted ultimate power by those 

around him. With this power, he began to separate himself from his fel-

low man to the point of exterminating those fchafc he felt were indignent to 

him. Of course, fchis process is not always exercised to the point of fan-

atacism; however, we can see that this typological behavoir does in fact ex-

ist through this one of many historical examples. 

The need for peer acceptance is another very important factor in fchis 

process. One seems nafcurally inclined fco choose peers that have common 

interests and goals; whxch, on the basis of psychological comfortability, 

is a natural inclination. However, this practice intensifies the indiv-

dualization process. This occurs because of the fact that the faction we 

choose to become a part of eventually begins to reinforce and upbuild the no-

tion that a superior quality exists in their belxefs. At this point, individuaJ 

ization becomes a group separation rather than a singular factor. This type 

of separation is eventually the most detrimental kind of idividualization 

that exists. The formation of the claas system seems to stem from this 

practice. In my opinion, the class systemation of people is the leading 

cause of individualization on the social scale. This procees has been 

practiced for so long that it has become an accepted form of social be-

havior; therefore, let us look at the ramefications. When the separation of 

a group occurs, as discussed earlier, the superiority complex is fed. 

This need for separation is not a natural occurance, it is a behaviroal 

occurance. Of course, those that separate themselves from "undesirables" 

always consider themselves to be superior. Otherwise, they would not 

consider those to be "undesirables". This famed "superiority" is achieved 

by various methods such as knowledge, financial status, religious beliefs, 

appearance, political beliefs, racial ideologies, and many other factors. 

Therefore, this superiority complex is the foundation for the barriers of 

separation, eventualLy leading to i ndi vi duali zat i on. One can clearly see 
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that this form of behavior is short-lived because of its detrimental nafc-

ure. For instance, history reveals that even the most culturally and tech-

nologically advanced societies have eventually failed. The Roman and Egyp-

tian empires are perfect examples of this fact. Did they in fact practice 

1 ndividual1zat1on? The answer is most definitely yes. Their very social 

structures indicated the usage of superior individualization. With this 

evident practice detected in both of these civi1izations, one might con-

clude that the process of indiviualization played a major role in the fail-

ure of these societies. 

Hopefully, one can now understand the correlation between the practice 

of individual1zat1on and major social problems. The nature of this process 

and its rameficat1ons have been approached in this statement; however, the 

means of approaching a viable solution to this problem is now lying in front 

of the Human race as a whole. If we choose to merely ignore the problem, 

we will most definitely see history repeat itself (if this process of failure 

has not already begun). With a determined effort, however, we can break 

down the seperative barriers and strive toward a better world in which to 

li ve. 

1 2 
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THEORETICAL STATEMENT 

The problems of individualization are now understood on a more practical 

level. The historical references lend a view as to what the future can hold 

for this type of problem. With this in mind, we now reach the point of pres-

enting some type of remedial solution. Looking at this endeavor in all prac-

ticality, it is realized that a single solution can not remedy a problem of 

this scale; however, the effort must have a beginning. 

In relation to architecture, the considerafcion of purpose is fche foremost 

course of action. The question of the manner in which architecture can be 

utilized to address this issue is now weighed. I propose that a fuctional 

product, as applied to architectural purpose, would be an environment that 

enhances the quality of human interacfcion and exchange. The purpose of sup-

plying solutions to the problem of individualization, on an architectural 

scale, is most effectively utilized with the concentration of spaces to en-

hance these qualities. The purpose of this project, therefore, is now clear. 

With the utilization of architectural thoeries. the creation of an envir-

onment contributive to the fulfillment of cultural exchange can be accomp-

li shed. 

The proposed Intercultural Artistic Exchange Center will be the creation 

of the architectural environment. The best possible means of exchange is 

through art. The reason for this is that art is the product past occurances, 

present environment and future dreams. Art is the embodiment of culture. The 

Human race' s ideals, phi losophi es, di ssapoi ntments, and virtually ever.y other 

emotxon is displayed through art. The very nature of art is the window througl 

which we view our fellow man and compare; therefore, art is a window through 

which to view ourselves. This being the case, art is clearly the most common 

means of comparison that can be utilized in the understanding of our fellow mai 

A center of this scope will address and hopefully eradicate some of the existii 

social barriers that have been erected over the centuries, due to the practice 

of 1ndiVIdualization. Through exposing people to one another through the venu( 



of art (i.e.- painting, sculpture, dance, music, etc. . . ) , minimizing political 

and social influences, these barriers might be abolished. 

1 5 
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THE GENERAL PLAN 

Foundation Statement 

The basis for the International Human Exchange Center lies in the ex-

change of culture through the venue of art. This type of exchange is ap-

proached, in this project, using the basic elements of modern and historical 

art and performance. The center must create an atmosphere that will promote 

this type of exchange for not only the visitor, but for the artist as well. 

Activity Statement 

The Internat1onal Human Exchange Center will be the sponsor, promoter, 

host, and exhibitor of artists from around the world. The center will, for 

example, bring in painters, sculptors, dancers, actors, philosophers and 

many other forms of artists native to their particular region. The goal is 

not to limit the number or nationality of the incoming artists, it is to pro-

vide accomodation for all types of artists. In effect to create an atmosphere 

in which local, national, and international artists can come together to share 

their works and ideals with fellow artists and the general public as well. 

This being the purpose, the benefit will be two-fold. Not only will the art-

ists benefit from this type of cultural exchange; but, the visting public will 

be exposed to different cultural aspects of humanity through a common venue. 

Therefore, the learning possibilities will expand every time the center opens 

its doors. Every type of person can attain at least some type of fulfillment 

through an expansion of their knowledge through the exposure to members of 

their fellow race. The center will provide space for the following: 

1.) Indoor and outdoor space for theatrical perforrance 

-for drama, dance, musical performance, acrobatics, etc... 

2.) Indoor and outdoor space for lecture 

-philosophers can exchange thoughts, ideals, goals, etc... 

3.) Gallery exhibition space 

-possible indoor and outdoor space 

1 8 



-work space for visiting atists (public and initimate) 

-exhibition of paintings, sculptings, pottery, basket/cloth 

weaving, carvings, etc. . . 

These spaces will provide for the origination of the exchange process. 

Through the observance of the qualities that this type of endeavor can 

create and enhance, the need for this avenue of exchange becomes very clear 

in thls politically entransed age. 

1 9 





BXHIBITION GALLERY BACKGROUND STUDY 

General Statements 

When one begins to assess information concerning an exhibition gallery, 

several areas of major importance arise. The designer must meet not only 

these major needs but those of a comparatively smaller scale as well. 

Special attention need be paid to the purpose of the gallery, that being 

to educate and stimulate. When this purpose is used as a filter through which 

the conceptualization process is directed, a more focused idea evolves as to 

where the optimum fulfillment of these needs lies. 

The Purpose of a Gallery 

We must begin our observation of the gallery on a broad scale. In do-

ing so, we can perceive directives as to the major priorities to be addressed. 

Let us first consider the question: What is the purpose of an exhibit gal-

lery? As stated in the previous paragraph, the major priority is to pro-

duce an atmosphere conducive to both mental stimulation and education. This 

educative process la, of course, directed toward the visitor. It is here 

we must aak the question: Why is the visitor here? From both personal ex-

perience and research, the conclusion is reached that people visit galleries 

for a wide range of reasons. However, the visitor's purpose is mainly plea-

sure, which also includes learning and relaxing. It can be argued that 

learning is not the main focus of a visitor who merely wishes to view artistic 

works. I counter this theory with the premise that the learning process is 

continuous; therefore, even when the visitor is involved in a recreational 

activity, he is learning. He learns about the artist, colors, form, and many 

other subjects. 

Therefore, much care needs to be taken when addressing the issue of the ed-

ucative qualities of a gallery. 

Learning Processes 

In order to learn," a certain amount of information must be absorbed before 
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progressing to another set of information; and (that) different people will go 
1 

through this process at different rates" 

The atmosphere to create an initiation for this process is imperative. 

Two major contributive factors are the content of the gallery and the en-

vironment of the gallery. 

The content of the gallery composes one set of information to be ab-

sorbed. In the case of the exhibition of cultural art, the designer must pay 

close attention to the manner of grouping and exhibit methods to pace the 

contents so that the various rates of the visitor's learning pro-

cesses are compensated for Therefore, "the content must be presented in 

relatively small increments with the size of the ' step' determined by the 

difficulty of the subject matter and the anticipated characteristics of a 
2 

heterogeneous audience" This responsibi111y lies not only on the cur-

atory staff of the gallery, but the designer must bear this thought in mind 

when creating the spatial organization of the exhibit. 

The intelligence of the viewer must not be taken for granted. The danger 
3 

of "under-estimating the intelligence of the viewer" and "guaging exhibits 
4 

at too low an informative level" is everpresent. Much heed needs to be 

paid to this problem. A certain amount of challenge need be present. This 

challenge can be accomplished through numerous methods: 

1) Spatial Organization 

The spatial organization of a gallery can either 

excite or depress the stimulative process. The 

spatial layout can take the visitor through vary-

ing sp^ces, therefore, creating an air of challenge 

to the senses. However, caution must be paid so 

that this process does not become overwhelming to 

some visitors (i.e.- the handicapped, the elderly, 

chiIdren,etc...), and not detrimental or distract-

ing to the exhibit itself. 

22 



2) Gallery Content Display Methods 

3) Content Communication Techniques 

4) Interior and Exterior Environment 

* (all of the above are to be discussed in following sections) 

Display Techniques 

The techniques of display become very important in relation to learning. 

the manner in which an object is presented can make fche difference in the 

viewer's comprehension of the content. It is very important to create 

display motifs that enhance the element. "The atifacts are the foundation 

upon which a presentation is based, and the way in which they are presented 

should emphasize intrensic merits and stimulate the viewer to a better 
5 

understanding of the content." Bearing this statement in mind, the 

responsibility of creating a path for understanding, not criticism, lies 

with the designer. 

It is convent1onally the role of the designer fco "create a con-

crete visual experience which gives aesthetic pleasure and which leads to 

6 
emotional and motivational rewards, not to critical questioning" 

This is accomplished by not only the creation of the gallery designer, but 

the architect must supply the adequate canvass upon which the gallery 

designer can work. 

The density of display is a very "fine-line" subject. A varietal 

atmosphere must be created to avoid the possibility of mental fatigue, 

but not to the point of overwhelming the visitor. "Experiments have 

shown that visual monotony contributes directly to fatigue. In these 

experiments, participants who were exposed to designs of great sim-

larity reported sudden mysterious disappearance of of distinction in 
7 

shape. " The structuring of communication, therefore, is very important 

in avoiding this monotony. 

Unity in the Gallery 



A sense of unity in the display of gallery exhibits is another point 

to be considered. With the absence of unity comes confusion. The 

style and design of the gallery lends to the creation of unity, when 

the importance of cohesiveness is realized. Unity is, therefore, considered 

to be one of the most important considerations in the design of a gallery. 

As mentioned before, variety in the exhibit is important to create stim-

ulation, however, even the variety must be made to compliment the uni-

fication of the gallery on the whole. "This process of attempting to create 

unity out of diversity is an intangible creative striving for integrity of 

8 

presentatlon. " If this approach is well planned and executed, the suc-

cess of the gallery can create sense of collective awareness in the vis-

itor. This sense of awareness is imperative to create an atmosphere con-

ducive to the relenquishing of psychological barriers so as to enhance the 

quality of exchange. For, if this approach is not successful, the visitor 

can have negative feelings toward the gallery on the whole, therefore, 

desensitizing him to the contenfc of the gallery and lessening the chance 

for interaction. We now see that the approach to unity must be carefully 

calculated in order to acheive success. 

The use of audio-visual techniques can be both beneficial and detri-

mental to the exhibit. The use of this technique can, if used unneci-

ssarily, distract from the element of display. A reinforcement of the 

element is not always necessary for comprehension; in fact, the attempt 

can fail, leading to confusion. However, the use of this technique can 

aid the blind, and even children, in the understanding and visualization 

of the element. This being the case, a means of voluntary usage of this 

method of communication might be implemented. The necessity for exper-

imentation in this arena is extreme. "It would appear that exhibit com-

municationcan be enhanced by creative exploration of means of simultaneously 

stimulating different senses. rather than by abiding by the usual constraints 
9 

of vxsual presentation. " 
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The Atmosphere of the Gallery 

The most abstract, yet important matter of importance in the design of 

a gallery is the quality of atmosphere. The influence of the atmosphere 

affects the visitor's manner of interpretation in the gallery. Most 

interpretive decisions are made instantaneously as to general perceptions 

of space, color, direction, acceptance and emotion. If these qualities 

of the gallery reflect a negative ambience, then the vistor usually ad-

opts that negativity, through both emotion and perception. Negativity 

can be created through poor use of space and direction, causing the visitor 

to feel uneasy, therefore, distracting from the gallery content. This type 

of distraction is also achieved through poor selection of lighting, color, 

materials, accoustics, temperal conditions,and many other factors. Every-

thing in the gallery must complement, not compete with, the content. 

"With a series of opportunities competing for his/her attention, the 

visitor will make choices about whether or not to visit a particular gallery 

on a very different basis than the curator and others involved in the design 

10 
of a gallery normally imagine. " There are a vast number of influential 

aspects of a gallery to be considered when addressing the issue of atmosphere. 

The first factor that should be considered is the quality and the tone of the 

exterior environment. The expression of the exterior of the gallery is the 

first stimuli the visitor approaches. This being the case, the exterior shoul' 

reflect the purpose of the gallery on the whole. If this is unsuccessfully 

executed, the visitor may acquire a sense of contradictive uneasiness toward 

the overall atmosphere. The sense of unity, therefore, would be destroyed 

from the outset. "The entrance to the gallery, fche overall afcmosphere of a 

gallery or ifcs ambience, and ifcs immediafce impacfc upon fche visifcor. are very 

imporfcant facfcors in defcermining whether or not there will be an audience to 

1 1 
to educate." The next element of consideration would be the quality of the 

interior environment. The interior must be an extremely important factor 



in the overall design. Since the visitor is surrounded, both physiologically 

and psychologically, by the interior of the gallery during his stay; the 

atmospheric quality must harmonize with the expression of the content. "Ob-

viously, atmosphere must reflect the nature of the collection being pre-

1 2 
sented." If this factor is neglected, the visitor can become alienated 

from the elements of display, causing a basic emotional contradicfcive sfcafce. 

Bearing fchis thought in mind, it would be presumed that the interior must have 

a flexible quality. In regard to this flexibility, the methodology is quite 

vast. One major factor is that of lighting. The methods of lighting can pro-

vide an enhancement to the content that other means of display might fail to 

render The quality of lighting is the focus. "It is nofc fche amounfc of lighfc-

ing which is important but the quality, the way in which lighting is used to 
1 3 

enhance the artifacts and to set the mood. " The type of lighting can create 

many moods, and many statements. For instance, accent lighting can punctuate 

certain elements of display to create importance. The use of equal, overall 

lighting can create an atmosphere of dullness in one case, and exciting bright-

ness in another. With the existence of this "fine-line" in the use of light-

ing, the necessity for maximum flexibility becomes apparent. Another factor 

of the atmospohere is that of comfortabi1ity. In the case of this project, 

comfortability may be the most important factor to be approached. In attempt-

in to create an atmosphere effective in aiding the exchanqe between people, thf 

quality of both psychological and physical comfort is of the utmost importance 

There are many factors that add and detract from the overall feeling of comf-

ort. "The visitor's physical comfort may be increased by the provision of 

rails to lean on, seats to allow leisurely viewing of important artifacts, 

carpeting to reduce noise, denote quiet areas, and permit comfortable standing. 
1 4 

and alcoves to provide a sense of privacy." These might be considered to 

be a small matter of importance by some, when looking at the design on the 

whole; however, in the case of this project, it is one matter that is extremel.-

i mportant. 
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The Approach to the Artist 

Another matter of importance that must be qualitatively approached is that 

of accommodat1ng the artist. 

The artist's needs are basically the same as the visitor's, in as much as, 

that the basic psychological and emotional states must be considered so that 

creation of an atmosphere that enhances both emotionally comfortable and psy-

chologically stimulative states is accomplished. The methods of creating an 

emotional incubator, through the use of architecture, that will nurture these 

psyches are, however, approched with a different line of thought. Being that 
1 5 

the "physical, intellectual and emotional" needs of both the vistor and the 

artists are basically the same, the approach to unity, learning experiences, 

atmospheric quality, and purpose in the gallery can be approached with the 

same basic technique. However, there are other aspects of design that must 

be separatively considered in relation solely to the artist. 

The Work Space 

One particular space that differs from the visitor oriented space is the 

artist's work area. This space has a vast variety of needs that must be log-

cally sifted to gain a clear scope of the best possible approach to design. 

The most effective means of analyzing the functative needs of the work 

space is, as discussed in previous sections, to begin the analysis from the 

basic foundative qualities of that space. The first question that is to be 

approached might be: What comprises the work of an artist? Art is a product 

of the creative mind. The stimuli utilized to create mental images of art 

is drawn from environments. These environments range from natural, physical, 

and political to religious, family, social, and internal environments. The 

sxpression of interpretation of these environmental influences is often lab-

îled "art", if the expression follows some form that society has accepted as 

î form of artistic work ( i. e. -paintings, scultpure, etc. . . ) . With this in 

nind, we see that art does in fact have certain boundaries, set by society, 
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that are extrememly difficult to cross. These boundaries lie not in the cre-

ative process, but in the production/expression phase of art. This theory 

lends to a distinct separation of art work. Art is the expression of cre-

ation. However, successful art, in the social realm, is the expression of 

creation that follows the artistic guidelines set by society. Through the 

analysis of this theory, we see a separative barrier in art. Therefore, the 

creation of an atmosphere that somewhat neutralizes this barrier is very 

important. If society can be exposed to new forms of art, then the possibil-

ity of widening those socially set artistic boundaries becomes favorable. The 

designer's responsiblity, therefore, becomes clear. An atmosphere that cre-

ates an environment that is conducive and not over-bearing to the influential 

factors of environmental experience, both past and present, is imperative. 

In order to exchange, the artist must use everything from his environment. 

The quality of the working environment must lend to psychological comfort-

ability so that the artist can not only exchange with the visitor through his 

form of expression, but he can alao exchange with fellow artists. This is ac-

complished by providing adequate space for the artist's to work and interact 

together. The possiblity for the visxtor to interact with the artists also 

becomes an avenue of exploration. Many factors of consideration must still 

be approached; however, if these basic qualities of need are met, then the 

design can grow from a solid foundation. 

Conclusion 

This portion of the program renders an idea of the basic purpose and ac-

bivities of the gallery. The approach to this purpose needs to be explored 

Ln more detail. The matter of "why" has been considered, and with this ir-

["ormation one can assess the manner of approach that will effectively satis-

Ty these stipulationa of gallery design. The details will now be considered 

Ln the following appendices, so that the "how" of the design can be quali-

;atively considered. 
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APPENDIX A 

Spatial Study for the Exhibition Gallery 

"Once a basic approach to a gallery is defined, then the organization 

of the material within the gallery becomes a major concern. One of the means 
1 

of accomplishing this is through the spatial organization. " 

The implications of space are as vast as one can imagine. The human in-

teraction with space is everpresent. The methods in which we percieve, and 

interact with space is a major concern from even the birth of man. As we 

grow, we expose ourselves to a variety of spaces, not only exposing our phys-

ical bodies, but our minds as well to that particular space. The manner in 

which our senses perceive that space will be the determining factor as to the 

psychological impact. Therefore, the approach of the space must be an ap-

proach to the senses of the user 

The indication of the perception of space is one of the least understood 

aspects of design. The manner of approach, therefore, must be carefully calc-

ulated. It is apparent that "space and design communicate in very much the 

same way as does the voice. Unquestionably, people take cues from the space 

2 
around them. Space can crowd or over-awe" The considerations must be add-

ressed first by the designer, because in all practicality, the visitor rare-

ly knows which elements contribute to the quality of a particular space. The 

i/arying manners in which we perceive space lends to the creation of different 

:oncepts of space. Types of space that we readily recognize include. territor 

Lal, personal, transactional, sociopetal and sociofugal space. These types of 

îpatial concepts must be not only considered, but addressed by the designer 

This becomes very important in relation to this center. The fact that spatial 

îffects on a psychological scale are basically the same in all humans is wide-

Ly found to be true. However, alterations of this theory ma,y exists when app-

Lied to members of varying cultures. Therefore, space must addressed from a 

ttandpoint of maximum flexibility so that the use of space can be moulded to 

;he typologies of the user. 
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The methodology and implementation of these concepts can either enhance or 

destroy the quality of a gallery. "The architectural quality of the building 

depends, of course, on when it was designed and built, and on whether it was 

intended to provide 'limitless flexibility and undifferentiafced space' for gal-
3 

leries or to form fixed and specific settings for displays." Therefore, we see 

that the intention of the designer must be that of creating a container for 

these elements that eminates a harmony between the container and the display. 

This premise can be readily seen in the restoration of the Arts and Industry 

Building of the Smithsonian Institution in Washington ( See Fig. G. 1) . "In that 

case the building becomes a major part of the exhibit, and not simply the con-
4 

tainer for it." 

Fig. G. 1 

The Arts and Industry Building, Smithsonian Institution, built 
in 1876 and currently being restored, is an artifact itself, ŝ 
well as a container of artifacts. 
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The form of the space is the next major factor of consideration thafc comeE 

infco play. Form is creafced by limifcafcion. This meaning fchafc fco creafce form. 

fchere must exist some boundaries. These boundaries lead to shape, which in 

turn leads to form. Boudative elements include, walls, floors, ceilings, and 

lighting, to name a few. The use of these elements can define the surrounding 

space and create avenues of usage that can enhance the overall concepfc of fche 

surrounding spafcial qualifcies. 

-Circulafc1on 

The circulation of a space must be heavily weighed. The creation of form 

that lends to sensible circulation is imperative. Patterns of circulation must 

be addressed when considenng a design for public usage. There exist many 

forms of patterns of circulation that are used by many different kinds of peo-

ple. The patterns may include circulation on different scales such as, emerg-

ency circulation, leisure circulation, handicapped circulation, varied-pace 

circulaiton, and many other forms of patterns. Basic principles that are use-

ful in designing for circlulation are as follows: 

Fig. G. 2 

ENTRANCE: it is useful to provide orientation information at the 
entrance to a gallery to inform the visitor about what is 
there (so that the decision can be made as to whether to 
enter or not) and to help the visitor find his/her way ar-
ound. 

NEED FOR 
CLARITY: 

EXIT 
GRADIENT: 

DECISION 
POINTS: 

An overriding requirement in the development of a circula-
tion system is the need for clarity. Maze-like circula-
tion has the pofcential for creating confusion and irrita-
fcion. This is an important reminder in evolving gallery 
layout, as there has been an increasing tendency to create 
complex movement patterns in order to take visitors throuqh 
a highly directive sequential pattern. 

There is a general tendency for visitors to move through a 
gallery slowly at first and then gradually more quickly; 
when the exit sign comes into view they tend to move even 
more quickly directly toward the sign and out. 

It is important to assist the visitor wherever a circul-
ation system presents a number of alternatives within a 
gallery. At these decision points, orientafcion infor-



MOVEMENT 
TO THE 
RIGHT: 

mation should be available to enable the visitor to decide 
whether to turn to the left or right or whether to go ahead. 

There is a general tendency for the North American visitors 
to move to the right upon entering the gallery. This can 
cause disruption in the traffic flow and confusion in the 
sequence of didactic material. However, the pattern is not 
uniform and is becoming less dominant as a larger proportion 
of North Americans are now permitted to be left-handed. 

TENDENCY 
TO STAY 
AT THE 

PERIMETER: There is a tendency for museum visitors to circulate around 
the periphery of a gallery. In large galleries, visitors will 
tend to stay at the periphery of the gallery unless attract-
ions are provided in the center to attract them. This again 
is not uniformly the case; Japanese visitors in particular 
tend to head toward the center exhibit. 

RATE OF 
FLOW: Another aspect of the pattern of movement within a gallery is 

the rate of traffic flow. Some useful guidelines concerning 
presentation and traffic flow are noted by: 

1 Areas of constant crowd flow. . . 
2. Areas of crowd stoppage. . . 
3. Areas of variable crowd flow. . ( Ref to Fig. G. 3) 

Fig. G. 3 

LEGEND' A CONSTA.NT FLDW 8 • CROWD STOPPAGE C VARIABLE 

EASE OF 
MOVEMENT: Some general circulation guidelines for the blind have been 

established fchrough experimenfcs in fche cifcy of Vicfcoria, B.C. 
Canada. Such guide lines should be applied more generally,as 
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LEVELS 
OF 

INTEREST: 

fchey also apply to the handicapped and the elderly, as well 
providing insight into circulation for galleries in general. 
The criteria include the following: 

1 Changes in elevation should be by means of ramps. 
2. Adequate space should be allowed for wheelchairs, 

including adequate turning radii. 
3. Changes in direction generally should not be abrup 
4. Variations in floor textures are useful to denote 

changes in division of subject content. 

Although not necissarily applicable to all galleries, one b 
is for the organization of circulation is a path system whi 
enables visitors whose interests vary in range and intensit 
to follow somewhat different paths through the gallery. Th 
most casual visitor would take the quickest route, and the 
more interested visitor could take a more comprehensive rou 
Figure G. 4 illustrates a series of paths for var.ying intere 

F i g . G. 4 
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The previous examples lay out principles of design that one must adhei 

in order to satisfy certain area of design consideration. However, these i 

ciples must be brought into more defineable terms in order to set design g' 

lines for the architect to follow. In the continuing discussion of circul 

principles on can determine some general factors that should be applied to 

design of the gallery. These are as follows: 

1 the shape of the gallery space 

2. the locations of enterances and exits 

3. the degree of direction or random browsing which is intended 

It must be understood that these premises offer no ideal solutions to 

mediate problems of circulation that must be qualitatively considered. Ho 
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ever, the method of application of these basic strategic principles, illustrat-

ed in Figure G. 5, lend more discerneable views as to the problem of quality de-

sign. 

Figure G, 5 

ARTERIAL: 

COMB: 

CHAIN: 

STAR OR 
FAN: 

BLOCK: 

This refers to a circulation pattern in which the main path 
13 continuous and no options exist for the visitor; the path 
can be straight, curving, or virtually any shape. This type 
of pattern can be used where the presentation of material is 
dependent upon a fixed sequence. The major limitation is the 
rigidity which confronts the visitor 

This refers to a circulation pattern in which there is a main 
circulation path and optional alcoves which a visitor may en-
ter or by-pass. 

This refers to a circulation pattern in which the main path is 
generally continuous (as in arterials) but the path leads to a 
series of se1f-contained units which may have a more varied 
path wi t hi n t hem. 

This refers to a circulation pattern which presents a series 
of alternatives to a visitor from a central area. 

This refers to a circulation system which is relatively uncon-
strained and can be as random or as self-directive as desired 
by t he vi si tor. 

The placement of entrances and exits can also lend to the directional dec-

isions of the visitor. The premise is especially seen when the "right turn 
5 

tendency" is observed. Figure G.6 illustrates this theory in relation to ent-

rance/exit placement. 

Fig. G. 6-a 

The placement of doors in an axial relationship can result in 
visitors moving straight through one side of an exhibit as in 
the following illustration (refer to Fig. G.6-b): 

Fig. G. 6-b 
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"The overall spatial organization of a gallery should consider all of the 

three major foregoing considerations: the existing spatial context, the use of 

that presentation of subject matter, and the effect fchat circulafcion pafchs have 

on how fche visitor move through the space and comprehends what is presented." 

-Pacing within a gallery 

Many factors dealing with the creation of an atmosphere that enhances the 

quality of pace that the visitor experiences are to be discussed in the fol-

owing section. Architecturally speaking, pacing through a gallery is a res-

ponsibility of two parties; first, the designer must utilize architectural el-

ements such as materials, spatial form, and directional qualit.y to create the 

best pace for the elements of display; and second, the curatory staff must ef-

fectively utilize the given space to create a path that will lend to this pace. 

If either of these parties fail in their responsibi1ity, then the qualtiy of 

the exhibit will be destroyed. Elements of consideration that lend to the cre-

ation of this desired atmosphere are as follows (refer to Fig. G. 7) : 

Fig. G. 8 

DIVERSITY: Perhaps the easiest pacing technique is the use of variety 
in presentation to maintain interest. Of course, the ex-
fcent of such variety depends upon the nature of the collec-
tion being presented. Some collections, like those in the 
new Islamic Gallery at the Metropolitan Museum of Art (ill-
strations to follow), are varied in themselves and are ad-
mirabally suited to a varied presentation format. Diversity 
is obviously more difficult to achieve in other collections. 
such as coins, or large collections of similar vases. 



ITEMS OF 
MAJOR 

INTEREST: The placement of items of major interest within a gallery 
can also be used to heighten the visitor's interest. Points 
of interest can act as focuses within a space, or serve as 
attractions to an adjacent space. This is not to suggest 
that major items should be uniformly distributed through a 
gallery, but rather that careful consideration must be given 
to their placement. 

DENSITY: Galleries in museums traditionally consisted of large numbers 
of similar cases, densely packed with artifacts. Following 
the recognition of design considerations as an important as-
pect in the display of artifacts, there has tended to be gr-
eater novelty in the specifics of artifact display ( e. g. var-
lety in case design, creation of habitats and other context-
ual settings). There has also been a general trend to "thin-
out display cases in order to enable each artifact to be more 
effectively displayed and to avoid visual clutter. Even the 
most casual examination of some of the older galleries will 
confirm the need for more artfulness and less density in art-
ifact display. However, as many observers have pointed out, 
the tendency to sparseness in artifact display can be at var-
iance with the desires of the visitor The desirability of 
complexity, however, should not be overstated. The number of 
objects in a gallery affects the visitor's interest in any one 
particular object. An increase in density can significantly 
reduce the interest in each individual item. Obviously, some 
balance must be established between a design preferance for 
sparseness, a desire for complexity and self-selection on the 
part of the visitor, and the possibility of visual satiation 
by an overabundance of artifacts. 

SPACING: Variation in the spacing of artifacts is another technique 
which can be used to help maintain the visitor's interest. 
This involves arrangement of artifacts to create some spatial 
diversity independent of the number or density of artifacts 
used ( ref er to Fig. G. 8) . 

One particularly effective means of varying the density is 
the use of varying density is the use of "white space" as 
mentioned earlier. This can help create spatial variations 
in the spacing of some items with respect to the others. It 
is especially useful in giving emphasis to a work which is 
not visually strong, but which is germinal or pivotal to the 
presentation of an idea. 

SCALE: Changes in scale can focus the viewer's interest. Such chang-
es can take place in the context in which objects are set 
or among the objects themselves. A commonly used device in 
galleries is change in ceiling heights. In the case of ob-
jects, the close juxtaposition of a small piece and a much 
larger piece can emphasize the boldness of the latter and the 
delicacy of the former. 

As an example of the qualitative use of pacing within a gallery, the Is-

lamic Gallery haa deaign characteriatics that pace the visitor while creating 

intellectual, physical and emotional stimuli. The use of display techniques 
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is on of brilliance. Each element of display is very carefully evaluated as to 

what setting might enhance the essence of the element. The lighting also ac-

centuates the aura of each peice offering an ambience and presence to the en-

tire display. The following illustrations of Figure G.8 show these methods and 

the manner in which they are carried out. 

The previous section outlined the methodology of considering spatial qual-

ity in the gallery design. The use of spatial techniques is very important 

in the design considerations of the gallery. Without some insight as to the 

most effective means of creating a spatial environment that will enhance the 

display while also accomodating the visitor's needs, the designer can fall 

short of his task. The eminence of being familiar with these techniques, as 

not only apply in an architectural sense but in the display techniques of the 

gallery' s users, is everpresent. Being able to approach the design from a 

well-informed viewpoint can make the diffarence in the quality of the final 

design. 



APPENDIX B 

Display Elements 

Once the overall conceptual framework of the gallery has been constructed, 

the approach to the design on a more descript level should be approached. The 

organizational characteristics of the gallery lie in a more flexible ideologic 

line of reasoning; however, more necessative guidelines exist as to the means 

of consideration along a constructive line of development. This theory deals 

with objecfcs of display that affect not only the staff of the gallery, but the 

visitors as well. The use of display elements such as cases, stands, audio-

visual techniques, and various other methods not only has to meet conceptual 

needs of the exhibit, but it has also to meet the more concrete needs of the 

user. To more precisely define the categories of element consideration the 

following Figure GB.1 illustrates them as: 

Figure GB. 1 

1. cases and walls 

2. audio-visual techniques 

3. supportive illustrative material 

The first elements of consideration are cases and walls. These two forms 

of display hold the most commonly used technique of simple display utilized 

in galleries. There do exist, however, many variations of these techniques 

that can create new and exciting forms of display. The "design and arrangement 

1 
13 critical because visually they are related directly to the objects". These 

elements dictate also whether or not the visitor can view the presentation 

devoid of obstruction. This brings us to considerations on a more human level. 

The consideration of human factors as applied to perception is of major import-

ance. The qualtiy of an exhibit can be destroyed if the perception of the vis-

itor is hindered by poor display technique. The following illustration renders 

some basic data in relation the design of display cases and walls: 

Figure GB. 2 

1. Studies have shown ... the adult museum visitor observes an area 
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only a little over one foot above his own eye level to three feet 
below it at an average viewing distance of 24 to 28 inches. 
( see Figure GB. 2-a) 

2. One means of reducing the possibility of eye fatigue is to arrange 
objects in more than a single plane so that the eye must adjust foc-
al depth in viewing the artifacts, rather than maintain a consistent 
focal depth. 

3. The eye tends to move over an observed area in jumps and stops which 
are termed ' fixations and excursions' ... the majority of persons 
tested made the first fixation for all media at a point above and to 
the left of the center of the observed field. the design or art 
layout that utilizes this information for placing the starting point 
at this position will have the advantage as the eye will not be dis-
tracted at the beginning of the survey. 

4. The periphery of the field of vision is more sensitive to light 
tones; therefore, it is good practice to keep the light tones at the 
points of interest. Dark and middle tones kept towards the edges of 
the area help to block any wandering movement of the eye that tends 
to move off the exhibit and keeps the eye centered on the subject 
matter. 

5. One means of obtaining a sense of unity in a display that consists 
of a series of separate i11ustrations is to provide a border which 
is darker than the background. 

6. The speed of the eye movements can be affected by using harmonious 
tones where slow movement is desired and by using tonal contrast 
where faster movement is preferred. 

7 When a dark tone la placed adjacent to a light tone the eye will 
move rapidly in the direction of the light tone. 

8. A design which has various 'motifs', color patches and components 
incorrectly placed and not chromatically in balance, will cause 
the eye to fluctuate back and forth, leading to the irritation and 
loss of attention on the part of the viewer. 

-Cases 

A large number of objects are quite often displayed through the use of 

cases. The display case offers many positive factors in the display of fragile 

or old elements. The case can act as a shield for the object, through protect-

ion from handling, theft, decay, and many other destructive factors. The fol-

lowing illustration offers a vast number of both potentially positive and nega-

tive functions of the display case: 

Figure GB. 3 

1. The main function of the showcase is to set off its contents to the 
best advantage. There are a variety of methods for accomplishing 
this: carefully designed glass supports will help to avoid obstruct-
ing the visitor's view; color should be used with restraint; care-
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ful lighting, including lighting from a distance and the combining 
of flourescent and incandescent sources can be helpful. 

2. The utilitarian uses of the case are the protection of the artifacts 
from dust, insects, climate, light, theft and carelessness. 

3. The need for ease of access to service a case; for case designs 
which permit flexibility in arrangements; for designs which permit 
the movement of cases when necessary; and for cases which can be 
easily maintained. 

4. Cases need to be designed with the comfort of the visitor in mind, 
because well-planned showcases can help reduce museum fatigue, esp-
ecially if they assure the visitor of what ma,y be called ease of vis-
ion and physical comfort. With regard to ease of vision, angles of 
vision, the height of artifacts and the relation of artifacts to the 
rear of the case, are referred to. The other important visual con-
sideration noted is the need to reduce reflections. Two methods are 
suggested: the careful location of lighting, and the angling of the 
glass. 

5. Cases can be used to mediate in scale between the object and fche gal-
lery. fchis is perhaps one of fche mosfc crifcical funcfcions of cases, 
and it requires great sensitivity to ensure that this relationship is 
maintai ned. 

6. Arrangement and design of cases can be used to reinforce a theme or 
to provide visual cohesion. For example, a continuous display case 
winding through a gallery can provide a sense of continuit.y for a set 
of art1facts. 

7 With respect to the arrangements of artifacts within a display case, 
each case should have one area (an object or small group of objects) 
as a focal point. From this can flow a logical progression toward 
other elements in the case. 

10. 

It has been suggested that visual complexity ( abundant but organized) 
can be comprehended, and, to some extent, is even desired by visitors. 
However, some variation in the amount of complexity in different caseí 
1s preferable. 

Carefully selected textiles can be useful to provide interesting back 
grounds. Textiles of natural fibers assist in maintaining a consist-
ent relative humidity within cases. 

In reference to an exhibition of Islamic Art at the Metropolitan 
Museum of Art, the chief designer noted that he had made a particular 
effort in this gallery to treat the cases as part of the gallery, as 
an extension of the walls rather than as pieces of furniture. The 
effect of this treatment, in which cases frequently soared almost to 
the ceiling, was remarkable. The overall result was elegant, with tht 
cases being compltely subordinate to the artifacts on display (see 
Figure G. B 3-a) . 

-Walls 

The walls of a gallery are the basic canvass for which to apply the vari 

ous techniques of display. The walls hold a somewhat neutral tone for these 
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techniques due to planar characteristics of the surface. "Walls are now used 
2 

both to create spatial subdivisions and to act as major display areas." The 

wall can act in two dimensions if utilized properly. From the element of qual 

ifcies of creative separative barrier techniques to the creation of a compli-

mentive surface and planes to enhance mounted displays. The following example; 

in Figure GB. 4 illustrate some of these qualities. 

Figure GB. 4 

1 One function of the wall can be to assist in the provision of 
"white space." This use of blank area enables other sectors 
of a gallery to be in contrast more densely displayed. Such 
space can help to keep order in the story-line and prvide a 
resting spot for the visitor's mind. 

2. One specific example of the use of walls as a display element, 
1ncorporat1ng the concept of "white space", has been described 
by Shirley Hartman. In the case, curved screen walls erected 
within a gallery produce a continuous display surface. This 
results in an interesting wall treatment in which the amount 
of reflecting glass area was reduced and the restful wall sur-
face area increased. 

3. In using walls for display elements, care should be taken not 
to detract from an artifact by piacing it too close to distract-
1ng elements such as light switches, grilles, etc. Walls, whe-
ther an enclosing envelope of screens added for the purpose of 
spatial subdivision, ofrm by their presence a major display ele-
ment and therefore an opportunity which deserves as much conscious 
attention as any other display element. 

4. According to one study, the texture of walls should be related to 
and can have an effect upon the enclosing space. It was found 
that a stronger texture appears to make the space seem smaller. 
This same study found that viewers preferred neutral colors (i.e. 
tan, grey, beige) Highly textured backgrounds were not satisfact-
ory as backgrounds for paintings and drawings, although with larg-
er paintings, more texture was considered acceptable. 

This list illustrates many points of consideration for the designer To 

create an atmosphere that will not only enhance the exhibition artifacts, but 

will create an air of excitement due to the interior ^uality of the space is 

the ultimate goal of the designer With these thoughts in mind, the use of 

these techniques can do just that. 
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APPENDIX C 

Audio-Visual Techniques 

The next matter of consideration that fits into the overall design scheme 

is the possibility of the use of audio-visual techniques. This type of commun-

ication can be very helpful in enhancing the elements of display. It is, how-

ever a center of controversy among gallery professionals. This controversy 

stems from the viewpoints that profess both positive and negative aspects of 

this technique. On one hand, for instance, this technique is seen as very 

helpful in aiding and reinforcing the learning process, attracting and main-

taining the visitor's attention, and enhancing more static displays. However, 

on the other hand, this technique is viewed as a gimmick that has little edu-

cative value and in some cases even distracts from the display element itself. 

Many points can be raised to support both views; however, the most important 

item to remember is that if the system is used the most effective means of 

utilizing it to its most optimum level must be found. The following is a list 

that details some positive and negative aspects of the audio-visual system: 

Positive Factors Negative Factors 

1 A-V systems can enhance the 
element of display with the 
provision of a verbal des-
cription of the element. It 
can also create mental images 
with the use of visual aids. 

2. A-V can aid the visually or 
hearing impaired to stimu-
late existing senses as to 
the element's nature. 

3. A-V can create interest in 
items that might otherwise 
be overlooked or "skimmed" 

4. A-V, if used properly, can 
create a sense of deeper 
meaning in exhibits. 

1. A-V can distract the view-
er from the simple meanings 
of artifacts, and over-satu-
rate the visitor' s mind. 

2. A-V can confuse those that 
are handicapped, perhaps even 
offering false mental images 
of the element. 

3. A-V can pull the visitor' s 
attention away from more mean 
ingful elements. 

4. A-V can take away the simpl-
icity of the display, and 
leave the visitor confused. 

Despite t he side one ma.y take on which this system is worthy of use or 

not, there do exist instances where audio-visual techniques can prove very use 

ful. To look at these situations in more detail, the following illustration 
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renders a few examples as to types of usage that this system might be employed. 

Fig. GC. 1 

1 The audio-visual techniques can be useful as an aid in providing 
orientation and information for visitors upon arrival to the gal-
lery. 

2, Tha audio-visual techniques can ba incorporated into many educa-
tional methods (e.g. arousal, stimulus contrast, information re-
dundancy through correlation, freedom of choice, etc...) which on-
going research suggests are important to the learning process. 

3. The audio-visual techniques are useful in assisting in pre-visit 
preparation. This is most applicable to visiting school classes. 
Special prepatory material can make the actual gallery visit more 
interesting and mor effective by making the students more aware of 
what there is to see and to learn. If carefully considered early 
enough in the design process it is possible that some a-v material 
prepared for a gallery (e. g. an orientation device) may be adapted 
for this purpose without great expense. 

Hith the previous information, the designer can now approach more concrett 

areas of consideration as to the ufcilizafcion of such fcechniques. The mefchods 

of implimenfcation have been explored, now the method of installation must now 

be addressed. The orientation of the system' s components has to be executed sc 

that the purpose of the system is best fulfilled. The following illustration 

renders some orientation guidelines that can be useful in the design process. 

Figure GC. 2 

1 The audio-visual elements must be accoustically isolated from other 
areas of the gallery so as not to distract. 

2. Provision for the necessary electrical capacities and adequate vent-
hilation for the equipment must also be arranged. 

3. The audio-visual elements must be planned in relation to other parts 
of the exhibit. 

4. The location of audio-visual programs also must relate to circulation 
patterns and crowd flow. 

These consi de rat i ons clearly have ar. important affect on the quality of 

the design. If these methods of communication are used, then the strict ad-

herance to these guidelines is of utmost importance. 
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APPENDIX D 

Lighting 

The use of lighting is one of the most important aspects of desiqn that 

the architect deals with. The use of lighting holds an indiscernable number 

of possibilities as to the implementation of techniques. "Lighting probably 
1 

more than any other single factor, can transform a museum environment." How-

ever, the proper use of lighting is a very elusive factor when considering the 

atmosphere of the gallery. 

The fact that light causes deterioration of all substances weighs heaviLy 

on the aesthetic functions of lighting. Methods of conserving these substance 

must be very carefull.y weighed in relation to lighting. "Although the effect-

1ve use of lighting requires a great deal of technical knowledge adnd tends to 

be regarded as a technical issue, in reality it should be a matter of much mor 
2 

general concern, since ifc has a great impact on the museum visitor " These 

concerns, when applied in more general terms, can later become more focused 

with the application of technical concerns. The fact that new ideas come abou 

through a general approach and, therefore, a need for satisfaction. is on that 

is very applicable to this consideration. 

The overall impact of lighting is a matter of great importance. the vis-

Ltor's initial perceptions of the gallery rely greatly on the atmosphere cre-

ated by lighting, as discussed in earlier sections. However. the choice of 

lighting is most likely the most important decision that will be made by the 

designer in relation to the creation of atmosphere. There exists three basic 

lighting types that can be utilized in many different ways which include nat-

ural lighting, incandescent lighting and flourescent lighting. These types of 

lighting can be used individually or in unison to create different types of de 

sired illumination. The following examples explore aspects of each type of 

lighting and renders a more clear view as to the ramifications of each. 

To get a clearer picture on light and its effects and affects on exhibif-

3 
lon elements, a slight overview on the "physics of light" might be in order 
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The proper usage of light is impossible unless the designer is familiar with 

the physical characteristics, and the effects it has on exhibit materials. Th. 

following definitions might give some light to these aspects of lighting: 

Figure GD. 1 

Reflection- is the process by which a part of light falling on a 
medium at a given angle leaves that medium from the in-
ident side without goin through the medium. This in-
volves two equal angles and the angle of incidence and 
the angle of reflection. 

Diffusion- is a phenomenon similar to reflection, except that when 
light falls on an uneven surface or a surface composed 
of minute crystals each single ray reflects the light at 
a different angle; this appears as a total spread of light 
and is visible in all directions. 

Transmi ssi on- of light is a property of many materials such as glass 
and plastics which allows light to go through them with-
out appreciable loss of energy and without change in dir-
ec t i on. 

Refraction- is the change in velocity of light when a ray leaves one 
material and enters one that has a lesser or greater op-
tical density. This phenomenon causes bending of the light 
rays, with the degree of bending depending on the relative 
densities of the materials, on the wavelength of the light 
and on the angle of incedence, being greater for large dif-
ferences in density. Refraction is a phenomenon very widely 
used to guide light rays in a given direction; in addition 
because the degree of refraction through the same medium de-
pends on the wavelength of the incident light, it can split 
white light in its component colors according to their fre-
quencies. 

Absorption- is the property of certain matenals to let only some 
wavelengths pass through, while retaining the others 
and transforming them into heat. 

Polar1zat i on-

Surface Bright 
ness and Glare 

is the property of some materials to eliminate one of 
the directions in which light propagation vibrates. while 
allowing the other to pass. 

)f unwanted reflection and could be Glare is the result ol 
defined as a condition of vision, in which fchere is dis 
comforfc and a reducfcion in the ability to see objects 
clearly; this is due to an unsuitable distribution or 
range of brightness or fco extreme contrasts simultan-
eousLy or successively present in the field of view. 
An incident ray falling on a specular surface will be re-
flected in the same direction and with the same angle to 

If the eye of the observer is within 
_-^.., _. . by this reflection, it will see the 

light source through the reflection as in a mirror Be-
cause the surface brightness of the object it illuminates, 
the object will appear very dull and more or less invisible. 

i n 
the perpendicular 
the light cone created 



In addition, as the eye with its adaptation ability will 
reduce its acuity because of the reflected light from the 
brighter source, the observer will be somehow blinded. 
The combination of these two conditions veils the object 
as with a gauze and makes it impossible for the observer 
to see any of its detail. 

Now that the physical nature of light has been basically explored in the 

previous i11ustration, an approach of control should now be addressed. The 

necessity for optimum utilization of lighting in any situation relies entire-

ly upon the control level of the design. The following illustration will lend 

som basic ideas on the methods of light control. 

Fig. GD. 2 

Diffusing- At small viewing angles (looking nearly straight down at 
the task) this material has the minimum luminance exposed 
to be reflected in the task. At large viewing angles it 
tends to have the highest luminance. This helps reduce 
veiling reflections but tends to reduce visual comfort 
per uni t area. 

Prismatic- A wide range of materials comes under this category, but 
generally they tend to expose greater flux toward the work 
for small viewing angles. Many of them have good light 
control at large viewing angles. Prismatic materials have 
been designed to produce special flux distributions refer-
red to below. 

Louvers- These materials expose the maximum luminance to the work 
at small viewing angles. They generalLy have lower lumi-
nance at large viewing angles. Transluscent louvers have 
the least control; opaque louvers next; and specular par-
abolic wedge louvers have the maximum. 

Polarizing- Available materials of the flake or layer type have a deg-
ree of diffusion that exposes less luminance to the work 
than prismatic or louver materials. They have less lumin-
ance at large angles than diffusing, about the same as 
prismatic, and more than opaque louvers. Polarization 
can reduce veiling reflections. The effect is greatest 
at large viewing angles. For any single ray of light, pol-
arization in a plane perpendicular to the task always tends 
to reduce veiling reflections. 

Special- New optical designs of luminaires and materials have been 
produced with candlepower distributions that reduce the 
flux coming from the offending zone and minimize the lum-
inance directed to the eye of the worker While there are 
distinct variations in effective illumination and visual 
comfort for various orientations and positions of the work-
er, very significant improvements are provided in control-
ling veiling reflections. 
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-Lighting for the Gaiiery 

-Incident angles and methods 

Now the nature of light and certain methods of control have been discussec 

a method of application should be studied. In regards to the gallery, there 

are particular points that are guidelines to effective design that should be 

followed. These guidelines are not meant as a constraining force to the methoc 

of design, but merely principles that lend to a better understanding of the 

factors that guide design. 

The direction of a concentrated beam of light directed at an object shoulc 

be at an incident angle of 60 degrees from the horizontal and should be center 

ed at an adult sight line height of 5' -6" (refer to Fig. GD. 3 for illustra-

tion) If the object of presentation is higher than 52", the light source 

should move back by 1 1/2" for every 1" of additional height. The viewing 

height of 5' -6" could be adjusted by one foot maximum to compensate for short 

viewers. In the following i 11 us t rat i ons (Fig. GD. 4 - GD. 7) , the various angles 

of incidence and distance factors for different types of display techniques is 

explored. 

-Natural Lighting 

The use of natural lighting must be approached with the utmost concern fot 

the preservation of display materials. Being that man is virtually engrained 

in the need for outside light, natural lighting can be effectively used in 

some display techniques. For instance the Whitney Museum in New York City 

uses window openings that are perpendicular to the gallery wall and set back 

in cubical alcoves, thus allowing outdoor views while limiting light infil-

tration ( refer to Fig. GD. 8) . 

Fig. GD. 8 
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The brightness of the sky is very high, even on cloudy days, and the col-

or temperature can reach limits in excess of 10,000 degrees Ky. This being 

the case. even a small opening can allow sufficient exposure of white cool 

light, which is excellent for good vision and color evaluation. Solar alt-

itudes have a great deal to do with the amount of available reflected light. 

In the follo«ing illustration (Fig. GD.9) altitudea and footcandle amounts are 

shown. 
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Fig. GD. 9 

Due to the eventual harm that can be caused by the infiltration of ultra-

violent rays, the best method of light allowance is indirect lighting. Thia 

method of lighting allowa the diffusion of outdoor light to indoor surfaces 

while breaking down the ultra-violet rays. Por inatance the glaze of outdoor 

facing glaaa can be uaed if the tranamittance factor is leaa than 0. 5 inches. 
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The waya in which outdoor l i g h t can reach indoor a u r f a c e s i s i l l u s t r a t e d i n 

Fig. GD. 10. 

Fig. Gai 0 
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-The color of light 

"Tha effect of the color of the light on the artifact must also be a major 
4 

eonaideration in the aelection of a light aource." The uae of colored light 

must be carefully weighed aa to the effect it will have upon the exhibit. 

Filtera uaed over apota or incandeacent fixtures can add punctuation to a part-

icular exhibit. However, it can alao dull the existing colors of the artifact 

if fflisuaed. 

The temperature of certain colored lightinga muat not be ignored. For in-

stance low color temperature light, auch aa incandescents, make a room appear 

bright at low levels of illumination, while flourescents, which have a higher 

color temperature, need a higher level of illumination to make the same room 

seem equally bright. The following guidelines should also be adhered to: 
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Fig. GD. 11 

- Uae low color temperature light sources so as to reduce the need for 
high illumination levels. 

- Lamps in all galleriea should have good color rendition. (A color 
index of 95 or better ia recommended for flourescent lamps. ) 

- Mixing of color temperaturea is a complex matter and unless care-
fully handled can create unpleasant effects. In public areas, where 
variationa in color tmperaturea are less likely to be of value, as 
a general rule all lighting ahould have the same color temperature 
characteriatics. 

-Adaptation to the environment 

Since the gallery provides display for many types of specimens which uau-

ally require their own degree of illumination, use of techniques must be very 

carefully weighed. The point ia not to provide efficient lighting for one par-

ticular apecimen: but, it ia to utilise illumination to create a sequential and 

unified lighting environment. "Thia involvea conaideration of the ability of 
5 

the eye to adapt." The viaion aequencing of the viaitor must be spaced in 

such a manner that hia eyea have time to gradually adapt to the amount of ill-

umination available. The human eye adapta more quickly from lower levels of 

light to higher levela of light. Thia being the caae, it ia adviseable to cre-

ate a pattern of deacending gradiation to the gallery exhibit from the enter-

ance of the gallery. Thia givea the visitor time to adapt to his surroundings 

while atill offering the opportunitea of pre-gallery display. In summation 

the following liat ia aome examplea of the principles of adaptation: 

Fig. GD. 1 2 

- Gradually lower the illumination when coming from the outaide 
or from bright areaa. 

- Hithin the museum guide the visitor from lower to higher levels 
of illumination, coordinating lighting and signing so that the 
visitor ia guided in the right direction. 

- Uae natural light in the galleriea, where possible, and in relax-
ation areas. Natural light is ideal in galleries with objects 
which would have normally have been outdoors, such as statuary. 

- Provide visual ahielding between galleries to avoid reflection 
of light sources or light apill from one gallery to the next. 
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- Maintain the level of background illumination in galleries so 
that the contrast between the illumination of the objects and 
the ambience doea not exceed a ration of 6:1. Por example, if 
the light intenaity on the object is 60 footcandles, the back-
ground level of lighting should not be lower than 10 foot-
candlea. 

- Hhere variety in the intenaity of lighting on objects is desired 
ensure that the difference between the light intenaity on objects 
and background is maintained. 

-Operational Conaiderationa 

Beaide creating a lighting system that will be aesthetically efficient, 

attention muat be paid to the economical and maintaince factors of the system. 

The lighting sourcea must be able to provide sufficient illumination while re-

maining power efficient. Tha ayatem that requirea little maintainance atten-

tion will eventually be the moat coat-efficient one. Some points of interest 

here are aummarized in the following: 

Pig. GD. 13 

- Chooae lighting aourcea and levela of illumination which are ef-
ficient in thair output and conaume a minimum amount of energy 
for a given reault. 

- Aa much aa poaaible without unduly conatraining the range of 
lighting choicea, limit the number of different typea of light 
aourcea uaed in order to aimplify maintainance and stocking. 

- Provide three levels of illumination: for display, for main-
tainance, and for emergency purposea. 

- Provide emergency lighting uaing the aame type of fixtures as 
thoae uaed for general illumination, dimmed and controlled so 
aa to be in balance with the regular lighting. 

- Provide for flexibility in light level adjustments within each 
gallery by inatalling dimmera in all general and accent lighting 
circui ta. 

- Maintainance of lampa in the gallery areaa, both on the ceiling 
and in the ahowcaaea, ia an extremely delicate operation and 
ahould be made aa hazard-free as possible. 

The economic aapecta of a lighting system are affected by both power con-

sumption and maintainance. On the aubject of power consumption costs, the use 

of lighting techniques that put of large amounta of heat not only increase 

coat of light operation, but cooling operation coat as well. The following 
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graph illuatratea the amount of power needed to maintain certain footcandles 

(refer to Pig. GD. 14). Linea A to F are fôr incandescent lamps and the bal-

Fig, GD. 1 4 
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ance of floureacenta of different typea. Light loaa, the leading cauae of 

operational coat increaae, can be attributed to the following factors: 

1. Dirt on lampa and fixutrea 
2. Dirt on room aurfacea 
3. Lamp lumen depreciation 



The need for relamping due to lumen loss of the lamp, can be predeterm-

ined with the help of the following charta ( refer to Fig. GD. 15). 
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-Conaervation 

The final factor that will be diacuaaed in thia section is that of con-

ervation within the realm of lighting. The following compilation is a list 

of factora that muat be conaidered: 

Pig. GD. 16 

- In galleriea containing light-senaitive objecta, the lamps used 
should have a minimum of ultraviolet radiation content in their 
apectra. The ambient illumination should be low and diffuse, so 
aa to allow aufficient contraata between exhibits and the space 
around them. 



- Hherever poaaible, eliminate light sources in cases. 

- Hhera it ia easential to have light sources within cases, the 
caaes ahould permit heat diaaipation and provide for easy access 
to lampa and ballaata for aervicing. Hhere spotlights are used 
in caaea, they ahould be of a type that eliminates infrared radi-
ation from the main light beam. 

- Illumination lavela for particularly sensitive objects should be 
limited to 50 lux. Moat muaeum objects may be illuminated to a 
level of 100 lux, while those objects that are not sensitive to 
light may be illuminated to a level of 300 lux. 

In reapect to conservation, other areaa of conaideration muat the con-

trol of temperature, humidity, air filteration and movement and the monitoring 

and handling of apecimena. 



Appendix E 

The following is an illustrated compilation of the various types of com-

ponents used within the gallery. This is a partial list of the many varieties 

of components available, but it does lend a view as to the basic types of com-

ponents to be considered. 
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THEATRE BACKGROUND STUDY 

General Statements 

The theatre opens new doors to the type of exchange, both cultural and 

psychological, that can take place. Whereas, the exhibition gallery is bas-

ically an environment for initial intimate exchange, expanding to a more gen-

eral level; the environment of the theatre is the inverse. The method of ex-

panding on this thought is most effectively executed throught the in-depth 

study of the functional aspect of the theatre and the methods of implementing 

these functional aspects into this project. 

The Purpose of the Theatre 

The base function of the theatre is to provide a quality atmosphere for 

exchange through forms of performing entertainment. The visitor's purpose 

of attending a theatrical performance is primarily to be entertained. How-

ever, the purpose of this particular project is to create avenues of exchange 

for both the visitor and the artists involved. Bearing this in mind, the vis-

itor's purpose broadens toward the desire to learn about and hopefully under-

stand the culture of another, while at the same time, receiving quality enter-

tainment. Therefore, the theatre. like the gallery, creates a perfect vehicle 

for cultural exchange. The question of methodology comes into play with the 

analysis of this theory. 

Theatre as Culture 

The theatre is the embodiment of many different aspects of expression. 

A few of these include: 

1.) Music (symphonic, operatic, vocal, instrumental, vocal, etc. . . ) 

-The vast typological composite of music, due to various cultural 

and societal influences from around the world, creates a rich 

cultural base for the purpose of exchange through exposure. 

2. ) Drama ( plays, mime, puppeteering, acrobatics, etc. . . ) 

-The type of statements of importance, feeling and emotion, made in 
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this arena fo performance lends itself to a clear understanding of 

others. 

3. ) Dance ( ballet, tribal, modern, etc. . . ) 

-The expression of emotion utili2ing the body is the most pure and 

ancient form of communication. More can be said with this form of 

expression, than words that all the letters and symbols in the world 

could create. 

This list compnses simply the basic forms of theatrical performances. How-

ever, even considering the many possible derivations of this list that might 

exist, it is the foundation from which all theatrical performances is based. 

Communication In The Theatre 

The creation of a message that is clearly understood lies mostly in the 

hands of the perfomers. It is important not to be mislead. Considering this 

question from the visitor's point of view, it is understood that the primary 

purpose of attendance, at the International Human Exhcange Center, is to par-

take in a pleasureable experience. The artist and performers are present to 

fulfill two main purposes. Firstly, the artist and performers come to give. 

They are there to create paths of understanding through the statement and ex-

pression of their art. Their second purpose is to receive. The artists and 

performers, in order to thrive, must also be given to. There must be some 

form of exchange for their effort. The exchange of knowledge and ideals with 

fellow artists, or the public recognition of their effort are two examples of 

that needed exchange. In general artists recognize eachother as a commaradica] 

member and are compelled to exchange thoughts, emotion, philosophies and 

ideals. And, on the other hand, laymen seem to view artists with a certain 

mystique, wanting to share knowledge and understanding with them. When the 

atmosphere is favorable, the audience relate with the artists efforts and be-

gin to immerse themselves into the artists work emotionally; therefore, cre-

ating the pathway for exchange. 
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Unity in the Theatre 

The creation of a unity in the atmosphere of the theatre is imperative. 

The sense of a bond, either emotional or psychological, between the perform-

er and the audience must exist to create a favorable atmosphere for exchange. 

The manner in which the audience surrounds the performance arena can lend to 

the creation of ominenity or intamacy. With the purpose of this project in 

mind, it seems clear that a high intamacy level between the artist and the 

audience would be extremely beneficial. The methods of creating this type of 

atmosphere are very important points of consideration. The situation of 

seating can lend to the creation of this quality, as can the situation of the 

stage. If the audience, the performer or both feel alienated from one another 

then the atmoshpere becomes impersonal, totally destroying the purpose of the 

project. Therefore, the creation of unity between the artists and the aud-

lence becomes extremely important. 

The Atmosphere of the Theatre 

As discussed in the previous section, the quality of unity must exist for 

a successful introduction of exchange. Howver, there are many other points 

of consideration when analyzing the quality of atmosphere in the theatre. 

The utilization of modern and historical techniques of acoustical treat-

ment is very important. The quality of sound in the theatre is one of the mosi 

outstanding considerations. The presence of superior sound acts as a commun-

icative link between the artist and the audience. If this link is, for some 

reason, not fully established, the unity between the two factions is destroyed. 

Comfortablity is another creation of quality acoustical treatment. The aud-

lence must, in the case of this project, be able to relax their bodies and 

minds in order to be receptive to types of exchange. When the quality of 

acoustics is low, the audience must strain to hear; therefore, preoccupying 

their minds with something other. than the main purpose of unders tandi ng the 

thought being offered by the artist. 
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Another apsect of atmosphere that must be considered is the quality of 

the view. This, again, is a link of communication between the artists and the 

audience. When there exists a clear line of visual access, the link is then 

created. However, when the line is interrupted, the emotional and physical 

link is destroyed. 

The existence of quality sound and vision are the two most important 

points of consi derat i on from the visitor's point of view. The quality of 

environment rely almost completely on these two consoderations in the approach 

to theatre design. The methodology of creating designs that optimumly fulfill 

these aspects will be discussed in the following appendices. 

The Provision for the Artists 

When one turns his minds eye around and looks back out toward the aud-

ience, as will the performing artists, many points of interest arise. 

The feeling of unity in the atmosphere is extremely important in the qua-

lity of performance. The unity, in this case, must not only exist with the au-

dience, but with their fellow performers as well. The creation of backstage 

space must lend to this quality. A sense of seclusion for the artists must 

be created. The feeling of a warm surrounding is important for the pre-perf-

ormance periods. The stage. being a creator of mental and physical strain 

for most, must have a counterpart that will be an inviting atmosphere for 

relaxation. The need for space in which to rehearse is imperative. The pos-

sibility of backstage area is present. The felling of intamacey between the 

artists already exists to some degree, and the manner in which the theatre 

atmosphere either builds up or tears down this unity can be a major factor 

of consi derat 1 on. 
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APPBNDIX A 

The Stage and Surrounding Spaces 

The design of the stage is one of the most important aspects to be consider-

ed in the overall approach. The functional qualities of the stage must be 

carefully considered so that the hinderances of operational defficiencies will 

ba avoided. The need to cater to the operational requirements of not only the 

actors, but the crew members as well, is of the utmost importance. The theatre 

must function, as must the gallery, to the optimum standards so that the visit-

ors and caretakers can utilize them to the highest potential. 

The purpose of this section is not to reiterate the findings in the fol-

loMing spatial study, but to elaborate on the functional needs of those spaces 

on a more technical level. 

-Overhead 

The use of an overhead structural grid is a very important aspect to the 

design of the stage. This grid can be used in several ways. The hanging of 

backdrops, scenery, and the flying of other objects are just some instances in 

which the grid can be utiliaed. If, however, the designer chooses not to util-

ize the grid system, the roof structure should be reinforced so as to create a 

supportive frame from which to suspend objects. In design of the grid system 

the following list of minimum standards should be considered: 

Fig. T. 1 

1. Anticipate maximum loads grid must support. 

2. Build grid with height adjustable if feasible. 

3. Build grid three times the height of the effective proscenium 
opening and high enough to raise the farthest backdrc? out of 
sight above masking tormentors from all seats. 

4. Be sure there is adequate work lighting installed above the grid 
in those theatres where access is provided. 

5. Be sure that there are rails on all catwalks where catwalks are 
provided. 

6. Be sure to provide direct fire escape from grid in accordance with 
local fire regulations. 
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7. Artificial or daylight spill from above grid should be avoided. 

Another point to consider in the utilization of the grid is the fly loft. 

This is the area into which the scenery is to be raised when not in use. If 

this area is not sufficient in height, then the masking teaser must be drop-

ped lower to hide the raised scenery. Hhen this is the case, the area of stage 

space is decreased needlessly. The raising and lowering of scenery should be 

carried out with the use of a counterweight system; preferrably, motor driven. 

-Offstage space 

The stage space that ia closed off during a performance by curtains or 

scenery is considered to be the offstage space. This space is used mostly by 

the crew and actors before, during and after performances. Considerations for 

this space should be as follows: 

Fig. T. 2 

1. There should be a minimum of half as much of unobstructed space 
on each side of the proscenium opening as the proscenium width 
itself. 

2. Ideally, there should be as much clear unobstructed space on each 
side of the proscenium opening as the width of that opening. This 
will make possible the use of wagon stages, jackknife stages, etc. 
It will also leave extra space for quick-change dressing boothes 
frequently required. 

3. If there is no storage space adjacent to the stage, plan other off-
stage space for stacking of scenery. 

4. Consider built-in concealed lights in wall at floor level to per-
mit actors and stage crew to walk safely behind the scenery while 
there is activity on the stage. Blue light can be used to reduce 
the amount of reflective light spill. 

-Storage space 

The amount of storage space is always a main factor of consideration in 

the design of the theatre. Storage for scenery, props, costumes, and many 

other items is of utmost importance. The following list gives basic design 

considerations that should be considered: 

Fig. T. 2 

1. Storage space should be close to or adjacent to the stage. 
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2. Doors should be wide and high enough to handle maximum size 
flats, properties, and platforms anticipated. 

3. Consider elevator adjacent to loading platform, to carry mat-
erials received directly to storage rooms and stage. 

4. Bins and shelves for scenery or properties should be of adequate 
size and clearly marked. 

5. Consider adjustable-size bins situated close to the stage. 

6. Wherever possible, sharp corners should be padded or blunted. 

7 Adequate work lighting should be installed. 

8. Allow adequate height in storage area for the maximum forseeable 
size of props that may be used. 

-Facilities to receive scenery and equipment 

The loading and unloading of stage equipment will be a major factor of 

consideration for this particular project. Since there wi11 be traveling com-

panies that will perform at this complex, the utilization of a loading bay area 

will necessitate careful consideration during the design phase. The following 

is a list of considerat1ons partaining to this element: 

Fig. T. 3 

1 Loading platforms should be accessible to the stage and well 
lighted from overhead, and should have a canopy to protect 
scenery and equipment against the elements. 

2. The edqes of the loading platform should be outlined in a 
bright color for safety. 

3. There should be no less than two doors from loading platform 
into the theatre. 

4. The height and width of loading platform doors should be ade-
quate to handle standard-size flats and platforms that the 
theatre or a visiting production might use. 

5. Loading platform doors should be weather-stripped. 

6. Loading platform doors should slide up and down if possible. 

7. Loading platform doors should be lockable from the inside with-
out a key 

8. The loading platform itself should be guaged to standard truck 
tailboard height. 

9. Hhere possible, consider havinq a ramp for getting material from 
trucks onto the stage or into the storeroom. 



10. If stage and storage spaoe are not on the same level as thc load-
ing platform, consider ele'.ator to take scenery and costumes dir-
ectly to stage and storage rooms. 

-The stage floor 

The construction of the stage floor must adhere to certain design criteria 

in order to function in the manner it is intended. The use of materials and 

layout techniques are very important in creating a functional surface for per-

formance requirements. The following is a list of requirements that will offer 

a clear view on optimum const ruc t i on: 

Fig. T. 4 

1 Use kiln-dried edge-grained wood in footlight area to prevent 
warping, and use edge-grained yellow pine for the rest of the 
f loor 

2. There should be stage floor area in front of curtain line for 
special announcements, for footlight trough if used, and for 
forestage action. Most designers prefer at least 3 feet of 
clear working space in front of the cutain. 

3. The stage floor should be sectionalized to permit the use of 
wide trap doors. Some theatres prefer the simplification of 
having one two-door hinged trap that can work downward as well 
as upward. 

4. The steps leading up to the trap opening from under the stage 
can be put on tracks for stability. 

5. Consider having a mechanical lift that can rise up through the 
trap opening to stage level and two feet above stage level. 

6. The dimensions of each trap door should be sufficient to per-
mit two poeple to ascend through it simultaneously. 

7. Consider the possibility of installing tracks. 

8. Consider the possibility of a permanent turntable with a quiet 
turning mechanism. 

9. Consider the possibility of using elevator stages. 

10. Be sure to allow adequate structural spanning of the main stage 
floor to support maximum forseeable loads. 

11 All entrances to the stage floor should be wide enough to provide 
easy passage for large props and period costumes. 

12. For opera and musical comedy, consider the possibility of provid-
ing the means whereby a raked stage can readily be laid down on 
top of the basic flat stage floor. 



13. Consider providing a means of varying the size and the shape of 
the forestage area for different purposes. This would also nec-
essitate providing a means of easily moving and easily reinstal-
ing the seats nearest the forestage area. 

14. Consider the use of steps in front of and at the sides of the 
stage toprovide additional acting area. Hhile these steps may 
be removeable, they should, once installed, be as stable as pos-
sible. This can be accomplished by providing a means whereby the 
steps can be tightly locked to the stage. 

-Halls of the stage 

Fig. T. 5 

1. Keep walls free of all protrusions. 

2. Plan back wall free of all encumbrances and protrusions so that 
it can be used as a uniform light-reflecting surface, and so 
that rear walls can be easily whitewashed. 

3. Halls of stage should not contain windows. 

-Proscenium arch 

The proscenium arch is another very important point that must be consider-

ed. The manner in which the arch is handled can determine the effect it has on 

the stage, both aestetically and accoustically. The following illustration 

lends some points that must be adressed: 

Pig. T. 6 

1. Por American theatres intended to houae visiting profes-
sional productions, the width of the proscenium arch should 
not be less than 30 feet and should not exceed 40 feet. 

2. The height of the proscenium arch should bear a relation to 
the maximum height of scenery which the theatre may use. 
Professional companies usually use flata 18 feet high. The 
height of the permanent proscenium arch is usually slightly 
greater than that of the scenery and except in unusual the-
atres should be approximately two-thirds of the width of the 
proscenium arch opening. 

3. There should b*» a minimum of ornamentati on on the proscenium 
arch so as not to complicate the scenic designers problem or 
to distract from the action. 

4. No light, shiny, or reflective surfaces such as gold, silver, 
or polished metals should be on or adjacent to the proscenium 
arch. Such shiny surfaces can reflect front-of-the-house light-
ing and distract attention from the performance on stage. 

5. Minimize reflections from the proscenium arch jamb itself by 
constructing jamb at an advantageous angle. 



6. Consider providing a means whereby the house lighting in combi-
nation with bright wall surfaces and dark grillwork can appear 
colorful, and the same surfacea in combination with the reflect-
ed stage lighting can appear completely dark. Such wall surf-
aces and grillwork must of course be checked with the acoustical 
consultant for their acoustical effect. 

7. Consider installation of forestage acting area lights within 
hidden, vertical lighting coves, built just ahead of the proscen-
ium arch. This will eliminate the difficult band of darkness 
that otherwise may occur in this forestage area. 

8. If the proscenium arch is adjustable, the asbestos curtain should 
also be adjustable. 

9. Consider electrically operated up-and-down house curtain which 
can also be operated by hand in emergencies. 

10. Consider latest developments in contour curtains and curved cur-
tains if feasible within the budget. 

11. Consider the use of illuminated enunciators to identify the scene 
before the curtain rises. 

12. Consider the proscenium arch aa a location for built-in loud 
speakers for public address and speech reinforcement in extra 
large auditoriums. 

13. Acoustics can be helped by properly designed proscenium arch 
splays which extend along side walls. (See Acoustical Consid-
erations-Appendix C) 

Scene painting dock 

Fig. T. 7 

1. Depending on the activity of the theatre, consider provision 
for the painting of scenery. with good lighting on the paint 
f rame. 

2. The paint frame may be located along the back wall of the stage 
but ideally it should be in an area where the activity of paint-
ing will not disturb the area of rehearsing. 

3. Be sure designer and painter can easily as possible obtain a 
comprehensive view of the whole canvass from time to time while 
it is being painted. 

4. The paint frame should be counter weighted and should be hung so 
that it can sink below the working floor and should go below 
floor level up to full height less 6 feet 6 inches. 

5. Paint framea should be as high and as wide as feasible. 

6. The closet in which paints, dyes, and other chemicals are stored 
is a prime fire hazard. Therefore, plan a lockable, well-lit, 
and well-ventilated paint closet according to the detailed spec-
ifications listed in the fire regulations. 



7. Facilities for stove, sink, and fauceta, for heating of glue and 
washing of paints, should be at a location near a paint frame. 

8. If feasible, construct an area in which painting is done so that 
it can be easily washed down and drained. 

-Rehearsal space other than the stage 

The stage space is an ideal area for rehearsal. However, the poasibility 

of having additional rehearsal space is a very real concern. The need for iso-

lated space in which to rehearse is very important for many shows. The flex-

ibility allowed by having an additional "lab** theatre space is immeasurable. 

The following is a list of concerns in the design of this space: 

Pig. T. 8 

1. Hhere possible, provide a rehearsal space with good lighting 
and acoustics and as much unobstructed space as the playing 
area of the regular stage poasesses. 

2. Rehearsal rooms should have floors suitable for dancing and 
a piano, and the atmoaphere should be quiet and pleasant to 
facilitate concentration. 

3. Consider rehearsal hall with elevated lighted stage and three 
or four rows of auditorium so that it will have the atmosphere 
of theatre and ao that the entire company and staff can watch 
the rehearsal without disturbing the actors. 

4. There should be one or more rehearsal areas with dividers direct-
ly adjacent to or a part of the main rehearsal rooms. This will 
provide individual atudy space for the actors. 

5. Consider mirrors and bars for dancers. 

6. Rehearsal rooms should be equipped with clothes lockers, bul-
letin boards, showers, and toilet facilities. 

7. Provide adequate heat and ventilation. 

8. There should be no posiibiity of sound leak or reverberations 
that might interfere with other personnel who may be working 
simultaneously in the theatre. 

9. Consider making it possible for scenery to be set up on the 
rehearsal stage and then for the whole rehearsal stage to be 
raised, lowered, or rolled onto the main stage as a possible 
method of scene shifting. 

-Dressing rooms 

Pig. T. 9 



1. The number and size of dressing rooms should be dictated by the 
type of productions and the kind of company planned for the the-
atre. (In the non-professional theatre, make-up is often ap-
plied "en masse", by a make-up crew rather than by the actor him-
self. Here it would be wise to provide smaller individual dres-
sing rooms or lounges in which make-up crews can work on the 
whole cast at one time. ) 

2. There should be no less than four of the dreasing rooms on the 
same level as the stage. 

3. If the theatre plana to schedule professional attractions, consid-
er having two star dressing rooms with extra space in which the 
stars can receive gueats after the performance. These dressing 
rooms should alao include sufficient space for a full-length couch 
on which the actor can reat before the performance. 

4. AII dressing rooms should be provided with lighting facilities 
whereby the performers can approximate color effect of the stage 
lighting of a given scene. 

5. Plan full-length mirrors in addition to table mirrors. 

6. Space should be alloted not only for stage wardrobe but also for 
personal clothing. 

7. If you are planning a rapertory theatre, allow extra space in the 
dreasing rooms for the hanging of bulky costumes. 

8. If possible, plan to have the wardrobe maintainance room on the 
same level aa the majority of the dreasing rooms. 

9. There should be a lockable closet and lockable drawers for person-
al effecta. 

10. Consider installing one-way peepholes in the dressing room doors 
so that the actors can see who wishes to enter before admitting 
guests. 

11. Plan showers, toilets, proper heating, adequate ventilation, and/ 
or air conditioning for the dressing rooms. There should be a 
minimum of one toilet and one shower per six actors and one wash-
basin per four actors. 

12. If possible, plan shower rooms with sunlight coming in through 
skylights or highly located windows. 

13. Consider providing a footbath in addition to shower facilities. 

-Offstage room for personnel 

The offstage personnel room or the •greenroom", must fulfill several con-

siderations. The use of this room is on a very functional level; and it must 

be designed to meet those requirements. The poor design of this room can cause 

extreme problems. The following list renders a clear view as to those require-
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ments: 

Fig. T. 10 

1. There should be an offstage room for musicians and an offstage 
room for stagehands, usually beneath the stage. Provide adeq-
uate washroom facilities and well-lit ventilated room, with 
tables, chairs, clothes lockers, and signal system. 

2. Provide offstage rooms for ushers, doormen, cleaners, etc., 
with provisions for changing clothes and facilities for working 
on programs etc. Cleaners' room should have space for storing 
vacuum cleaners and other equipment. 

3. Provide green room for actors with sunlight and terrace if pos-
sible. Provisions for serving drinks, coffee, and sandwiches 
can save valuable rehearsal time. 

This appendix renders a more concise picture as to the treatment of spaces 

on and around the stage. The details that this section illustrates will aid in 

the efficient design of the theatre, through being familiar with the many spa-

tial considerations of the theatre. 



Appendix B 

Seating for the auditorium 

This section deals with the problematic requirements of auditorium seat-

ing. Ihe manner in which the seating is laid out can drastically affect the 

quality of many factors of theatre deaign. Creating an environment in which 

the existence of design related barriers is negligable is extremely important. 

-Sight line 

The sight line of the theatre is an extremely prevalent consideration in 

the design of the seating layout. In order to avoid the complications of vis-

ion obstruction, the method of sight line design must be carefully weighed ag-

ainst the criterion in the following i Ilustration: 

Pig. TB. 1 

1. Floor slopes, balcony pithces, and seat positions should be des-
igned so aa to provide a viaw of entire performing area and of 
scenery unobstructed by any atructural elements. 

2. Provide a viewing angle most suitable for the type of performance 
planned for the thaatre. (Ideally, theatrea should be planned for 
one type of performance, but in actuality it is sometimes nec-
essary to plan a theatre so that it will be as close as posible 
to ideal for ita primary function and yet adequate for its sec-
ondary functiona. Por inatance, if dance ia planned it will be 
important for the audience to be able to aee the feet of the per-
formers in any area where they will be dancing.) 

3. The alope of the seating and the determination of the number of 
tiers of seats advisable should be arrived at firstly by seeking 
the maximum number of seata with as close to an ideal viewing angle 
as possible. 

4. The proportion of ideal seating locations muat be determined by 
the capacity of seats required for economic or other reasons. 
For axample, a theatre with a large required capacity that makés 
necessary one or more tiers of seating may force the architect 
to place some seats at a higher-than-ideal viewing angle or some 
seats at a lower-than-ideal viewing angle. However, the optimum 
seating pattern design shoud keep at least 90 percent of the seats 
withín a maximum advisable viewing distance and within a bottom 
and top viewing angle acceptable to the stage director and the 
acene designers who will operate the theatre. 

5. Once angle of view and viewing distance have been determined, the 
next consideration is establishing the level of the performing 
area and the detailed differences in the levels of rows of seating 
so that there will be no critical obstruction of the audience's 
view of the performance. The generally accepted criterion for 



sight-lino clearance deaign is known as two-row vision. 

6. Upper-level seata should be located so that the top of the pro-
scenium arch does not obstruct the view of the bottom seven feet 
of the back wall. 

7. The stage height above the orchestra floor should be approximately 
4 inches lower than the eye line of spectators seated in the front 
row of seats. If floor slopes provide sufficient sight line clear-
ance, the atage floor can be lower. 

8. Guard raila ahould also be located so that they do not obstruct the 
view of any seat located behind them. 

9. If there is a crossover aisle, be sure that the seats behind it 
are sufficiently raiaed so that the angle-of-sight line relative 
to the laat row of seats in front of the crossover aisle is main-
tained. 

-Seats 

The design and construction of the seat can have a great effect on the 

visitor'8 enjoyment of the performance. The comfortability of the seat must 

be a very high priority since the visitor will be remain in this seat for a 

long period of time. The deaign of the aeat muat be anthropomorphically cor-

rect in order to fulfill theae criterion. The following illustration gives 

some guidelines aa to the choosing of the aeat: 

Pig. TB. 2 

1. Seata ahould be ahaped for comfort, with upholstered bottoms that 
are resilient and gi ve proper body support. 

2. Hhere it is necessary for apectators to view the stage through the 
space between the heads of spectators in preceding rows, the seats 
should be so spaced that the distance between heads of seated spec-
tators increaaea the nearer the spectator is to the stage. 

3. The backs of the theatre chairs should be upholstered not only for 
appearance but for acoustical properties. Consider darker shades 
for side and rear aeats, which may be unoccupied during some per-
f ormances. 

4. Provide meana to attach hats underneath seats, even though there is 
a check room. Some theatre-goers must wear their hats when going 
outside during an intermission. 

5. If possible, provide double-arm block chairs, particularly in front 
rows of seating. 

6. Seata ahould operate ailently and with hinges so constructed that 
flow of traffic through rows is facilitated. 
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7. The distance between centers of chairs ahould be at least 20 inches. 
This distance should be greater consistent with sight line require-
ments. (Note: American seating requires approximately 35 inches be-
tween rows, whereas continental seating -no traffic row that dis-
rupts the seating- requires approximately 45 inches between rows. ) 

8. Consider labeling seats with prominent, large size numbers and let-
ters. Avoid systems of numbering where same row and number apply 
to more than one seat in the auditorium. 

9. The pitch of the backs of seats should vary according to position. 

10. It is desirable to obtain a minimum viewing distance from the last 
row of seats to the stage. To achieve this, rows should be a min-
imum distance apart and chair backs should have a minimum thickness 
commensurate with comfort from specific vertical viewing angles. 
The minimum row spacing should be 32 inches, and the distance should 
increase as the difference in degree of elevation of floor increases. 
a balcony with 4-inch riaers should require a minimum of 32 inches; 
6-inch risers should require a minimum of 34 inches, etc. 

11. Hhere building codes and low coat of required extra width of plot 
of land permit, consider continental seating. 

This concludes the section on seating. The adherance to these guidelines 

can reduce the possibility of design problems that can distract from the qual-

ity of the theatre atmoaphere. 
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Appendix C 

Acoustics- theory and application 

The knowledge of acoustical principles is of utmost importance in resp-

ect to the appllcation of design techniques for the theatre and the gallery. 

In order to create an atmosphere that will function to the optimum standards, 

this particular point muat be carefully analyzed. The use of acoustical tech-

niques must conform to the theories and laws of sound transmission in order to 

create a more inviting atmosphere for the spectator and the performer. The 

following appendix will deal with these aforementioned concerns in order to 

make clear the importance of acoustical design. 

2. TR ( ms) 

-Theory 

The f o l lowing i l l u s t r a t i o n i s a l i s t of a b b r e v i a t i o n a and symbols t h a t 

are uaed i n the f o r m u l a t i o n of a c o u s t i c a l da ta : 

Pig. TC. 1 

1. RT ( s) - Reverberation Time- time interval corresponding 
to 60 dB lovel reduction in a reverberation pro-
ceaa. 

Rlse Time- time interval corresponding to arrival 
of 50X of the energy in a build up proceas, or, 
expreaaed in dB: -3 dB below final level. 

II ( coeff. ) - Inversion Index- TR(audience area)/TR( atage area) . 
II may alao be applied in association with Steep-
ness valuea or BDT values. 

EDT ( s)- Early Oecay Time- time interval corresponding to 
60 dB level reduction, calculated from the slope 
of the first 10 dB of a reverberation process. 
Meaaurements are possible with the integrated pulse 
method. 

N (dB/octave)- Prefix for noise rating curve according to ISO 
atandards. 

C ( dB) -

RR ( dB) 

LB (coeff) 

Clarity- 10 log (energy over first 80 ms expressed 
aa a fraction of the remaining energy) . 

Room Response- 10 log (lateral energy between 25 and 
80 ms plus total energy between 80 and 160 ma expres-
sed as a fraciton of the total energy between 0 and 
80 ms) . 

Lateral Bfficiency- lateral energy between 25 and 80 
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C, RR, LE-

ms as a fraction of the total energy between 0 and 
80 ms. Lateral energy is measured with a figure-
eight microphone woth maximum sensitivity at right 
anglea to the longitudinal axis of a hall. 

Expected values are calculated from RT ( or EDT) val 
ues. 

The shaping of the concert hall or auditorium is one of the major factors 

in the creation of acoustical quality. Studio 1 of the Radiohuset has a seat-

ing capacity of about 1000 and also functions as a concert hall. The main shape 

(Figs. TC. 2a and TC. 2b) dealt with acoustical treatments very effectively. The 

RR of the auditorium was heavily increaaed through the use of sound reflective 

naterials; however, the reduction of high and mid-range reverberation waa cre-

ated through the use of reverberation chambers on the sides of the auditorium. 

Also the arrangement of mineral wood behind 3mm plywood with a 25% perferation. 

The mineral wood was cut into narrow atripa and thereby reduced the reverb-

erative echo by 95%, and hence reduced the RT curve as well. The balcony over-

hang also created a slight echo due to the concave shape; howver, with the use 

of these technlques in wall treatmont, even this waa eradicated. 

Longitudiniil sec*ion or (he Concert Studio. 

F i g . TC. 2b 

Plan oT the Concert Studk> (Studio I, Radiobuiet). 

F i g . TC. 2a 
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Finally the hall dealt with the Inversion Index. This formulation relayed 

information as to the overall reverberative effecta of musical performance in 

both the stage and audience areas. The method of calculation is as follows: 

II-TR (audience area)/TR (stage area) 

It is important that this ratio be equal to or larger than 1.0. 

This is but one example of how reverberation and reflection can be hand-

lad. The following sections deal with the methods of applying the above thoer-

ies so that the acoustical quality of the theatre will be at an optimum. 

-Acoustical considerations 

The following illustrations give basic guidelines that can be followed in 

the design of the acoustical atmosphere. Pig. TC.3 graphically illustrates 

some interfering noise that muat try to be eliminated. 

Fig. TC. 3 
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Fig. TC. 4 

1. Hhere possible, select the site for the theatre in the quiet-
est surroundings consistent with other requirements, such as 
accessability, convenince to parking spaces, and pleasant sur-
roundings. 

2. Consider making a noise survey as an aid in determining how much 
aound insulation will be required for the theatre. 

3. Sound-absorptive materials and other acoustical treatment can be 
uaed extensively in the backstage area, in the projection booth, 
in the lighting booth, on and around doors leading into the aud-
itorium, and in other locations where work or conversation might 
interfere with the spectator's enjoyment of the performance. 

4. Adequate noise insulation should be provided in the ventiliation 
system to make the ventilation ducts equal to the walls in sound 
attenuation. 

5. If possible, do not place motora or air-conditioning equipment un-
der the stage, as much addtional aound insulation will then be 
requi red. 

6. Consider arranging the rooms and equipment within the theatre 
building with a view isolating noiay areaa from quiet areas. For 
example, noise equipment such aa water cloaets should not be in-
stalled directly on the back of a wall adjacent to the auditorium. 

7. Note that noiaa which might otherwise be tranamitted to the aud-
itorium by direct mechanical vibration can be aupreased by re-
silient constructions. This includes noise from transformer, 
ballast, compressors, fans, etc. . . 

8. Design ahape of theatre ao aa to enhance a flow of sound to aud-
itors seated farthest from the playing area. These design con-
siderations should be resolved in the earliest stages of planning. 

9. One of the worst losses of sound in the theatre is the loss dir-
ectly above the stage area. This can be reduced by specially 
shaped sound louvers or by sound vents through which the sound 
can be projected toward the audience. 

10. Avoid the uae of unbroken parallel side walls in the auditorium. 

11. Avoid large vertical sufacea which are concave inward toward the 
stage. Straight or segmented rear walls are more desirable from 
the standpoint of avoiding rear wall echoea. 

12. Reep the rear wall of the auditorium to a minimum height. 

13. In general, for reinforcement, the ceiling and the side walls in 
the areaa nearest to the acting area should be reflective. 

14. Avoid excess balcony overhang ao as not to hamper the free flow 
of sound to the orchestra seata. 

15. A high degree of floor slope, whiche enhances the spectator's vis-
ion, usually reaulta in acoustical benefits aa well. 
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16. Design the auditorium with the reverberatory characteriatic most 
desirable for the main purpoae of your theatre. This character-
istic will vary with volume, seating capacity, position of the 
sound source, and the amount and type of sound which must be heard. 

17. Consider upholstering seata in such a way that an empty seat will 
come as near as possible to having the same acoustical absorption 
as one occupied by an average spectator. 

18. Sound-absorptive material ahould be used to supress undesirably 
long-delayad reflections of sound (echoes), and to achieve opt-
imum reverberation time for average size of audience expected. 

19. Consider the use of carpeting to help solve acoustical problems. 
Note that te underlay of the carpet is aa important a factor in 
thia reapect aa the carpet itself. Carpeting can also be used to 
deaden the sound of footfalla in areas where this sound might dis-
turb members of the audience. Hhere carpet cannot be used, a rea-
silient material such as cork tile will help reduce the footfall 
noise. However, such material haa little acoustical absorptivity. 

20. Hhere sound-absorptive materiala are uaed, consider not only their 
acoustical abaorptivity and appearance, but alao their paintability 
and durability and the eaae with which they can be cleaned. 

-Sound reinforcement 

In aome caaea artificial aound projection ia necessary. The pre-design 

phaae is the time to consider this factor. Unleaa the system is compatible 

with the acoustical quality existing in the theatre, many problems can arise. 

The following illustration lends aom inaight aa to optiona that can be fol-

lowed: 

Fig. TC. 5 

1. The installation of aound-reinforcement systems should be con-
sidered in auditoriums having an unuaually large aeating cap-
acity or an unuaually deep balcony overhang. Better results 
can be obtained when thia ia conaidered in the original des-
ign than when equipment ia brought in aa an afterthought. 

2. If a aound reinforcement ia not normally required, consider the 
installation of loudspeakera for aound effecta. 

3. Consider providing a monitor loudspeaker in the booth with an 
arrangement whereby the operator can premonitor the taped sound 
effects before they are played over the auditorium loudapeakera. 

4. AII loudspeaker switches should be wired in such a way that no 
transient clicks or thumps will be heard when awitching from one 
loudspeaker to another or when turning amplifiers off or on. 

5. Provide low-voltage circuits from the booth to the acting area 
for bells, buzzers, etc... 



6. Consider providing microphone and loudspeaker outlets in the stage 
floor, at the grid, in the wall adjacent to the proscenium arch, 
etc. . . 

7. Consider providing atereophonic sound systems for realistic sound 
reinf orcement. 

This completes a basic survey aa to the acoustical theories and treatments 

for the auditorium. The adherance to and expansion of these structured guide-

lines can create the deaired acouatical quality for the theatre. 

Since thia particular project will houae many various types of product-

ions, the need to meet all of the above requirements for acoustical treatment 

is most necessary. 
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Appendix D 

Lighting Considerati ons 

The section (Appendix D) under the gallery study went into great detail to 

clanfy the principles of light and its effects. This section will deal with 

some of the techniques and requirements of lighting for the theatre. Hith the 

principle theories of light in mind, the method of design implementation can be 

more easily directed as to an adequate fulfillment of the theatre's lighting 

concerns. 

-Stage lighting 

The most important lighting consideration is that of the stage. In order 

to create an atmosphere that the spectator can easily enjoy, the amounts and 

intensity of light have to be considered. The following illustration sets 

forth guidelines to follow for the lighting of the stage from the ceiling of 

the auditorium: 

Fig. TD. 1 

1. Be sure spotlights are placed ao that they light the actors' 
faces at a good angle of projection and with a minimum glare 
into the eyes of the front-row spectators. Except for these 
spotlights, the majority of light locations should provide 
an angle of between 35 and 45 degrees of elevation (relative 
to the level of head height of an actor standing at the front 
of a stage. 

2. Spotlights for tone lighting may be required at other angles. 

3. Be sure to install permanent wiring of sufficient load cap-
acity at each location for all foreseeable future cond-
itions, such as visiting productions which may carry equip-
ment requiring heavier wiring. 

4. Check with local fire regulations and building code for safe 
wiring procedures. 

5. Be surfe that all lights are readily accessible with safe, perm-
anent catwalks, both to the gallery and to the lights themselves. 
These catwalks should have guardrails and should be adequately 
lighted without lighting leakage into the darkened auditorium. 
If catwalks are not feasible, porovide means of lowering lights 
to within three feet of the auditorium floor. 

6. Provide fine wire mesh under all overhead lighting equipment to 
safeguard against looa parts of equipment possibly falling into 
the auditorium. 
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7. Hork lights should be located in such a way that the electrician 
can see what he is doing at the same time as he retains a view of 
the stage. 

8. Install proper visors to avoid light leaks. 

9. Hith remote control equipment, dimmer units can be kept close to 
the lights they control in order to reduce the cost and inconven-
ience of installing large amounts of heavy copper wire. 

10. Provide permanent wiring troughs with connector pigtails at all 
ceiling beam, face-of-balcony, booth, and side-wall locations 
where stage lights may be used. 

Projection and spotlight booth 

Fig. TD. 2 

1. Consider remote control console at this location in order to ut-
ilize the advantage of operator being able to view the stage. The 
booth is usually located at the rear of uppermost level of seating. 
In any event, viewing angle should permit chief electrician at con-
sole to have a clear view of the stage and of the drop fartherest 
upstage. 

2. Sound as well as light should bo controlled from this booth. For 
this purpose, amplifiers and loudspeakers inside the booth should 
be connected to a microphone in front of the acting area so that 
the operator in the booth can hear sound cues. 

3. The booth should be soundproof and as Iightproof as possible, so 
that activity inside will not disturb the audience. Consider pro-
viding a curtain on booth window, which can be drawn during inter-
mi ssi ons. 

4. There should be a means of passage from the booth to the backstage 
area without passing through the auditorium. 

5. Ideally, unless booth is at floor level, it should be accessible 
by a regular stairway. At the very least it should be accessible 
by a slanting ship ladder with four-inch-wide treads. 

6. AIlow for intercommunication system between the stage manager' s 
post and the booth. In some theatres the show is stage-managed 
from the booth by means of two-way intercommunication between 
booth an assistant stage manager backstage. In such cases, be 
sure that loud speakers located backstage for purposes of inter-
communication cannot be heard by the audience when they are op-
v-rated at the required volume for hearing during the performance. 

7 Consider additional circuits to enable communication with oper-
ators located on the left and right sides of the backstage area, 
with the orchestra leader, and with other locations. 

8. Install additional adequate wiring for carbon and follow-spot-
lights and projection machines which require direct current. 

9. Be sure that the booth has well-lighted controls and that it is 
adequately ventilated. 



10. If feasible, the booth should be equipped with toilet, wash basin 
and clothes rack. 

-Lighting from the front of the house 

-Box booms 

Box booms, placed so that lights mounted on them can light from the near 

corner to the center of the stage, should be a permanent installation. Fur-

thermore, these should be readily accessible. Flexible masking for these booms 

and lights is recommended. A minimum of eight individual 30-ampere circuits on 

each side is essential, but it is recommended that the conduits used to be 

large enough to make possible an eventual sixteen circuits per side. 

There should be a minimum of eight 8-inch, 750-watt elliptical spotlights 

to which the individual designer will add other lights of his own choice when 

necessary. These would be located on each box-boom ( left and right)_. 

-Ceiling booms 

It is essential to have frontal lighting at an angle of 45 to 50 degrees 

relative to the stage floor This angle is usually achievable only from ceil-

ing beam installations, they should be the same as those indicated below for 

second-balcony facia. 

-Balcony Facia 

If a theatre does not have ceiling beam installations, the face of the 

second balcony should be wired. In a house large enough to accommodate mus-

icals, thirty-six individual 30-ampere circuits should be permanently instal-

led. In a smaller house where it would not be feasible to book a musical, 

thirty 30-ampere circuita would be adequate. If there is no second balcony, 

equal service amperage ahould be permanently installed either from a booth or 

Platform located above head height at the rear of the first balcony or from the 

ceiling beam. 

All first-balcony faces should also have permanently installed circuits 

consisting of a minimum of twelve 30-ampere circuits plus two 50-ampere cir-
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cuits ( for p r o j e c t o r s ) . 

First and s e c o n d - b a l c o n y f a c e s s h o u l d be e q u i p p e d w i t h p e r m a n e n t l y i n s t a l -

led 27-inch p a n s . T h e s e p a n s s h o u l d be i n s t a l l e d on the face of the b a l c o n y 

and should be e x t e n d e d its f u l l width, w i t h no p e r m a n e n t v e r t i c a l s e p a r a t o r s 

and no p e r m a n e n t lid or face. The pans s h o u l d be p l a c e d as low as p o s s i b l e 

consistent w i t h s i g h t l i n e r e q u i r e m e n t s . Top and b o t t o m g r i l l s for v e n t i l a t i o n 

should be i n c l u d e d . The t o p d o o r s s h o u l d be p r o v i d e d to p e r m i t s l i d i n g a r -

rangement: s i d e to side. If b a l c o n y f a c i a is more t h a n 30 feet f r o m the s t a g e , 

there should be a m i n i m u m of t w e n t y - f o u r 8 - i n c h 7 5 0 - w a t t e l l i p t i c a l s p o t l i g h t s , 

to which the i n d i v i d u a l d e s i g n e r will add o t h e r l i g h t s of his o w n c h o i c e w h e n 

necessary. ( I f the b a l c o n y f a c i a is less t h a n 30 feet d i s t a n c e f r o m stage, a 

6-inch lens s h o u l d be i n s t a l l e d . ) T h e s e w o u l d be l o c a t e d on the s e c o n d - b a l c o n y 

rail or, if the t h e a t r e d o e s not have a s e c o n d balcony, on the f i r s t - b a l c o n y 

rail. 

-Lighting f r o m the s t a g e a r e a 

-Footlights 

All h o u s e s s h o u l d h a v e f a c i l i t i e s and p e r m a n e n t w i r i n g to m a k e p o s s i b l e 

dissappearing f o o t l i g h t of f o u r t e e n 1 5 - a m p e r e c i r c u i t s . 

-First b o r d e r 

There s h o u l d be p e r m a n e n t l y i n s t a l l e d , at the first b o r d e r p o s i t i o n , one 

24-way 2 0 - a m p e r e b a t t e n b o r d e r w i t h o u t l e t s w i r e d on c e n t e r s e v e n l y s p a c e d 

over the w i d t h of the s t a g e o p e n i n g of the p a r t i c u l a r t h e a t r e . E a c h o u t l e t 

should t e r m i n a t e w i t h a 3-foot lead and a 1 5 - a m p e r e f e m a l e c o n n e c t o r It 

should be p o s s i b l e to l o w e r t h i s b a t t e n b o r d e r to w i t h i n 3 feet of the s t a g e 

floor and r a i s e it a b o v e s i g h t l i n e s of the m a x i m u m h i g h trim. 

"Pirst b o o m s on s t a g e 

There s h o u l d be p e r m a n e n t l y i n s t a l l e d , at the first b o o m p o s i t i o n , two 

batten b o x e s - one aa a h o r i z o n t a l and a n o t h e r as a v e r t i c a l l e a d e a c h 20 feet 

9 2 



long. These boxes should be joined by a permanent and flexible multi-conductor 

cable sufficient in length to permit the vertical section to be raised to the 

grid. The vertical section should be wired with fifteen 15-ampere outlets, 

each tarminating with a 3-foot lead and female connector. Outlet leads on the 

vertical wireway should be wired 6-inches on center. 

-Dimmer and switch board 

A permanent dimmer and switch board should be installed in a location 

somewhere outside of usable stage area, such as in the basement or at least 20 

feet up the side wall. 

For a musical theatre, the board should have no less than fifty dimmers 

rated at 5000 or more watts each, and no less than thirty dimmers with dual 

rating of 1500 to 3000 watts each. In a st rai ght-play theatre, it will always 

be necessary to bring in auxiliary equipment, and it is therefore essential 

that space be provided for the easy temporary installation of these auxil-

iaries. 

An intercommunication telephone system, located in or on the switchboard, 

should be included. 

For a new theatre, the Iighting designers agree that other improvements 

such as remote-control switchboarda be installed. It is also understood that a 

scheme of permanently installed lighting equipment is feasible only so long as 

the theatre operators see to it that the equipment is properly maintained. 

•) .i 



Appendix E 

The following is a complation of the various mechanical equipment that is 

use for the stage and theatre. This is just a partial list of this type of eq-

uipment, however, it does begin to illustrate the suggested components that are 

currently utilized in theatre. 
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F i g . TE. 1 

CartaÍB Tracks 

As it is unlikely that sufficient height wiil be available to permit 
the suspended curtains to be " flown ", i.e. hauled up into the flys 
out of sight, they will be fitted to curtain tracks and drawn to the 
sides. A special type of silent-running track is manufactured for 
stage use; the domestic type of curtain rail is not silent in use and 
not intended for curtains of the weight likely to be used. A stage 
curtain track may be either fíxed to the inside of the proscenium 
wall with brackets or suspended: if a safety curtain is fitted the main 
tabs cannot be fíxed to the proscenium wall and must be suspended. 
The curtains are operated by a hauling rope or by cable and a winch, 
the latter being essential for smooth operation of house tabs. 

Fio. 3. Silent-numing slag* euriaén irack. 

F i g . TE. 2 
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F i. 4. 
General arrangement of 
pulleys for a theatre and 
(Inset rlghl) girder fixing 

pulleys. 
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TYPES OF LANTERN AVAILABLE 

Soft cdce Frcead spots (Figs. 11,13 and 15) consist of a lens 
hehÍDd which a lamp can be moved backwards and forwards. The 
icsult is a more or less drcular beam, variable between a spot and 
a medium angie flood. The beam consists of an enlarged image of the 
aament. A 500-watt lamp is in common usc on the types of stages 
here considered. At one time plano-convex lenses were used but 
now even an inexpensivc spotlight such as the Patt. 45 (Fig. 15) has 
1 Fresnel lens. AII Fresnel lenses used on the stage give much 
more iight than the plano-convex lenses they have supplanted. 
Furthermore, the light is softer and does not need a frost and there 
is no filament striation, even when spotted right down. Fresnel lenses 
have a tendency to give low-intensity stray light beyond the main 
beam. In consequence they are seldom used in the auditorium. 
They are very suitable for side lighting from the wings across the 
stage, and to give the elfect of sunlight through a window for 
oample. The stray light can be controII«l when necessary by using a 
rotatable four door bam-door attachment. Better control also results 
if the risers of the stepped lenses are blackened (" colouvred "). 

Proãle spots (Figs. 12 and 14) have a mirror system instcad ofa 
jens 10 collect the light. The beam shape and size is govemed by a 
gate with four independently adjustable shutters and it is this which 
is focused by a lens. The profile type of spot is sometimes called a 
mirror spot or in America an ellipsoidal spot. It is nude in a number 
of wattøges including a high-intensity spot for ihe " following " of 
artistes as in music halls. A feature of Rank Strand Profile spots is 
their adaptabilíty to varíous beam angles by changing the lens. Thus 
the Patt. 23 in Fig. 14 is available in four oeam ranges: 11*, 20°, 30* 
or 36°. Within the particular range the four adjustable nusking 
shutten now fitted to all models or an irís ín the gate can do all the 
rest. 

The lantems in Figs. 13, 14 and 15 take 500-watt Qass T pro-
jector lamps with medium prefocus caps. The Fresnel and Profile 
spots make very eifícient use of this light. A range of similar lantems 
exists for 1,000-watt lamps, e.g. Patt. 223 Fresnel spot (Fig. 11) and 
Patt 263 Profíle spot. However, whcre more iight is rcquircd it 
may be appropríate to doublc up on a circuit with a pair of 500-watt 
lantems side by side. Such an arrangcment also provides a good way 
of producing the asymmetríc beam distríbution often nceded in 
theãtre work. Where spotligbts are completely inacceasible duríng 
a performance, as, for exampie, thosa out in tha auditoríum, a 
colour wheel wiih preset stations operated by a selector switch on 
the switchboard is a reasonable provision. Incidcntally, all colour 
filters should be of tbe self-extinguishing acctate sheeting known as 
" Gnemoid ". Glass ís quite unnecessary except as a difTuser for 
Profiie spou. There is a form of Profile spot known as Bifocal (Patt. 
264) in which there arc separate sets of shutters to givc eithcr hard 
or soft edges or a mixture of the two. With this typc diffusers will be 
uimecesaary and objectionable scatter avoided. 

FkMdighto used along with the spotlights would, in the nuiin, be 
200-watt junior size (Fig. 16) used separately or made up as a com-
iwtment batten. The Patt. 137. 200-watt Junior Flood and thc 
Patt 60, 500-watt Flood are suitable for combination with the spots 
Jrø descríbed. The Patt. 60 would be mainly used as a stage flood 
on a portable stand or as a bank for lighting the larger cycloramas. 

FoOow Spoti. Tbese are narrow angle beam versions of Profilc 
spots and when used to pick out, hold and follow artistcs arc the 
tage's equivalent of the " close up ". In most cases their use in the 
rontextofthisbook would be rarc and for special cffcct only, and 
in consequence they would be bcttcr hircd for a particular pro-
duction which required them. An cxception would be in a hall much 
given over to "baliroom dancing " or whatevcr it is now known as. 

(13) 

(15) 

FiG. 11. Fresnel Spot Palt. 223. 
I .OOON-. 

Fio. 12. Bifocal Spot Patt. 264. 
I.OOOM'. 

Fio. 13. Fresnel Spol Patt. 123. 
500*. 

Fic. 14. Profile Spot Patt. 23. 
500if. 

Fio. 15. Junior Spol. Patt. 45. 

FiG. 16. FloodPatl. 137. lOOw. 
FiG. 17. Ballen. 

(16) 

F i g . TE. 3 
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F i g . TE. 4 

Optkal Effects Projectors. Moving Cloud, Wavc, Flame and 
other cffects are provided by using a spccial projector in conjunction 
with the appropríate optical cfíects attachment and objectivc lens. 
Such projectors may aiso be used with stationary slides for pro-
jection of scenic backgrounds. However, as with Follow Spots, 
timited application implies hirc rathcr than outríght purchase. An 
exception may be Linnebach projection (dcscríptive leaflet availabie) 
whích is a simplc way of providing scenic backgrounds. 

New Laaps. Recently there havc bcen two developments in light 
sources which arc about to havc effect on the thcatre. The fírst is the 
tungsten haiogen (T/H) lamp, somctimcs loosely referrcd to as 
quartz iodlne. Tbe príndpal feature of these is maintenancc of light 
output duríng life instead of the progrcssive ycllowing common to 

Fw. 18. Patl. 265. 400W 
CSI lamp, Follow Spol. 

Fio. 19. Pall. 252, 2kW 
Oplical Effecls Projeclor. 

filament lamps hitherto. Stage T/H lamps as fírst introduced have a 
lifc of doubie the corresponding standard lamp—thus 4(X) hours 
instead of 200 plus some increase in light output. These lamps are 
also vcry compact allowing lantems specially designcd around them 
to havc more effícicnt optícal systems. Wherc only longcr lamp life 
is requircd some cxistíng lanterns can be convcrted to T/H. 

For follow spots and perhaps iatcr on for scenc projection 
another iamp the CSIfCompact Source Iodide)which gives four timcs 
the light output watt for watt is becoming available. The CSI lamp 
is a very compact enclosed metal arc, not a fílament lamp, and 
therefore cannot bc dimmcd by dropping the line volts in the way 
normal to stage lighting control. (Readers are rcfcrred to the pages 
of TABS, curr?nt catalogues and other Rank Strand literature for 
information on thc latest tcchnical devciopments.) 



F i g . TE. 5 

SCHEME A 

(1) FKONT OF HOUSE SPOTS. S draiit* 
6 Ptft 264 1000-wiR Bifocal Spoti. 
2 Ptit 23 50O-wBlt ProOie Spott. 
I R«f. 367 Ceiltag Plalcs, or Ref. 247 Swirel A m Wall Bndcels. 

(2) MAIN TABS & PROSCENIUM BORDER 
1 304i Overlapped Curtain Track, for handwinch operatlon, with wheel 

earrien (360 021 30). 
Wall-mounting Handwinch, 30-n. capacity (360 2SI 30). 
Face-&iing brackets (360 24J), universal dips and hexagon bolts (360 242). 
Pair trailer curtains, made from lined Cotton Velour. 
Botder curtain, made from dyed cotton twill. 

SCHENfE A 

Staie of the •ninimoni recomracDded dlmcnslom and equipoicnt 

JkéM Â 

(3) No. 1 UGHTING BARREL. 8 drcails 
Patt 123 50a-watt Ftmmti Spota. 
Palt 23 SOa-wall ProAle Spols aad ret 374 DUhHr Clswis, 
Patt 137 200-watt Floods (1 drcaH). 
M. 4S3 Hook Oamps aod a ref. 443 12-war 24 (t bMcraally Wlred BarreL 

(4) No. I BORDER A No. I TRAILERS 
Border curtain, made from dyed cotton iwill. 
30-fl. Overtapped Curtain Tr«ck, weighled handline operatioo, with slider 
carrien (360 000 30). 
Tube-fíung dips (360 246), universal dips and hexagon bolu (360 242). 
Pair trailer curtains, made from dyed couoa twtll. 

Helght o/slage abofe audltoríum 
/JN Jloor 3/1. S In. 

ftelihl o/ proscealum openlng 12/1. 

Helght abore proscemum mlnimum 8 /t. 

(5) No. 2 LIGHTING BARREU S 
Patt. 123 SOO-watt Frcaad Spola. 
Palt 23 SOO-watl ProSle Spols aad rcf. 374 DUAMT 
Patt 137 200-waR Floods (1 drait). 
Ref. 483 Hook Oamps and a rcT. 441 S-wqr 24 ft latcraallT Wlrsd 

(6) No. 2 BORDER i No. 2 TRAILERS 
As for No. 1 Border A. No. 1 Trailers detailed above. 

(7) CYCLORAMA UGHTING BATTEN. 3 chtarits 
4 Pait. S/63 6 ft seclions oT Battcn wllk 3 drcnlts of ISO-waH i iiiapail ts; 

slio26ft. liin.o.d.pipe. 

(8) LEG OJRTAINS 
4 Swivd Curtain Anra, 6 ft. curtain pipe, U in. o.d. pipe lUing (361 J82 36). 
4 Single leg curtairu, made from dyed cotton twill. 

(9) PORTABLE A STAGE DIPS. 4 drcnits 
2 Pstt. 223 lOOO-waR Frcsnd Spols and Rcf. 633 Barndoon. 
2 Patt. 60 SOO-waR Floods. 
4 Ref. 626 Tdescopic Stands and Ref. 4S4 spigot adaptora. 
4 Ref. 190 2-way Slage Traps (2 drcnHs cach side, kãpcd up aad down). 

SUSPENSION GEAR 
7 Sets (minimum) of rope llne suspenslon consisting of girder fixing pulleys 

(361 184 ries), U in. o.d. pipes (361 642 05), sisal rope (361 341), and 
cleats (361 135). 

3 Sets of cable suspenslons, for lighting barrels, consisting of girder fixlng 
pulleys (361 184), flexJble wire rope (361 336), cable grips (361 640). and 
3 cwt. 3-drum hoists (361 332). 

LIGHÎING CONTROL. 28 drcnila. Tolal 23-kW 
Mini-2 18 dknncr ckamid controi caalstlag of ikrac RcC 73S 6 x 2000-
natt dlasiMr pncks, ooe Rcf. 738 lS<knnBd 2-prctet dcsk, and tkrM Ref. 
739 lO^metn (33 ft.) or Ref. 7S3 30-nietre (98 ft) eztcnaian eoQlral caMcs. 
Twki socket ontleta to eack dknmcr pcrmlt k nl patckhig oT tke 28 drcnlts 
to 18 dlmmtri (Fl . 23, pn e 27). 
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SPATIAL AND ACTIVITY ANALYSIS 

The Exhibition Gallery 

•gallery 
-should be mostly ope 

function 
-should utilize neutr 
-ceiling should be ab 
-floors should be abl 
-should make use of n 
create moods,emotion 

-should make use of t 
-should make use of h 
-should be adjacent t 
-should include four 
-each restroom shoul 
-men' s restroom sho 

-each restroom shoul 
-should include priva 
-should include rest 
-should be a barrier-
-should include both 
-should be able to ac 
-should have emergenc 
-should be environmen 
-should be easily acc 
-should contatin info 
-should have high-sec 
-activities (and freq 

-walking 5 
-standing 5 
-resti ng 4 
-touching 3 
-thinking 5 
-gatheri ng 4 
-reading 4 
-greet1ng 3 
-steal1ng 1 
-watching 5 
-rolling 3-4 

n spatially to create flexibility and directional 

al wall treatment to enhance exhibits 
le to support hanging sculpture 
e to support fairly large amounts of weight 
atural and artificial lighting to enhance exhibits and 
s, punctuation, etc. . . 
emporary and permanent spatial seperative barriers 
igh ceilings to accomodate sculpture, tech-art. etc. . . 
o outdoor exhibit area 
restrooms ( 2 women' s, 2 men' s) 
d have 6-8 stall accomodations each (include 1-2 handicap 
uld include 4-6 urinal accomodations 
d have 4-6 lavorotory accomodations 
te, semi-private and public viewing areas 
areas and sitting arrangements for viewing 
free environment (handicapped) 
permanent and temporary forms of exhibition space 
comodate numerous exhibits 
y equipment 
tally t reated 
essible for loading and unloading 
rmation areas 
ur 11y design 
uency-- l-very low, 

-talki ng 
- VIewing 
-runni ng 
-feel1ng 
-running 
-breaking 
-lounging 
-vandalizi ng 
-ge11i ng hurt 
-crying 

2-low, 
5 
5 
2 
3 
1 
1 
4 
1 
2 
3 

3-average, 4-high, 5-very higt 
-sitting 4 
-listening 4 
-madi tat i ng 4 
-obtaining information 4 
-disciplining children 2 
-seeking help 3 

-using restrooms 5 
-photographing 4 
-exchanging 5 
-getting lost 2 

3-4 walking with aids ( blind, crutches. etc. . ) 

-art 1 
-sho 
-sho 
-fo 
VI 

et 
-sho 
-sho 
exc 

-sho 
tal 

-sho 
-sho 
art 

-sho 
-sho 
-sho 

st • s 
uld 
uld 
r pa 
ng ( 
c. . . 
uld 
uld 
hang 
uld 
k to 
uld 
uld 
i st' 
uld 
uld 
uld 

wor 
be a 
ha ve 
i nt i 
met a 
) , c 
have 
have 
ing, 
ha ve 
the 

have 
be a 
s wo 
be e 
have 
be e 

kspace 
partial 
si nks, 

ng, weld 
1, wood, 
omputer 
enclose 
enclose 
rest1ng 
1nterme 
art1sts 
vari ed, 

cousti ca 
rk room 
asily ac 
lifting 

asily ma 

ly open environment for artists to work together 
emergency equipment, and tools 
ing, sculpture ( clay, metal, wood, etc. . . ) , firing, car-
stone, etc. . . ) , photography, weaving (basketry, cloth. 

work, drawi ng/sketchi ng, modeling, drafting, e t c . 
able spaces for artists to work separatively 
able spaces for artists to gather for eating. talking. 
, etc. . . 
diate space for the visiting public to watch the work and 

flexible lighting 
lly treated with respect to the gallery, and individual 

cessible for loading and unloading 
mechanisms for work 

intainable (cleaning, organi zat i on, etc. . ) 
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-should be environmentally treated with respect to the gallery 
-should be a comfortable atmosphere in which to work 
-should have 2 adjoining restrooms (1 men's, 1 women's) 
-each restroom should have 2 to 4 stalls (with 1 handicap) 
-men' s restroom should have 2-3 urinals 

-each restroom should have 4-6 lavoratory accomodations 
-each restroom should 2-3 shower accommodations (with 1 handicap) 

-floor and walls should be resistant to wear and breakage 
-floor should be able to support fairly large amounts of wieght 
-ceiling shoud be able to support hanging sculpture 
-shoulld have ample storage space that is easily accessible 
-activities ( and frequency) 

-working 5 
-paint1ng/drawing 5 -sculpting/woodwork 
-mixing 5 -modeling 
-washing 4 -scraping 
-drying 5 -casting 
-modeling 5 -using fly-wheel 
-lighting 5 -firing 
-sketching 5 -drying 
-viewing 5 -washing 
-standing 4 -spraying 
-sitting 4 -storing 
-crouching 3 -sanding 
-resting 4 -painting 
-walking 4 -cutting 
-running 2 -lighting 
-throwing 2 -welding 
-spraying 4 -molding 
-talking 5 -heating 
-storing 5 -bolting 
-stretching 4 -melting 
-cleaning 5 -bending 

-cleaning 
-sleeping 2-3 -eating 
-talking 5 -exchanging 
-lecturing 3 -watching 
-listening 4 -meditating 
-sitting 4 -sketching 
-writing 3 -smoking '. 

•administrati ve offices 
-Mill house administration for gallery 
-should be able to accommodate meetings of up to 50 people 
-should be easily accessible to the gallery 
-should have approximately 5-8 offices for the staff 
-for secretarial, security, executive, research, public relations staff, and 
a base office for the floor staff 

-should have break/snack room 
-should have lobby/waiting area 
-should have workroom 
-for printing, copying, cutting, etc. . . 

-should be environmentally comfortable 
-should be environmentally treated with respect to the gallery 
-should include janitorial service and storage rooms 
-activities ( and frequency) 

-secretarial -security -public realations 
-typing 5 -patrolling 5 -phonecalls 5 
-phonecalls 5 -watching monitors 5 -reading 5 
-mailing 3 -phonecalls 4 -writing 5 

1 0(J 

5 
5 
3 
4 
4 
4 
5 
4 
3 
5 
4 
4 
3 
5 
3 
3 
3 
4 
3 
2 
5 

3 
5 
4 
3 
4 
4 

-weavi ng 
-basket ry 
-us1ng the 
-spinni ng 
-kni 111ng 
-dyeing 
-washi ng 
-dryi ng 
-treati ng 
-cleani ng 
-sewi ng 
-mounti ng 

1 loom 

-technologi cal 
-computer 
-typi ng 
-graphi cs 

-dri nki ng 
-shower1ng 
- VIewi ng 
-standi ng 
-readi ng 

wor 

wor 

art 
k 

k 

2-3 
4 
4 
3 
2 
4 
5 
5 
5 
5 
3 
5 

3-4 
5 
5 
4 

3 
2 
4 
4 
3 



- c o p y i n g 
-bookwork 
- p a p e r w o r k 
- t r a n s f e r r n g 
-1nformation 
- c o m p u t e r work 
- g u i di ng 
- r e a d i ng 
- w r i 11ng 
- t r a n s p o r t a t i o n 

- r e s e a r c h 
- t y p i ng 
- p h o n e c a l l s 
- r e a d i ng 
- w r i 11ng 
- c o p y i ng 
- i n f o r m a t i o n 
-bookwork 
- p a p e r w o r k 
- c o m p u t e r work 
- u s i n g l i b r a r y 

• e a t i ng 
•meet i ng 
• r e s t 1 n g 
•smoki ng 

4 

4 
5 
4 
3 
4 
3 

5 
5 
2 

5 
5 
4 
5 

4 
5 
5 

5 
5 
5 

3 
4 

3 
-4 

-emergency service 
-typi ng 
-computer work 
-paperwork 
-bookwork 
-1nformati on 
-guidi ng 
-readi ng 
-wri 11ng 
-transportati on 

-executi ve 
-managi ng 
-phonecalls 
-bookwork 
-paperwork 
-computer work 
-i nformati on 
-overseei ng 
-host1ng 
-transportation 
-arranging mtgs. 
-conducting mtgs. 
-f1nanci al cons. 

-dr1nking 
-walki ng 
-greeting 

3 
3 
4 
4 
3 
4 
5 
4 
4 
3 

5 
5 
5 
5 

5 
5 
5 

5 
3 
5 
5 
5 

3 
4 

3 

• a d v e r t i s i ng 
• p r i n t i ng 
•copyi ng 
•computer work 
• f o r e i g n r e l a t i o n s 
• t r a n s p o r t a t i o n 
• p o l i t i c a l a r r 
•i nf o r m a t i o n 
•gui di ng 
•i n t e r p r e t o r s 
• a r r a n g i ng 
• h o s t i ng 
• g r e e t i ng 
• t r a n s p o r t a t i o n 

5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 

•talki ng 
•si tti ng 
•loungi ng 

•snack lounge 
-should be able 

have 
have 
have 
have 
be a 
have 
be envi 
be q uic 
be easi 
be i n c 

-should 
-should 
-should 
-should 
-should 
-should 
-should 
-should 
-should 
-should 
-activities 
-staff 
-cooki ng 
-cleani ng 
-eat1ng 
-drinking 
-prepari ng 
-washing 
-cutti ng 
-dishes 
-servi ng 
-bussing 
-3tor1ng 
-loading 
-unloadi ng 

se 
re 
we 
me 
ni 
3 

to prepare small meals (sandwiches, etc. . . ) 
ating capacity of 30 to 50 people 
laxing atmosphere 
ar resistive furnishings 
dium intensity Iighting 
ce atmosphere for talking 
to 4 staff members 

ronmentally treated with respect to the gallery 
k-service style 
ly accessible for loading and unloading 
lose proximity to restrooms 

-visitor/artist/staff 
5 -eating 5 
5 -drinking 5 
3 -resting 4 
3 -talking 5 
5 -exchanging 5 
4 -lounging 4 
4 -readi ng 3 
4 -wri ti ng 3 
4 -watching 3 
4 -medi tat1ng 3 
4 -listening 3 
3 -crying 3 
3 -breaking 2 

-smoking 4-5 

This comprises a basic list of spaces and activities from which to begin 

fche ideation process for the design. Man.y derivations can be implemented for 
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the optimum fuirillment of these spatial considerations. 
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SPATIAL AND ACTIVITY ANALYSIS 

The Theatre 

-vestibule 
-should have direct access from outside of the building into the foyer/lobby 
area 

-should have window access to the box office 
-entranceways and doors should accommodate handicapped 
-should run the width of the entrance of the building 
-should provide protection of guests 
-should be well-lit 
-should have even, indirect lighting 
-should have convenience outlets for cleaning and maintainance 
-should have the following equipment and furnishings 
-large rubber mats or all purpose carpeting for wiping of shoes 
-counter at box office window 

-should have year round temperature control 
-actiVIties 

-greeting 5 -eating 3 -removing outerwear 4 
-talking 5 -drinking 3 -cleaning 4 
-Iistening 4 -walking 3 -relaxing 4 
-standing 4 -sitting 4 -purchasing 4 
-waiting 5 -meeting 4 -watching 4 

-foyer/lobby/exhibit1on space (app. 800 to 1000 square feet) 
-should function as entry to the building 
-should serve as intermission gathering space for visitors 
-should provid access to the box office ticket windows 
-should make use of natural and artificial lighting 
-should be able to accommodate 300 to 500 people 
-should be environmentally controlled in respect to the theatre 
-should utilize variable lighting 
-should be an envi ronmentally comfortable space 
-should be easily accessable to the theatre 
-should function as an exhibition space for hanging and free-standing displayr 
-should be spatially flexible 
-should be acoustically buffered from theatre 
-should provide app. 1.5 square feet of space for every seat in the auditoriur 
-should provide app. 1 square foot of space for every three seats in the aud-
itorium for display space 

-should provide access to cloak room 
-should be a barrier-free design 
-should be easily maintainable 
-should have seating areas for resting 
-should have emergency equipment 
-should have ticket collectors and usher stations 
-should have intercom system for paging visitors 
-should have speaker system 
-should have drinking fountains 
-should have adjoining bathrooms 
-acti vi 11es 

-walking 3 -talking 4 -sitting 4 
-exchange 5 -viewing 4 -reading 3 
-drinking 3 -running 2 -crying 2 
-lounging 4 -standing 4 -using restrooms 5 
-gathering 4 -watching 3 -disciplining children 2 
-rolling 3 -getting hurt 1 -seeking help 4 
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-meditating 3 -walking with aids (blind, crutches. etc...) 3 
-smoking 4 -eating 3 -drinking 4 
-wheelchai rs 

-coat room 
-should serve as a secure storage for coats, hats, etc. . . 
-should be enough coat racks to accommodate 3/4 of the seats in the auditoriurr 
-should be shelving above the racks 
-should be enough lockable storage for 1/4 of the seats in the auditorium 
-some should be accessible to the handicapped 
-should be in foyer area 
-should have variable Iighting 
-should have emergency equipment 
-act1vi 11es 

-storing 5 -walking 3 -wheelchairs 3 
-searching 5 -standing 3 
-locking 3 -talking 3 

-rest rooms 
-should serve at least 10 persons simultaneously 
-should have direct access to foyer/Iobby 
-should be designed for accessability to handicapped persons 
-should have sound isolation from auditorium 
-doorways should be wide enough to accomodate wheelchairs 
-should utilize even, indirect lumination 
-should have convenience outlets for cleaning and maintainance 
-should have following equipment 
-mirrors 
-dressing tables and stools ( women' s restrooms) 
-soap dispensers 
-towel dispensers 
-paper dispensers 
-waste paper receptacles 
-stall enclosures for toilets 
-safety rails for handicapped persons 
-smoke alarms 

-should have a year round temperature control with heating and air condition-
ing systems 

-should have fresh air ventilation and exhaust system 
-activities 

-urinating 5 -freshening 4 -wheelchairs 3 
-deficating 5 -sitting 4 -feminine attention 4 
-vandalizing 4 -standing 5 
-washing 5 -disciplining children 3 
-drying 5 -reading 3 
-resting 3 -smoking 

box office 
-should have a minimum of 250 square feet, divided into two rooms: a ticket 
booth and a large office 

-ticket windows should be accessible to foyer/lobby area 
-should have a security door ( for staff use only) from foyer/lobby area 
-should have sound and light isolation from auditorium 
-should have security for ticket booth cashier 
-should utilize even, indirect illumination 
-should have convenience outlets for cleaning and maintainance 
-should have outlets for operation of typewriters, computers, copy machines. 
etc. . . 

-should have the following equipment and furnishings 
-ticket booth 
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-counter inside 
-2 stools at counter 
-change drawer 
-ticket racks 
-change maker 
-telephones 
-adding machine 

-office 
-desks (2) 
-desk chai rs (2) 
-chai rs ( 4) 
-telephones 

-typewriters or computers/printers 
-saf e 

-bot h 
-fire ext1nguishers 
-smoke alarms 

-should have an intercom microphone with which to page 
-bell or chime for post-intermission recall 
-year round temperature control-with heating 
-activities 

-selling 4 -paging 2 
-talking 4 -information 4 
-sitting 4 -counting money 
-standing 3 -storing 3 
-typing 3 -reading 3 
-calling 3 -writing 2 

and air conditioning systems 

-smoking 3 

audi torium 

-should accommodate 300 to 800 people 
-should have direct access from the lobby through a light and sound dampening 
passageway 

-should have ceiling spotlight portals 
-should have ceiling catwalks to spotlight portals 
-should have a wall spotlight port ladder 
-should utilize acoustical treatment 

iven illumination sufficient for reading programs (dimmer con-

-should 
-should 
-should 
-should 
-should 

ha ve 
have 
have 
ha ve 
ha ve 

should have e' 
trolled) 
should have exit lights above all exits 

aisle lights mounted on seating end standards of riser mounted 
ceiling spotlight port stage outlets 
wall spotlight port outlets 
convenience outlets for cleaning and maintainance 

c orchestra pit electrical outlets 
-should have the following equipment and furnishings 
-retractable seats 
-aisle carpets 
-speaker grills 
-orchestra pit 
-mounting devices for stage lighting instruments in ce'ling ports and wall 
ports 

-speaker system for amplified sound during performance, as well as. pre-
show and intermission music 

-should provide noiseless temperature control 
-act1VIt1es 

-watching 5 -greeting 4 -working 5 
-listening 5 -talking 4 -lighting 5 
-performing 5 -singing 4 -playing 4 
-rehearsal 5 -dancing 4 -sitting 5 
-cleaning 4 -exchange 5 -standing 4 
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acti VIti es 
-rehearsal 
-playing 
-moving 
-setti ng-u P 

4 
5 
4 
4 

-watchi ng 
-11 s t eni,ng 
-readi ng 
-wr11i ng 

4 
4 
5 
3 

-resti ng 
-standi ng 
-si 11i ng 
-( un) loadi ng 

-walking 4 -relaxing 4 -writing 3 
-rolling 3 -reading 4 -cr,ying 4 
-laughing 3 -setting-up 5 -repairing 5 

orchestra pit 
-should accommodate 20 to 30 musicians and the conductor, as well as, a piano 
and a small organ 
-should be furnished with direct access to and from the band room 
-should have convenince outlets for cleaning and maintainance 
-should have music stand lights 
-should have the following equipment and furnishings 
-chai rs 
-music stands 
-conductor's podium 
-should have an intercom system to stage manager' s station 
-should provide a system to elevate the pit to stage level 
-should provide storage 

3 
4 
5 
5 

•stage 

-could occupy the same amount of square footage as the auditorium 
-shoud be provided with direct access from the scene shop, the electrical 
storage area, auditorium and green rooms 
-should have a footlight trough 
-should have a gridiron 
-should have stairs and or ladders to the gridiron 
-should have a loading platform for the counterweight system 
-should have smoke doors in stage loft 
-should have fire doors 
-should have large doors to scene shop 
-should have special floor construction (edge grain yellow pine) 
-should have stage lighting floor pockets 
-should have company switch (for portable Iight boards) 
-should have gridiron junction and plugging boxes 
-should have stage worklights 
-should have gridiron work lights 
-should have the following equipment and frunishings 
-clock 
-stage manager' s console 
-counterweight system 
-locking rail and pin rail 
-fireproof curtain 
-act curtain 
-black curtains, legs and borders 
-sky cyclorama 
-fire extiguishers and hoses 

-should have speaker system ( portable speakers and outlets for back stage 
sound effects) 
-should have microphone outlets 
-should have year round temperature control 
-should have drinking fountains on both sides of the stage 
-activi 11es 

-rehearsing 5 -layouts 4 -meeting 5 
-singing 5 -working 5 -gathering 5 
-dancing 5 -setting-up 4 -exchange 5 
-pla.ying 5 -performing 5 -resting 3 
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-talking 5 -walking 5 -meditating 3 
-running 4 -Iistening 5 -playing 5 

-dressxng rooms 
-should serve a minimum of 15 persons 
-must be hanging and shelf space to accommodate several costumes per actor 
-should be full-sized lockers to accommodate a minimum of 15 persons 
-should have bathroom and shower area to accommodate 6 persons simultaneously 
-should be in close proximity to costume shop, make-up room, green room and 
stage 
-should have indirect but close proximity to the rehearsal room 
-should have even. general lumination 
-should have convenience outlets for hair dryers, miscellaneous appliances, 
cleaning and maintainance 
-should have the following equipment and furnishings 
-dressing rooms 
-hanging racks 
-shelves 
-lockers (full size) 
-chai rs 
-full-length mirrors 
-fire extinguisher 
-smoke alarms 

-bathrooms/shower 
-bench 
-stall enclosures (for showers and toilets) 
-mirror 

-must be sound isolated from the auditorium 
-should have a drinking fountain 
-should have intercom, monitor systems for calls, monitoring stage activity, 
etc. 
-should have year round temperature control with heating and air conditioning 
systems 
-acti vi t i es 

-sitting 3 -showering 3 -talking 4 
-standing 4 -meditating 4 -exchanging 4 
-dressing 5 -rehearsing 4 -listening 4 
-smoking 3 -drinking 4 -watching 4 
-eating 3 -using restroom 4 

-make-up room 
-must be space to accommodate 20 persons 
-must be a mxnimum of 3 feet running counter space for each person 
-must be xn dxrect access to dressxng rooms, green rooms and stage 
-must be in close proximxty to rehearsal room 
-must utilize sound and light isolation from stage 
-must have incandescent lighting at each station 
-must have convenxence outlets at each station 
-should have the following equipment and furnishxngs: 
-runnxng counter space around perimeter cf room 
-chai rs 
-mi rrors 
-drxnking fountain 
-center xsland counter wxth storage 
-cabinet wiht shelves and locking doors 
-fire extxnguisher 
-smoke alarms 
-waste baskets 
-sink(8) wxth hot and cold water at each end of island counter 
-intercom/monxtor system for calls and monitoring stage activity 
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• y e a r r o u n a xBTHP^I-a i .Ui -« 
•actX v i t i e s 
-sitti ng 5 
-standxng 4 
-drinking 4 
-talking 4 
-make-up 5 
-washing 5 

"Tront rol 

-drying 3 
-rehears i ng 4 
-readi ng 4 
-Ixstening 4 
-watchxng 4 
-exchangx ng 

•smoki ng 
•hax r dressi ng 
• wardrobi ng 
•cleani ng 

2 
4 
3 
4 

green room 
-should be large enough to accommodate 20 persons 
-should be large enough to house a small kxtchenette for the use of the actors 
and the productxon staff 
-should have immediate access to the stage, dressxng room, rehearsal room, anc 
the make-up room 
-should have sound and light isolation from the stage 
-should have even general xllumxnatxon 
-should have a 220 volt range outlet in kitchenette as well as convenxnce out-
lets 
-should have the followxng equxpment and furnxshings 
-arm chaxrs 
-couches 
-straight tables 
-tables 
-cabi nets 
-stove 
-refrigerator 
-microwave 
-fire extinguxsher 
-smoke alarms 
-drinking fountaxn 
-telephone 
-should have an intercom speaker from the stage manager' s station to permxt 
calling actors 
-should have speaker system which monxtors the performance 
-should have ice-maker 
-should have a drxnking fountain 
-should have year round temperature control 
-activi tX es 
-talki ng 
-eati ng 
-drx nkx ng 
-exchanging 
-smoki ng 
-si ttX ng 
-standi ng 

5 
3 
3 
5 
3 
4 
4 

-preparing food 
-cleani ng 

-rest X ng 4 
-walkxng 4 
-medxtating 3 
-listening 4 
-watchx ng 4 
-rehearsing 4 
-entertax ning 5 

rehearsal rooms 
-must provide a space larger than the acting area of the stage to permit 
the same amount of space for reheafsing the actxon and to allow the dir-
ector and others to view the rehearsal from a little distance 
-must provxde space for 6 rows of seats so that the actors, technicians. and 
other may watch the rehearsal as well as stimulate the atmosphere of the aud 
i torx um 

-should permit easy movement of stage props and scenery to and from the stage 
area 
-should be xn close proxxmity to dressxng rooms and green rooms 
-must have a slxghtly elevated stage space 
-must be constructed of the same materials as the stage 
-must have light and sound xsolation from the stage 
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•should have even. indxrect illuminatxon with some spotlighting 
•should have convenience outlets 

•should have the followxng equxpment and furnishings 
-small desk for director's use 
-audxtorium-type seatxng ( app. 50 seats) 
-straight chairs for stage use 
-studio uprxght piano 
-fxre extinguisher 
-smoke alarms 
-drinkxng fountain 
-year round temperature control 
-xntercom system 
-sound system for musxc 
•actX vi ties 

-walking 5 
-dancing 5 
-act X ng 5 
-sxnging 5 
-playing 5 
-watching 5 
Iistenxng 5 

-workx ng 
-runnx ng 
-si 11 X ng 
-standi ng 
-drx nkx ng 
-cleanx ng 
-rehearsi ng 

5 
3 
4 
5 
4 
3 
5 

-meditating 
-talki ng 
-wri t i ng 
-readx ng 

costume shop (optional) 
-should be accessxble to a costume storage space 
-should provxde space for 6 sewxng machines and two large cuttxng tables 
-should have garment racks and storage for materxals 
-should have separate laundry and dyeing area 
-should have a cubicle for fxttxng 
-should have a large closet wxth hanging racks and shelves 
-should be in close proxxmxty to the dressxng rooms, make-up rooms, green 
rooms, rehearsal room, and stage 

-should have electrical outlets for equxpment such as sewing machines, irons, 
washers, dryers, etc. 

-should have even, xndxrect Ixghtxng 
-should have convenience outlets 
-should have the followxng equxpment 
-cutting tables (2 9 4' by 8' each) 
-ironing boards 
-full length mirrors 
-cabinets for sewing supplies 
-sewxng machxnes 
-sewxng machxne tables 
-chairs for sewing tables 
-low table for crafts or handworks 
-chairs for tables 
-waste baskets 
-stools for cuttxng tables 
-storage cabinets for fabrics 
-bulletin boards for dxsplay of designs, costume plots, etc... 
-cabinets with shelves (laundry area: 
-drying rack ( laundry area) 
-washing machxne 
-dryer 
-dye vat 
-clothing racks on wheels 
-fire extxnguisher 
-smoke alarms 
-deep double sxnks 
- w a s h i n g m a c h x n e 
-d.ye v a t 
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- s h o u l d have y e a r round t e m p e r a t u r e c o n t r o l 
-actX vx t i es 

-washing 4 -desxgnxng 4 -drinking 4 
-dryxng 4 -fxttxng 5 -listenxng 5 
-dyexng 3 -storxng 5 -watchxng 5 
-sewxng 5 -talking 4 -drawxng 4 
-ironxng 5 -cuttxng 4 -gluexng 4 
-cleaning 5 -mendxng 4 -layouts 4 

•staff offxces 
-should be large enough to accommodate at least three persons comfortably 
-should accommodate a desk, a fxling cabxnet, a bookcase. three chairs, and 
a drafting table 
-should be in close proximxty to the stage manager's office 
-should have wxndows 
-should have even, xndxrect Ixghting 
-should have convenxence outlets 
-should have telephones 
-direct Ixghting 
-should have the followxng furnxshings 
-desk 
-chairs 
-drafting table 
-file cabxnet 
- window blX nds 
-should have year round temperature control 
-actX vi ti es 

-talki ng 
-phonx ng 
-cleanx ng 
-drx nkx ng 
-drawing 
-wrx t X ng 

stage manager' s office 
-should accommodate one person 
-should be close to backstage area and the stage door 
-should utxlxze even, indxrect xllumxnatxon 
-should have convenxence outlets for cleanxng and maxntainance 
-should have the following equxpment and furnxshings 
-desk 
-chax r 
-storage and filing cabinets (lockable) 
-bulletin board 
-heatxng and axr conditionxng to provxde year round temperature control 
-telephone service 
-actxvxtxes 

-talking 5 -filing 3 -phone calls 5 
-drxnkxng 3 -supervisxng 5 -monitoring activity 5 
-smoking 3 -eatjng 3 -booking 4 
-typxng 5 -readxng 4 -escorting 3 
-drawing 4 -wrxting 5 -problem solving 5 

desx gn st udi o 
-should be large enough to accommodate two persons working at drafting tab-
les 

-should have space for storage of blueprxnts, supplies, and a print machine 
-should have dxrect access to the backstage area 
-should have wxndow(s) looking into the shop area 
-should have window(s) to the exterior 
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4 
4 
4 
3 
4 
5 

-typx ng 
-walking 
-escort X ng 
-paperwork 
-readx ng 
-fXIX ng 

5 
4 
3 
4 
4 
4 



-drawi ng 
-wri ti ng 
-cut tX ng 
-prX nt i ng 
-layouts 
-photography 
-desi gn 

5 
4 
5 
5 
5 
3 
5 

-should have even, xncandesce nt, indirect lighting 
-should have convenience outlets for maintainance and cleaning 
-should have outlets for powerxng drafting machine 
-should have the following equxpment and furnishings 
-draftx ng tables ( 2) 
-draftxng stools (2) 
-flat file for blueprint storage 
-lockable cabinet with shelves for storage 
-blueprxnt machine 
-smoke detector 
-fire extinguisher 

-counter area with deep, single lab-type sink 
-worktable 
-chaxrs for work table 
-hot and cold water for sink 

-should have heating and axr condxtioning system for year round comfort 
-should have venthxlation exhaust system 
-actx vx tX es 

-talkxng 5 -staging 5 
-eatxng 3 -meeting 5 
-drinking 3 -reading 4 
-phone calls 4 -researching 4 
-cleanx ng 5 
-IX ght X ng 5 
-modeIx ng 4 

stage manager' s cubicle 
-should be large enough to accommodate no more than 2 persons 
-should be located in the wxng area of stage 
-should have good view to stage 
-should have sound and Ixght insulation from stage/auditorium 
-should have windows that look onto the stage 
-should have even, direct lighting 
-should have a console containxng clock and intercom monitoring systems 
-should have convenxence outlets for maxntaxnance and cleaning 
-should have the following equipment and furnishings 
-clock 
-console 
-stool and chair 
-smoke alarm 
-fire extinguisher 

-should have an intercom/monitoring system to all areas of the building 
-should have year round temperature control 
-activitxes 

-callxng 5 -watchxng 5 
-managxng 5 -listenxng 5 
-cuexng 5 -reading 4 
-supervising 5 -writing 4 

sound and lights storag-: 
-should be a combxned storage and work space of 300 to 350 square feet 
-should have indirect access to the stage 
-shoud utxlize even, indirect lightxng 
-should have convenience outlets over work bench, including several to 
test stage Ixghting instruments 

-should have special Ixghting over workbench 
-should have the following equxpment and furnishxngs 
-workbench with several storage drawers for connectors, etc... 
-storage cabinets 
-gelatin cabxnets 
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-instrument battens and shelvxng for storage 
-tool cabxnet 
-racks for cable storage 
-fire extinguisher 
-smoke alarm 
•year round temperature control 
•acti vx t X es 

-layouts 4 -testxng 5 
-design 4 -talkxng 5 
-solderxng 4 -eating 3 
-cuttxng 5 -drxnkxng 3 
-working 5 -moving 5 

-walki ng 
-stori ng 
-measuri ng 
-phonecalls 
-repai ri ng 

scenery and prop shop 
-must be large enough fo 
-should have vertical wa 
hxgh by 40 feet wide 

-should provide access f 
-should have direct acce 
-should have sound-proof 
-should have paxnt frame 
-should have large door 
-should even, xndirect x 
-should have service out 
-should have the followx 

-clock 
-cx rcular saw 
-band saw 
-radial arm saw 
-drill press 
-wood lathe 
-air compressor 
-lumber rack 
-plywood r a c k 
- t o o l and s u p p l y c r x b 
-work b e n c h e s 
- p a x n t f rame 
-paxnt storage cabxnet 
-fire extxnguxsher 
-smoke alarm 

have year round 
have venthxlatio 
have deep sxnk w 
have a hose conn 

r 15 persons to work sxmultaneously 
II space for installation of a paint frame 20 feet 

rom exterior for the delivery of materials 
ss to stage through large door 
walls and doors between shop and adjoining facilxties 
well and drain 

to stage 
IIumx nat X on 
lets to power tools 
ng equipment and furnxshings 

-should 
-should 
-should 
-should 
-actX vx t X es 

-walking 
-talkx ng 
-watchi ng 
-Ix stenx ng 
-pax nt X ng 
-cutti ng 
-shapx ng 
-miXIng 

temperature control 
n exhaust system 
xth hot and cold water 
ectxon for hot and cold water at paint frame 

•cleani ng 
• washi ng 
•hammerX ng 
•modelx ng 
•eat i ng 

•drx nki ng 
•smokx ng 
•driIlx ng 

-phonecalls 
-repari ng 
-movi ng 
-cleanx ng 
-loadx ng 
-unloadi ng 

4 
5 
5 
5 
4 
5 

backstage restrooms 
-should accommodate 3 persons 
-should be room for a couch or a cot in each 
-ahould be a shower stall in each 
-should be in close proxxmity to all workshops 
-should be xn close proximity to rehearsal space 
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-showeri ng 
-urx nat x ng 
-deficatxng 
-resti ng 
-readi ng 
-wrX ti ng 

4 
5 
5 
4 
3 
2 

-should have light and sound isolatxon from stage/auditorium 
-should have even. xndirect Ixghtxng 
-should have convenience outlets for cleaning and maintaxnance 
-should have the following equipment and furnishings 
-stall enclosure for two toilets 
-stall enclosure for one shower 
-couch or cot 
-coat hooks on wall for hanging clothxng or towels 
-mirror over wash basins 
-smoke detectors 
-two toilets 
-shower 
-wash basxns 

-should have year round temperature control 
-should have venthilation exhaust system 
-activi tX es 

-talking 4 -cleaning 4 
-relaxxng 4 -feminine concerns 4 
-washxng 4 
-dryxng 4 
-smoking 4 
-vandalizing 3 

-lightxng and sound control booth 
-should accommodate 2 to 6 persons 
-should have sound and light xnsulation from the auditorium 
-should have window low enough for operators to view stage from behind the 
consoles 
-should have even, general illumxnatxon 
-should have dimmabel xncandescent illumxnation 
-should have general servxce outlets for lighting and sound equipment 
-should have convenience outlets for maintainance 
-should have the followxng equxpment and furnishings 
-complete sound system with both tape and record capabxlities 
-stage lighting control console whxch may or may not include the inter-con-
necting panel 

-chai rs 
-should have year round temperature control 
-should have intercom outlet for headset connections with stage manager*s 
cubx cle 
-should have a monxtor system for listening to the performance 
-activxtxes 

-monxtoring 5 -talking 4 -reading 4 
-phonecalls 2 -resting 3 -writing 4 
-workxng 5 -watchxng 4 -callxng 5 
-controlling 4 -listening 4 -overseeing 5 

janxtor's storage 
-should be large enough to accommodate storage of equipment and supplies 
and a desk/worktable and chair 
-should allow space for maintainance of equipment 

easxly accessible to all parts of the facility 
sound isolation 
a floor level sink 
wxde or double doors 
even, indirect lighting 
convenxence outlets for cleanxng and maintainance 
hot and cold running water 
the followxng equipment and furnishings 

-desk and worktable 
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-should 
-should 
-should 
-should 
-should 
-should 
-should 
-should 

be e 
have 
have 
have 
have 
have 
have 
ha ve 



-chair 
-lockable cupboards Mith shalves for storage 
-racks for hanging mops, brooms 
-mop bucket Mith ringer 
-intlustrial vacuum cleaner 
-cart for hauling trash 
-mops and brooms 
-should have heating and air conditioning systems 
-activities 

-repairing 5 -resting 3 -smoking 2 
-cleaning 5 -sitting 3 -eating 2 
-washing 4 -moving 4 -drinking 3 
-drying 4 -storing 5 -working 5 

-mechanical room 
-should be large enough to alloN access to each piece of equipment 
-should be large enough to alloM for the circulation of air around each peice 
of equipment 
-should be easily accessible from the back stage area 
-doors should be large enough to allow for the installation and removal of 
equipment 
-should be sound isolated from all areas of the building 
-should have even and indirect lighting 
-should have convenience outlets for maintainace and cleaning 
-should have outlets for operation of mechanical equipment 
-should have the folloNing equxpment and furnishings 
-air conditioning system 
-heating system 
-water heating system 
-ladders and catwalk system for access and maintainance 
-back-up poNer gencrator 
-should have faucets for air conditioning system, water heating system 
-should have Nater tap for maintainance and cleaning 

This list compiles the basic spacial and technical need of the theatre. 

The utilization and expansion of this list is imperative in the effort to 

create a theatre that functions properly from all aspects of utility. 
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CASE STUDY IH 

Popu la r C r e e k T h e a t r e ( O u t d o o r T h e a t r e ) 

-Date C o m p l e t e d 
unknown 

- A r c h i t e c t s 
R o s s e n / N e u m a n n A s s o c x a t e s 

- L o c a t i o n 
Near C h i c a g o 

- M a t e r x a l s 
-80, 000 square feet space-frame 

-steel-tube space-frame chords were shipped in 50 feet lengths to the 
si te 

-dxagonals were bolted to form 50 by 50 and 50 by 80 feet sections that 
were hoxsted by crane 

-depth of 8 feet 
-bears on 8 feet pyramidal space-frame sectxons 

-space-frame bears on concrete columns 42 inches in diameter 
-patented space-frame uses square tubes of varyxng sizes 

-4 xnches for chords 
-3 xnches for diagonals 
-5 or 6 inches for pyramxds 

-cedar ceiling 

-Acousti cs 
-sxting conditxons, and strxngent state and local noise regulations 
(wxth regard to residences) complxcated acoustical considerations 

-theatre may generate sound as loud as 110 dB 
-audxence requxres acoustxcal protectxon from traffic noxse on adjacent 
tollway 

-at the back of the lawn, a 20 feet wood wall 1000 feet long with a 
140 feet extensxon at each end which provides necessary two-way 
sound barrier 

-next to the stage, acoustical sxde walls comprise wood panels mounted 
on a space-frame whose 5 feet grxd halves the scale of the roof 

-roof supported by space-frame has 3 inch tongue and groove wood plank 
on the underside for acoustical reflection 

-array of acoustxcally reflective panels mounted above lower chords dir-
ects to seated audince, as do speakers mounted between chords 
-on the lawn outdoors the music is heard by a digital delay horn sys-
tem hung on the back edge of the roof 

-horns equxpped wxth constant dxrectional characteristcs to limit 
the spread of sound 

-tîeneral Design 
-spectators enter complex at the back of the stage and pass through 
the concessxon area, then progress on a curving bridge to enter 
seatxng at the ends of the rows or to reach the lawn behind the 
seatX ng 
-free-standxng multiplanar space-frame identxfying the entrance built 
on 5 feet grid against a 10 feet grid of the rood 
-site (origxnally a cornfield) shaped by moving 370,000 cubic yards of 
earth to lower stage 

"Analysx s 
-largest outdoor theatre in the world 
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-desxgned for musxcal performances 
-can accomodate 20,000 people 
-space-frame construction 

-spans a maximum of 150 feet at the center and gxves 240 feet length 
of unobstructed space wxthin oval row of columns 
-supports cantxlevers overhanging 50 feet along the roof surrated 
edges 

-audience overflow on lawn behind regular seating 
-minimal visual obstructxon to performers on stage and are easily 
visible on bermed lawn whxch xs sloped 

Comments 
-This theatre seems to be ver 
of outdoor space, xncorporat 
be a very efficxent way of a 
consideratxons are very wise 
usage and design. The exter 
The surrounding envxronment 
with the usage of unfenestra 
sible to reflect the natural 
exterxor materials that woul 
structure is an extrememly e 
frame design creates a effec 
also satxsfying the need for 
theatre creates a pleasing x 
however. the constriction of 
the purxty of the design. 

y efficxently designed. The 
ed wxth the indoor space, se 
ddressing the audience. The 
ly approached with respect t 
xor, however, seems to be a 
is not very well compensated 
ted concrete walls. It woul 
environment with a better c 

d be native to the area. Th 
ffxcient design. The usage 
tive open space for the audi 
economxcal struture. Overa 

nterxor space in regard to t 
the outdoor space seems to 

usage 
ems to 
acousti cal 

o material 
bit drab. 
f or 

d be pos-
hoice of 
e i nteri or 
of the space-
ence, while 
II, this 
he audience; 
distract from 
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CASE STUDY tt2 

Hult C e n t e r f o r P e r f o r m i n g A r t s 

-Date C o m p l e t e d 
F a l l 1 9 8 3 

- A r c h i t e c t s 
Hardy , H o l z m a n , P f e i f f e r A s s o c x a t e s 

- L o c a t i o n 
E u g e n e , O r e g o n 

- M a t e r i a l s 
-each auditorium 

-use of poured-in-place concrete 
-to address acoustxcal and economic reasons 

-four-txered lobby 
-sheathed in alternatxng bands of transparent, semi-transparent and 
opaque txnted skylxghts 

-supported by Douglas Fir columns and beams 

-Analysis and General Desxgn 
-center adjoins a recently completed 12-story Hilton Hotel, a community 
conference center and additional 300 car parking facility 
-Silva Concert Hall 

-larger of two auditoriums 
-utilizes proscenium stage 

-creates an axial, symmetrxcal and more or less a horseshoe-shaped 
audi torX um 

-ceili ng 
-strove to have as Iittle differentiation as possible between walls 
and cexIx ngs 

-rounded ceilxng shape 
-dxvxded xnto large segments to make huge space seem smaller 

-consists of 18 by 21 feet shallow convex arcs with plaster centers 
and wxre mesh borders 
-suspended from armatures attached to the precast bridge girders 
of the roof 

-materxals behind the wire mesh are either absorptive or reflective 
dependxng on the acoustical role each panel plays according to 
the posittion xn the room 

-balcony juts ahead of the mezzanine 
-thus the largest overhang is the one highest up 
-as few people as possible are seated under a low balcony due 
to poor acoustics 

-as many people as possxble are seated near the reverberant ceilxng 
-ornament created by 15 works of art by about 30 artists and craftsman 

-Comments 
-In my opxnion, this xs a superbly designed and constructed facility. The 
archxtects have obvxously paid close attention to every aspect of theatre 
desxgn. The use of natural material native to the Eugene area in 
conjunction wxth concrete and other materials is brilliantly conceived and 
executed. The interior and exterior spatial quality is an enhancing 
element to the desxgn.as a whole. Much consideration to the quality of 
the environment was given through the use of ornamentation and aesthetic 
features. The manner in which the geometry compliments the surroundings 
is another strong poxnt of superb design. Even the acoustical technology 
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is adapted to the environment so that the integrity of the xnterior is 
destroyed. The simple beauty of this facilxty blends in well with the 
majestxc surroundxngs of the mountaxns. Over-all, this is a very well-
dasigned structure that takes xnto account the quality of space, rather 
than merely addressxng the style of the times. 

not 
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CASE STUDY 1̂ 3 

Roy Thompson H a l l 

-Date C o m p l e t e d 
1982 

- A r c h i t e c t s 
Arthur E r x c k s o n / M a t h e r s and H a l d e n b y A s s o c x a t e d A r c h i t e c t s 

-Locatxon 
Toronto, Canada 

-Materxals 
-glass wall 

-pre-glazed aluminum frames around double panes 
-outer Ixght of heat-strengthened reflective glass 
-inner light of laminated safety glass 
-insxde of glass wall/roof 

-structural support 
-tubular steel diagonal members welded together on site to form a web 
around public spaces 

-web visually doubled by mirrored walls 
-double concrete shell 

-Analysis and General Design 
-2.5 acre site located near fxnancxal district 
-faces major theatre and restaurants across a reflecting pool 
-back houses cxty's conventxon center and space needle 
-nexghborxng area bexng developed by Arthur Erickson into large park and 
three offxce towers 
-acousti cs 

-double concrete shell xsolates interxor from exterior sound 
-sound locks at every entrance 
-walls and balconies around hall are caste-xn-place concrete 

-concrete (144 Ibs/ft cubed) is an effective reflector of sound 
-wall panels 

-concave to reflect sound back into hall from multiple surfaces 
-balcony fronts 

-convex to reflect sound to listeners on main floor 
-balcony soffxts 

-slightly convex shape reflect sound down to the people seated be-
neath 

-concealed loud speakers 
-in mxddle of stainless-steel drum 
-rise into trusses above when not in use 

-circle of jeweled-colored fabric-covered tubes connected to eachother 
by fabric membranes 
-"three dxmensional tapestry" 
-tubes 

-lowered to decrease reverberation time 
-stiff cardboard and xnsulation 
-layer of fiber-glass (for those meant to absorb sound) 

-in tuning the hall's acoustics 
-wool socks and membranes bexng replaced 

-increases tapestry's acoustic transparency 
-to benefit newly built organ 

-acrylxc saucers 
-above orchestra platform 
-provides early reflective sound 
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-benefxt Ixsteners xn center of main floor and at front of first bal-
cony 
-can be raised or lowered 

-all the way to the cexlxng for organ recxtals 
-30 feet standard for orchestral works 
-22 feet for chamber musxc 
-to stage level for cleaning 

-xnner audxtorxum was designed, scaled and modeled xn all details (as well 
as colors) before sxte was selected 
-external form 
-tent-Iike glass-canopy curving down to a flat rectalinear base 
-results from a combxnatxon of rectangular site (chosen) and egg-shaped 
core that had been prepared for it 

-shape 
-grew from lengthy examination of possibilities 
-10 to 12 schemes 
-encouraged by complaxnts of cxty noise 

-controllxng factors 
-orchestra's board of governors requxrements for large hall with at least 
2800 seats 
-ended up to be too many seats 
-leaves some of audxence too far from sound-reflective vertical surf-
aces for good sound 

-cost was 39 mxllxon dollars 
-vxew from front 
-has Ixghted box offxce at one corner 
-Toronto's conventxon center and hxghly visxble space needle behind 

-view from back 
-reveals lower floor for musxcxans and admxnistration 
-second floor for strollers at xntermxssxon 
-sweeping glass-raxled staxrway has a twxn that sweeps xn the opposite 
dx rect x on 

-Comments 
-This buxldxng xs one of the fxnest examples of theatre design that I have 
found. The specxfxc attentxon to acoustxcal detail has been successfuly 
demonstrated. The choce of shape and materxals integrate very well with 
the progressxve urban envxronment. It xs obvious that much consideration 
has been gxven to the human orxented apllicatxons of design with the use 
of space. The provxsxon of upper-Ievel strollways is just one good exam-
ple of this. Thxs buxlding expresses the technologxcal thought and exper-
imentatxon that is necessary xn theatre design, whxle successfully addres-
sxng the more intimate elements of general desxgn. Overall, I feel that 
thxs buxldxng is one of the more outstandxng examples of the quality of 
theatre design that is possxble today. 
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CASE STUDY tt4 

Changes to Formal C a p i t o l Theatre ( new g u i d e l i n e s ) 

-Prepared By 
HHPA (with Paul Marantz, Bernard Wexss, Boyce Nemec, Christopher Jaffe 

and Robert Davis) 

-Stage 
-size 

-prior to 1930 was 50 to 80 feet wide 
-at most 20 to 30 feet deep 
-mxnimum 35 to 60 feet of depth for grand opera 

-requirements for 70 to 100 pxece orchestra, ballet company or broad-
way show 

-existing rear stage wall of theatre was removed to expand depth of 35 
f eet 

-Orchestra Pit 
-in old theatres 

-maxxmum of 20 to 30 musicxans 
-seldom extended below or behxnd front edge of stage 

-today 
-requxre 40 musicians (60 to 80 for opera) 

-existing fixed pit (48 by 8 feet) 
-four fows of orchestral seatxng removed 

-replaced by 56 by 20 feet hydraulxc pxt Ixft 
-stops at four levels 

-basement for loading 
-5 feet 6 inches below orchestral seating to serve as a musician's 
area 

-orchestral seating level to augment capacity with four rows of re-
moveable seats 

-stage level to assxst xn loadxng and unloadxng and increase stage 
sxze 

-Stage Houses 
-xn old theatres 

-buxlt to sxde and rear of property lines 
-xncluded firestair and dressxng rooms 

-today 
-off-stage space for movement of performers is necessary 
-for recycled Capxtol Theatre 

-1900 sqaure feet of wing space added to stage left 

-Dressxng Rooms 
-old theatres 

-10 to 20 dressxng rooms 
-accomodate 2 to 4 people startxng one level above the stage running 
the full hexght of the stage tower 

-today 
-dressing rooms in demand at stage level ( for stars and their entourage) 

-include prxvate bathrooms 
-next in demand 

-chorua dressing rooms for 20 to 40 people 
-2, 100 square feet dressxng rooms with toilets at stage level 
-2 chorus dressing rooms total at 1500 square feet each 

-one at one level below stage 

-Oueen Room, Warm-Up Rooms, and Rehearsal Rooms 
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-today are in demand 
-as transformatXon 

-constructed to 1900 square feet for rehearsal 
-with a professxonal dance floor 

-no green room and warm up room provided 

-Constuction Shops and Storage 
-resxdent companies require them for production and storage of sets and 
costumes 
-none provided for thxs theatre 

•Loadxng Facxlities 
-crucial to a successful operatxon 
-if costumes, scenes, sets, and instruments cannot be carried in and out 
in a few minutes, many touring companies will not agree to perform 



CASE STUDY i^5 

Mellon A r t s C e n t e r 

-Date C o m p l e t e d 
1972 

- A r c h i t e c t s 
I. M. P e i 

-Locatx on 
W a l l x n g f o r d , C o n n e c t i c u t 

-Materials 
-board-formed concrete work 
-quarry txle on courtyard 
-three-story window walls 

-Analysxs and General Design 
-located betweerr prepatory school campuses of Choate and its sister inst-
itution, Rosemary Hall 
-Choate' s buildxngs lies southeast of center 
-Rosemary Hall' s campus Ixes up the hill north of the center 
-Georgxan buxldings are adjacent to the center 

-center cannot be seen from either the local universxty campus or the 
other neighborxng factors 
-no buildings close enough to relate to center 
-stands alone on an open, flat, non-descriptxve meadow fringed by woods 
-concept of buxlding 

-building as a gateway determined center' s form and geometry 
-voids are as xmportant as solxd forms 

-center comprised of two buildings 
-theatre ( shaped as a quarter circle) 
-art studxos and music practxce rooms ( shaped in a 45 degree angle) 

-two wxngs bisected by a broad, curved courtyard with the path framed 
b.y two portals 

-clean-Ixned and opened shapes 
-building stands as a modern geometrxc sculpture 
-diagonal axis resulting in knxfe-lxke angles and odd shaped spaces 
-counterpoint of solids to glazing and glazing to voids 
-X nteri ors 

-open 
-three-story art studio with a north-facing skylight 
-southeast facxng three-story window walls 
-two mezzanines overlooking large ground level lounge/gallery with 
potted trees 

-theatre wing 
-shaped like a quarter of a circle 
-round forms nestled xnto rectangular ones 
-theatre is like a cu^'ved, dark cave with brown walls and curved bands 
of lighting 

-840 seat space 
-divided between balcony and orchestra space 
-can be transformed into more intamate performance hall by dropping 
retractable drapes from ceiling 

-utxlizes a thrust stage 
-problems and complaxnts 

-complaxnts about the art and music wing seem to be restricted to 
the heating 
-heatxng bypasses the second floor which is too cold 
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-heating collects on the third floor where it is too hot 
-windowless fourth floor and practice rooms creates a dreary feeling 
-theatre 

-absence of a grid above the stage 
-insuffXcxent wxng space 
-poor balcony sight lines 

-Comments 
-Thxs center 
the theatre, 
design seems 
uneasy feelx 
the natural 
of theatre a 
of windows X 
appears to b 
of theatre a 
is very appe 
to overbear 

appears to be 
for instance 
to completle 

ng. The usag 
setting. The 
nd gallery de 
n the upper 1 
e merely a mo 
nd gallery co 
alX ng, but i n 
the funtion o 

very poorly programmed. The problems with 
, are ones of basic necessity. The overall 
y ignore its natural setting, creating an 
e of bold "modern" geometry takes away from 
desxgner seems to ignore the basic premises 

sxgn, and even human needs, with the deletion 
evels of the complex. The structure itself 
nument to itself, with the adaptative usage 
ndxtxons thrown in. Granted, the use of form 
the overall scope of the design it appears 

f the project. 
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CASE STUDY 06 

The Venice A r t s C e n t e r 

-Date C o m p l e t e d 
1984 

- A r c h x t e c t s 
R o b e r t M a n g u r x a n a n d C r a i g H o d n e t s of S t u d i o Works w i t h H e a t h e r K u r z e , 
Dan R h o d e s , K a t x e S p x t z a n d K e n t H o d g e t t s , i n c l u d i n g Ron J o h n s o n and 
P a t t y Own a s a s s i s t a n t s 

-Loca t ion 
V e n i c e , C a l x f o r n i a 

-Mate rxa l s 
-none mentioned 

-Analysxs and General Desxgn 
-program 

-grouping of structures 
-making a facilxty for sculptors, playwrites, painters, actors, dancers, 
poets and musxcxans 

-sharxng of facxlities, space and skills 
-solutX on 

-old Venice City Hall and adjacent jail 
-two restored buxldxngs to house administrative offices, workshop spa-
ces, meeting rooms, gallery space, a 99 seat theatre, a 500 seat the-
atre, and a 250 feet mural gallery connected to the City Hall and jail 
(will be built in phases as contributions are received) 
-two theatres wxll share the same set and dressing room facilities 
-large rectangular courtyard formed by the new buildings 
-jaxl serves the entxre Interarts Center as an outdoor gathering and 
reception area 

-Comments 
-Thxs center seems to very well designed functxonally. The adjoinment 
of the theatre spaces contrxbute to the ease of maintaining an easily 
serviceable facxlxty. The exxstxng and new structures are molded into 
extrememly xnterestxng and functxonal spaces. The overall design lends 
to a very urban or cxty-lxke envxronment. The integration of the various 
artistxc aspects xs achexved very well wxth the use the space. Overall, 
this facxlity seems to have alot of merit in its approach to meeting the 
arti st' s needs. 
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CASE STUDY 07 

The Beaubourg of Southern France (A Contemporary Arts and Media Center) 

-Date Completed 
unknown 

-Archx t e c t s 
Norman F o s t e r 

-Locati on 
Nimes, France _ 
-sited across from a first century A. D. Roman Temple, the Maison Carree 

-Materi als 
-none mentxoned 

-Analysis and General Design 
-designed for a competxtion 

-Jean Bousquet, Mayor of Nimes, is partial to American architecture 
-Ixkes the sxmplxcxty and purity of line 

-winner of competition 
-Brxtish archxtect 

-Norman Foster 
-created a high-tech/contextual hybrid 

-presentation 
-casual sketches wxth homey, hand-wrxtten rhetorxc 

-site xs culturally and geographxcally the heart of Nimes 
-utilizes a portxcoed entrance and stepped base 
-utxlxzes glass on lower levels 
-stone in horxzontal layers 

-Comments 
-Thxs project was selected because xt still exists xn the pre-development 
stage. The use of envxronmental criteria for the design is very appar-
ent. Close attentxon has obvxoxusly been paid to the surrounding feat-
ures, as reflected in the desxgn sketches. The simplicity, not only in 
the renderings and textual informatxon, but in the design xtself seems to 
enhance the overall statement of the project. I feel that this project 
very well programmed and thought out. 
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CASE STUDY 08 

Broome County Cultural Center Competition 

-Date Conducted 
1967 

-General Crxterxa 
-called for design of cultural center complex 
-sxte located in Bxnghamton, New York 
-coherent development of an important urban site from the new Civic Center 
to the Chenango River 

-Organi zati on 
-three main program elements 

-multx-purpose auditorxum 
-performxng arts theatre 
-professional offxce block 

-attached to a bent spine which brxdges a major thoroughfare 
-spine entered from a tree-Ixned mall on west side ôf access road 

-from small park on the east side 
-extends outward from complex to connect with CBD, Civic Center and 
riverside promenade 

-outdoor performance area 
-close to rxver 
-connected by means of branch spur of the spine 

-Movement System 
-route whxch Ixnks walls and office block is amplified to provide move-
ment from Civic Center to the rxver promenade 
-off of it lie foyers and lobbxes that serve the hall spaces 

-audxtorxum and theatre face eachother 
-most movement generated xn this area 
-spine is dramatxcally enlarged to form covered town room 

-with cafes, concessxons, xndoor planting and view from downtown 

-Urban Form 
-xs conceived as an amalgam of consolodated parts rather than articulated 
elements 

-movement system is externalized as a major configurative element wrapping 
around the walls and office block 

-separativeness of hall volumes is welded into a larger unity 

-Comments 
-The reason for choosing this subject for study, is that it resembles very 
closely the nature of thxs project. The unique usage of movement systems 
xs also a matter of interest. The usage of the spine creates very nice 
patterns for pedestrial movoment. The provision of gathering space ar-
ound the main structures creates extrememly efficient gathering space 
which remaxns protected from the elements. Overall, I feal the strongest 
poxnt of interest in this particular project is the method of movement 
patterns and the approach to the general design. 
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CASE STUDY 09 

The Huntington Gallery Addition 

-Date Completed 
unknown 

-Archi tects 
Walter Gropius 
-Associate in charge: Malcom Ticknor 
-Assocxate architect: Walter S. Donat 

-Locati on 
Huntxngton, West Virginxa 

-Analysxs and General Desxgn 
-site on a small plateau several mxles outside of town 
-f orm 

-expresses structure and form developed and perfected by TAC and other 
New England firms 

-system of xnterrelated box-Iike forms 
-characterized by articulated concrete frame with brick fill and exposed 
concrete waffle slab ceilings 

-conservative architectural impression 
-lighti ng 

-natural and artificxal Ixght 
-during the day natural light predominates 

-U-shaped addxtion contaxns gallery space, research library and 300 seat 
audi tori um 

-pathway underneath connects the sculpture court 
-lower sculpture terrace 

-located to take the advantage of spectacular view 
-sited to enhance the principal entrance which had been the design focus 
of the older neo-classxc structure 

-in scale, proportion and general architectural character 
-new addition is sensxtively related to the old museum 

-natural daylight is brought in through half vaults 

-Comments 
-This xs a superbly designed facility. The manner of natural lighting 
effectxvely creates quality in the exhibit spatial existence. The 
sunken sculpture exhibition space creates a thoroughfare for the visitor 
whxch also acts xn pulling the visitor into the design. The dxstinct 
use of form and structure is very effectively contrasted to the gentle 
surrounding landscape. Overall, a very impressive design. 
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CASE STUDY 010 

The Tochigi Museum of Art 

-Date Completed 
unknown 

-Archxtects 
Kiyoshi Kawasaki 

-Location 
Utsunomiya, Japan 

-Materials 
-steel, rexnforced concrete, glass glaze 

-Analysxs and General Design 
-represents an attempt to retreive the displayed artifact from such env-
X ronments 

-where partxcxpation in it is passxve and even monotonous 
-spaces 

-use the non-familiar exposed structural concrete ceilings 
-with provisions for moveable Ixghting 

-in order to provxde maximum flexiblility in the arrangement of shows 
-galleries 

-freely configured 
-flowing into eachother 
-opening to the outdoors 
-plaza where "artists and art lovers can make their contributions to 
the total environment of the museum" 

-Comments 
-This facility has both posxtxve and negatxve qualities, in my opinion. 
The consideratxon of the xnterxor space xs very well executed with the 
use of flexibility. However, the outdoor space seems to reflect an un-
xnviting, cold atmosphere. Perhaps that was the goal of the architect, 
so that the interxor would be the dominating force, but with the nature 
of environmental surroundings in Japan, I feel that the outdoor space 
needs to be developed as much, at least as, the indoor space. 
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CASE STUDY 011 

The F l o r i d a S t a t e Museum 

-Date C o m p l e t e d 
unknown 

- L o c a t i o n 
G a x n e s v i l l e , F l o r i d a 

- M a t e r i a l s 
-reinforced concrete, steel, earth-berm, glass 

-Analysis and General Design 
-natural hxllside on northeast fringe of the University of Florida 
-surrounding buxldings define the site 

-biological research complex 
-posed no problems of architectural etiquette 

-north and east elevations were treated as simple but powerful earth forms 
crowned in concrete, giving little indication of what is inside 
-berm xs sectxoned only on the north side by projecting entrance canopy 
-visitors enter on the building's upper level 

-overlooking an excxtxng sequence of interlocking sculpture courts and 
earth mounds 

-functxonal relatxonships 
-lowest two levels 

-contaxn research and storage space for the Department of Natural and 
Social Sciences 

-offices line wall facing sculpture courts and generous precast over-
hangs protect vxew windows 

-small labs Ixnk offxces with storage ranges which are buried in the 
ber m 

-these simple juxtapositxons 
-the three kinds of staff spaces can be concentrated for maximum 
convenience and flexxbxlity 

-loadxng docks at both levels 
-lead to spaces where newly arrived materials can be cleaned, sorted, 
fumxgated and catalogued before being put into display or into the 
research collections 

-upper level 
-contains reception area 
-contaxns guide's offices 
-contains large multi-media exhibition hall for display of collections 

-south end of exhibition gallery 
-bridge leads to top of an earth pyramid and down into sculpture courts 
where earth-form motif reaches xts climax 

-two-acre sequence of staged platforms 
-provides more than a splendid and appropriate setting for archeolog-
xcal dxsplay 

-serves as connective tissue between other adjoining but functionally 
disassociated portions of the campus 

-interior 
-direct and appealing 
-reception area 

-concrete is left natural and carpeting is soft brown 
-bright color accents provided by graphics and posters advertising ex-
hi bx ts wi thi n 

-waffle slabs are exposed in most of the spaces 
-35,000 square feet of exhibitxon area 

-steel truss ceiling is paxnted black and equipped with flexible light-
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X ng 

-glass walls facxng court are protected by wide, canted overhangs that 
double as parapets for terraces above 

-parking lots for staff and public 
-largely concealed by berms and plantxng 

-Comments 
-Thxs center is one of the best museum designs that has been found up to 
this point. The magnifxcent usage of earth forms to create an envelope 
for the structure xs brxllxantly executed. The quality of unxty in the 
overall desxgn stands out very well xn the evaluation. Materials, form, 
and order all enhance the qualxty of the environment, while contributing 
to the function of the facxlity as well. Overall, I feel that this des-
ign is extremely well programmed and executed. 
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CASE STUDY 012 

The O n t a r i o Museum 

-Date C o m p l e t e d 
unknown 

- A r c h i t e c t s 
Raymond Morxyana 

-Locati on 
T o r o n t o , Canada 

-Materxals 
-rexnforced concrete, varxous hardwoods, glass, steel 

-Analysis and General Desxgn 
-museum of popular art and technology 
-place where vxsitors get involved with the exhibi 
-translated xnto three buildings 

-entrance buildxng 
-introduces visitors to center 
-divided into two levels 

-lower ground level 
-long sxdewalk for parallel parkxng for sc 
carrying organxzed classes 

-visiting groups enter near center long fac 
-into flat-cexlinged space 

-acts as student assembly area with a s 
and sunken seatxng alcoves 
-each is a dxfferent color 
-each class is assigned a color upon 

-important because the center avera 
of 1800 students each day 
-expected to increase to 100 grou 

-upper level 
-for individual and famxly visitors 

-via a series of wxde low steps and acro 
idge spannxng the bus driveway 

-cars parked xn large lot to the south of 
tax n 
-lot is below elevation of the road and 
so cars are hidden 

-entrance area similar to the one for clas 
-gently lighted and undulated ceiling 
-coat checking and orxentation space for 

-has cafe and cafeteria at one end 
-boiler room and heating plant (glass enc 
broadly dxsplayed at the other end 

-core or tower building 
-occupxes highest land of the site 
-surrounded by trees and foliage 

it xs difficult to see xt from any singl 

hool busses or vehicles 

ade 

eries of large circular 

arri val 
ges 50 groups of a total 

ps a day 

ss a main pedestrian br-

reflecting pool and foun-

other entrance features 

ses 

publi c 

losed) mechanized and 

-so it xs diffxcult to see xt from any sxngi 
-symbolxc and ceremonial center of the complex 
-houses a great triangular hall for special ex 

e viewing point 

hibits and award func-

t i ons 
-houses a 500 seat auditorium 
-three smaller lecture theatres 
-administrative offices 
-several special display areas 
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-entered via long, relatively restrictive bridge which begins at the 
reception building and ends at the great wall 

-interior walls 
-concrete with very rough and bold vertical ribbing 
-controlled texture 

-exhibition building 
-down from the core building 
-largest of 3 buildings in the floor area 
-heart of science center 
-architecture is understated and utilitarian 
-exhibits are main focus 
-science arcade 

-filled Mith audience participation exhibits 
-elaborate laboratory apparatus for use by industry, institutions and 
supervised students 
-also separate exhibits 

-Comments 
-This museum is very well programmed with respect to the visitor. The 
arrival and departure movement patterns reflect very well that premiae. 
The exciting spaces that have been created enhances the overall atmos-
phere of the museum. However, the harsh, utilitarian usage of exterior 
materials gives a cold impression to the surrounding environment. I 
feel that this creates a bad atmosphere and takes away from the quality 
of the surroundxngs. 

â p.i^&^^í^i'ÍÍ:^ÍL 
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CASE STUDY 01 3 

The Tel Avxv Museum 

-Date C o m p l e t e d 
unknown 

-Archi t e c t s 
I t z h a k Y a s h a r and Dan E i t a n 

-Locat i on 
Te l A v i v , I s r e a l 

-Materxals 

-rough textured reinforced concrete, marble panels, wooden baffles and 
handrai1x ng 

-Analysis and General Design 
-design 

-one of sxmplicity and tranquility 
-organxzatxon and circulation of a spiral plan 
-provide easy circulatxon for such crowds and comfortable display of a 
varxety of exhibxtions 

-plan 
-compactly spxrals four bxg galleries around a huge central "fesival 
opening hall" 

-each gallery xs a half level above the other 
-Xnterspersed wxth staxr and elevator towers with the dramatic lacing of 
ramps in the bxg hall 
-offer variety of access xn additxon to the progress up through the 
galleries themselves 

-each of these elements xs expressed with great simplicity and clarity 
both insxde and out 
-thexr almost sculptural xnterplay gives a vigorous silhouette to the 
exteri or 

-subtle variations xn color and texture of the building materials 
make each of the elements unmxstakeable and refreshingly easy to 
comprehend 

-drop in grade level makes museum seem smaller 
-four main gallerxes contain 

-8,500 square feet each 
-top gallery xs free of columns for display of sculpture 

-skylxghts can be baffled for special lighting of exhibits 
-buxlding cost about 4 millxon dollars 

-contains a total of about 130,000 square feet 
-contaxns two smaller exhxbxtion halls 
-a cafeteria and an outdoor sculpture garden 

-Comments 
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CASE STUDY 014 

Jacob' s P i l l o w Campus 

-Date C o m p l e t e d 
1982 

v i s i t o r amen-

• Archi t e c t s 
S t e p h e n F u r n s t a h l a n d K e n n e t h W a r r i n e r J r . 

- L o c a t i o n 
Berkshire Hills of western Massachussetts 

-Analysis and General Design 
-program called for the master plan and site renovation 

-including housxng, rehearsal space, performance space, 
itxes, and parking 
-while preserving a "small village" atmosphere of 50 year old campus 

-plan relocates visitor parking facilitxes 
-to reduce vehicular traffic through festival's symbolic center 
-curving paths provxde pedestrian access 

-proposed vistor and conference facilitxes 
-arranged to form a linear arcade 
-connected by a covered walkway 

-student cottages 
-relocated to dxstant sxte west of festival entry to the road 

-to provide a more secluded village atmosphere 
-outdoor amphitheatre would be added just north of the 1942 Ted Shawn The-
at re 
-plan calls for some trees to be cleared to permit panoramic views 
-picnxc areas and gardens would be sxted around main performance area to 
define different activxty zones and to provide small scale green spaces 
-man-made lake from draxned low wetlands 

-to provide a fxre/emergency water supply and recreational facilities 

-Comments 
-Bravo' Thxs xs what exchange is all about. The limitation of outside 
environment and the utilization of the arts to create the atmosphere 
for quality exchange. The stucture of the outdoor space lends to the 
creatxon of a very relaxed, therfore, uninhxbitive area. The removal 
of some of the landscape for the purpose of creating views is not merited. 
Thxs practice may eliminate someone else' s panoramic view. Over all, this 
is an extremely functionally, emotionally, and aesthetically quality atmo-
shpere in which to conduct cultural and philosophical exchange. 
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THE SITE AND ENVIRONMENTAL STUDY 

The proposed site for the Intercultural Art Exchange Center needs to be 

approached very thoughtfully. The need for an emotionally and psychological-

ly stable environment is extremely prominent, because of the nature of the 

project. The environment must be helpful in creating a stimulative aura, 

yet the feeling of psychological comfortability must also be created. These 

two attxtudes, when harmonized, can cause the most effective air for exchange 

on the human level. 

Therefore, wxth thxs approach, we must consider the type of surroundings 

that would benefit thxs general attitude. The first, and most clear, choice 

for a proposed sxte would be a locatxon in the United States. The reasoning 

for this is that the world, at least as far as most second and third world 

countrxes are concerned, seem to view the United States as the optimum ach-

ievments of man' s struggle for ultimate freedom. Granted, there are many 

exceptions to this theory; however, we must consider the best possible env-

ironment for the project on the whole. 

The United States can support thxs type of center because of: 

1 The most convenient means of transportation 
available 

2. The exxstence of financial stabilization 

3. The existence of public.interest 

4. The supplication of a socially free environment 

Thxa is only a partial listxng of reasons for the placement of this project; 

however, one does get basic ideas of the positive implications of this choice 

of placement. The fact that the United States contains an e'îtremely high 

number of varying cultural factions, xn itself, xs another contributive fac-

tor to the effort toward maximum exchange. These things considered, the 

l̂ nxted States seems to be the most logical arena for an endeavor of this 

nature. 

With the choice of the general location, one must now consider approach-
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es on a more specific scale. Using the same theory of psychological com-

fortability, the type of envxronmental surrounding must be considered. 

Man' s relationship to nature is a multi-faceted one. Many influen-

tial factors exist as to the psychological impacts of a surrounding natural 

environment. The relationshxp of space to this particular project must be one 

of compatability. The compatability of surroundings to structures, structures 

to people, people to eachother, and people to themselves. To enhance the atm-

osphere of exchange, it would appear that the most logical environment would be 

one that creates a sense of security. From the psychological standpoint, one 

realizes that an enclosed atmosphere lends to that sense of security. This 

point xs observed in man from infants to adults. An atmosphere that would 

satisfy thxs crxteria would seem to be naturally created in a mountainous reg-

ion. The effect of a psychologically limitxng terrain would be to emotionally 

calm a visitor, while stirring images of majesty, beauty, and hence, excit-

ement. This thoery is seen widely in the culture of America. The typical 

feeling toward mountainous regxons is one of comfortability, relaxation, and 

recreation. This theory may not hold true to the viewpoints of foreign vis-

itors; even so, the exposure of one to a new culture in a new environment 

always contaxns some form of anticipative excitement. Therefore, it appears 

that thxs type of surroundxng would be effective in satisfying both aspects of 

environmental concerns. These emotions that are stirred through the surround-

ing environment, fit perfectly into the desired state of psyche that is imper-

ative to this project's success. Therefore, with the justification of the em-

otxonal and psychological aspects of the site, the next step would be to con-

sxder locational concerns. 

The need for a centralized location is apparent. On a national scale, 

the ramefXcations of location are of utmost importance. The location must 

be one that is easily accessible to all areas of the United States. With 

this premise in mind, the need for a centralized location becomes clear. An-

other consideration that muat be approached is one of transportation. The 
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need for readily accessible transportatxve qualities becomes evident with the 

consideration of the incoming artists. The fact that artists will be brought 

in from all over the world necessitates the need for an airport that will 

support international flights. Therefore, it seems apparent that the site 

should be located within a reasonable distance from a major urban environment. 

Besides the need for transportative convenience, the consideration of econom-

ic support should be evaluated. Again, the urban environment could provide 

the supplement of this type of support. The populative density, in respect to 

both commercxal and resxdentxal population, of a large city lends to the need 

for a varietal entertainment atmosphere. This need creates the avenue for the 

publxc support of entertainment on a cultural and artistic level. If the city 

promotes an attractive atmosphere to the surrounding factions ( i. e. -neighbor-

ing states), then the economic support is enhanced because of tourist attract-

ion. With the prevxously discussed envx ronmental, psychological, supportive, 

and economic consideratxons xn mind, the approach to site selection is now 

ready for the implementation phase. 

Site Selection 

-Location 

The proposed sxte for the Internatxonal Human Exchange Center is loacated 

approximately one and one-half miles to the west of Denver, Colorado (refer to 

figure S. 1) . The site is located in a semi-rural area between the towns of 

(îolden and Morrison. The location of Denver, in relation to the layout of the 

United States, also offers positive qualities to the project. The centralized 

location of the city offers accessibility to the South, East and West coast 

regions, while not isolating any area from the center in respect to the time 

factor of highway travel. This being the case the possiblity of successful ex-

change on a national level is xncreased. The cities transportative qualities 

are another important factor of consideration. The ease of accessibility to 

not only the surrounding country, but to the European, South American, African, 
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and other continents as well, is supplxed with the existence of an Internation-

al Airport. With these qualxties in mxnd, Denver offers many positive factors 

toward the success of the project. Denver also has a rich historical back-

ground, from which the project can attaxn root qualities. The following brief 

historical survey exemplifies some of these qualities. 

-The History of Denver, Colorado 

Denver began as a towa known as Cherry Creek in 1859. It served as a com-

munity for gold prospectors during the early phases of the great gold rush. 

Hilliam N. Byers, originally from Omaha. began the efforts to create a city 

from the existxng community. He was the center of early Denver' s power elite. 

Bexng a newspaper editor, he soon utilized his professional resources to start 

a major campaign to gain support for hxs project. The race to become the 

"Oueen Cxty" of Colorado raged between Golden, Colorado City, Boulder and many 

other communxties that were vyxng for the title. However, with determined ef-

forts by a collaboration of well organized and managed townsmen and the discov-

ery of rich natural resources, the cxty soon began to push ahead of it' s riv-

als. By 1862, Denver had a jail, a marshall, and six policemen, plus ordin-

ances outlawing crimes against persons and property and a law against dis-
1 

charging fxrearms xn the city Ixmxts. A economic foundation was laid for the 

city through the emergence of banking and railroading. The city continued its 

rapid growth. The existence of Arapahoe Indians in the region never really 

caused a problem, except for the discomfort of incomxng residents toward 

some of the customs of the Indians. The population of the area in 1859 
2 

was approxxmately 4749 persons. This was how the city began. Now the Denver 

area boasts a population of over 400,000 people. The city serves as an inter-

national trade arena and is onc of the most popular tourist areas in the United 

States. The widely varied busxness climate lends to a strong economy and an 

inviting social influx. 

-Denver' s Population 

The 1980 census showed the Denver County population to be 492,365. The 
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-Denver' s Economic Structure 

The make-up of Denver's economic structure consists of a wide range of bus-

iness xnterests. As in any other major urban environment, the economy is dir-

actly related to the national trading climate. Denver does have business ven-

tures, however, that operate on an x nternational level. These types of bus-

nesses include mining, wholesale and retail shipping, oil and petroleum related 

finance. and real estate finance. The recent downfall of oil and gas prices, 

the over-development of real estate ventures, the falling demand of ore prod-

ucts due to the declining steel demand, and the over inflated wholesale and re-

tail markets have all lent to the weakening of the economic structure of the 

city. Over the past 10 years, the city has been in a " super-development" 

phase. The influx of large corporate ventures in the area began the now dying 

real estate boom. Denver saw a large jump in the development of residential 

and commercial districts. wholesale and retailing merchants. and small busi-

ness openings. However. the national economy started its decline and caused 

a tightening of the economic circle. As of 1986. the city is over-reatailed 
3 

for xts declining market. Small business is seeing a sharp increase in fail-

ures. the mining corporations are beginning to decrease the out-put of the 

local mines. banks are beginning to decrease loaning business because of in-

creasing failures. and wholesale and reatail merchants are beginning to fail 

because of the over-population of the market. A factor that is on the pos-

itive side of Denver's economy is the tourism market. The mountains surround-

ing Denver are an established drawing factor for tourism from surrounding 

states. There exists numerous ski resorts and government maintained National 

Poresta which contain provisions for camping, hiking, climbing, fishing and 

"lany other recreational activities. To graphically exemplify the economic data 

of the Denver area the following is a breakdown of the types of major income 

categori es: 

Pig s. 3 Type of Business and Income Breakdown 

Denver Standard Metropolitan and County Area 
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cxty of Denver itself covers almost the entire area of the county resultxng in 

the same populatxve figures ( Refer to Fig. S. 3 for county area) The growth 

in population from 1900 to 1980 shows an annual increase of approximately 3 to 

15 percent. The followxng chart shows the population increase of the Denver 

County araa beginning in 1900: 

Fig. S. 2 Populatxon for Denver and Jefferson Counties 

Denver Standard Metropolitan Statistical Area 

Year 

1900 

1910 

1920 

1930 

1940 

1950 

1960 

1970 

1980 

Denver County 

140,500 

213,381 

256,491 

287.861 

322.412 

415,786 

493.887 

512,691 

492.365 

Jefferson County 

9, 306 

14,231 

1 4, 400 

21 , 810 

30,725 

55,687 

127.520 

235,057 

289,345 

Source: Unxted States Census 

A closer look at the cultural composite of the population shows a highly 

varied cultural blend. Of the 492,365 persons residing in Denver County, 

368.068 are white, 59,252 are black, 3,789 are American Indian, 49 are Eskimo, 

18 are Aleut. 2,458 are Japanese, 952 are Chinese, 504 are Filipino, 718 are 

Korean, 597 are Asian Indian. 1,505 are Vietnamese, 162 are Hawaiian, 92 are 

Guamanian. 37 are Samoan. 60.341 are Mexican. 789 are Puerto Rican. 415 are 

Cuban, 41,514 are of White Spanish origin, 844 are of Black Spanish origin, 

80,793 are of other Spanxsh origin, and 54,164 are of other races ( refer to 

Pig S. 4 for graphical racial breakdown) . The wxde variey of cultural factions 

that exists in Denver makes clear the need for a cultural vista of exchange 

that can offer possibilitxes of more refined relationships between the factions 

of the social structure. 
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When these statistxcs are evaluatively analyzed, one can see that the two 

industries that lend to a stable growth of the economy are those of the Select-

ed Service industry and the Retail Trade industry. These industries clearly 

offer the highest degree of success to the community in terms of financial 

stablizatxon, employment and economic growth. The rate of unemployment in the 

Denver area as of 1984 was 4.7 percent of the total civilian labor force. Ac-

tually this is a fairly low number when compared to the national rate of unem-

ployment. It is understood that the rate has risen over the past two years. 

Again referring to the income breakdown, the outlook for a continued low unem-

ployment rate is favorable. Thxs is due to the fact that the economy is ess-

entially built around a self-supportive structure. The Selected Services and 

Retail industries rely mostly on support from the local level. Therefore, the 

stablization of the local economy does not so much depend on income from out-

side sources. It must be made clear that even with this type of structure, the 

economy stxll largely depends on outside income, but with the local economic 

based structure the process of economic decline may be retarded. 

In relation to the I nternational Human Exchange Center, the economy of 

Denver appears favorable for the economic support it would require. With the 

Hxde varxety of cultural factxons in the business and residential community, 

the possibilxty for economic support is increased. The draw of tourism to the 

area also offers a favorable atmosphere for support on not only a local level, 

but support on an national and international level as well. 

-Denver' s Support of the Arts 

Denver has a high regard for the arts. The number of existing art related 

facxlities exemplifi_s this premise quite well. The support comes not only 

from the busxness sector. but from the private sector as well. This is seen 

with the number of art retail facilities throughout the city. The following 

ís a list of exxsting cultural art related facilities as of February 1986: 

Pig. s. 4 Existing Cultural Art Centers 
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Wholesale Trade (1977) 

-Number of Paxd Employees 
-29,129 

-Annual Payroll 
-$420,300.000.00 

Retail Trade (1977)-General Merchandising, Restur-
aunts, Bars. etc. . . 

-Establishments 
-Number 

-4468 
-Percent with Payroll 

-72. 6 
-Number of Paid Employees 

-42, 412 
-Annual PayroII 

-$283.100.000.00 
-Sales 

-Total 
-$1 . 910, 077. 000. 00 

-Per Capita 
-$3830.00 

Selected Services (1977)-Hotels, Motels. Trailer 
Parks. Automotive Repair, 
Garages, Amusement and Rec^ 
ration 

-Establi shments 
-Number 

-7267 
-Percent with Payroll 

-46. 4 
-Mumber of Paid Employees 

-36,838 
-Annual Payroll 

-$328,400,000.00 
-Recei pts 

-Total 
-$1.005.269.000.00 

Manufacturers (1982) 

-Establishments 
-Number 

-2365 
-Percent with 100 or More Employees 

-6. 8 
Banking ( 1982) 
-Deposi ts 

-Total 
-$10. 028. 900. 00 

-Savings and Loan Industry and Savings Capital 
-Total 

-$6.036.500.00 

Source: United States Census. U. S Department of Commerce 
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and Singapore Airlines, to name a few. In all, approximately 95 companíes pro-

vide local. national, and x nternati onal airservice to the airport. These com-

panies originate from almost every country in the world. This being the case 

it is clear that the avaxlabxlxty of air transportation service to the incoming 

artists is of an optimum scale through the use of the Stapleton International 

Airport. 

-Local Transportat X on 

-Bus Service 

The city of Denver is serviced by a wide spectrum of both publically and 

privately owned bus Ixnes. 

There are 11 bus lines that provide service from all over the United 

States to the Oenver area. These lines originate in practically every state in 

the U. S. . The companies range from large established lines such as. Greyhound 

buslines and Trailways buslxnes, to small independent companies that are opera-

ted on a smaller scale. Thxs offers a wide range of selectibility while creat-

ing the opportunity for a competitive offer for service to the project. 

As far as charter service goes, there are 16 bus lines that service the 

Denver area. These bus lines are mostly privately owned and provide service 

on a local, regional and national level. 

The cxty itself is serviced locally by the R T D The Ride bus lines. This 

line offers service to all metropolitan areas of Denver. The line operates in 

the Boulder and Longmont areas as well. 

The existence of this number of bus companies lends to the ease of local 

transportation to and from the project. The visiting artists and tourists can 

Poaibly utilxze such service in order to minimize traffic flow in and around 

the site. 

-Taxi/Li mousi ne Service 

The Denver area is serviced by 9 taxicab companies. The service includes 

transportation to and from the airport. and to all metropolitan areas of Den-

ver. Some companies also offer service to the Golden and Morrison areas, which 
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Art Galleries (Companies) 
-250 (this number does not include branch locations) 

Museums 
-34 

-Art Orxented 
-6 

-Other 
-28 

Theatres 
-1 4 

-Max n Facili ti es 
-Denver Center for the Performing Arts 
-Town Hall Arts Center 

Source: Rocky Mountaxn Bell Telephone Book for Greater Denver Metropolitan 
Area 

Thxs Ixst compiles the existing facilities for the cultural art. The num-

bers alone show a high support level for art in the community. There also ex-

ist a large number of art and dance companies that supply the talent for these 

centers. 

-Transportat ion 

Denver has a more than adequate transportation system that services the 

city. The methods of transportatxon range from airservice to city funded and 

prxvately funded bus transporatxon to taxi-cab and limousine service. The wide 

variety of transportatxon servxce to the Denver area opens many possibilities 

as to the means of transporting artxsts, dignataries, and visitors to the In-

ternational Human Exchange Center. A closer look at each one of these elements 

lends to a clearer view of the scope of transportation to the site itself. 

-åir Service 

The Denver I nternational Airport services flights from destinations around 

the world. The axrport serves as a major stopping/starting point to and from 

toth Los Angeles and New York. The axrport houses all major air service oper-

ations including airline service by Continental Airlines, Trans World Airlines, 

Delta Axrlxnes, Axr India, AEROMEXICO, Air Canada, Aer Lingus-Irish Airlines, 

*ir New Zealand, Brxtish Caledonian Airlines, Scandanavian Airlines, Lufthansa 

German Axrlxnes, El Al Isreal Airlines, Etheopian Airlines, Swissair Airlines, 

and Singapore Airlines, to name a few. In all, approximately 95 companies pro-
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as discussed earlier, border the proposed site. 

There are 26 limousine companxes that service the Denver area. A number of 

these companies offer mul t i-li ngual drivers which would be very convenient for 

incoming guests from other countries. 

The competition between companies, again, offers the possibility of reas-

onably feasible service to the project. 

-Land Information Study for the Proposed Site 

-Topographical Survey Information 

The site is located to the west of Denver and lies on the west side of the 

Hogback ridge ( refer to Map S. 5) . The ridge separates the western suburb-

an districts of Denver from the towns of Golden and Morrison. This ridge also 

acts as a separative barrier for the site from the city. This is important due 

to the fact that the desired psychological state of the visitor and the artist 

is best accomplished through a physical and psychological separation from im-

mediate societal envi ronments. The positive influential factors of the separa-

tive ridge might be listed as the following: 

1. The land mass is a natural wall that separates the site from an immed-
iate social environment, which might be threatening to visitors and 
artists who might not be accustomed to such environments. 

2. The Hogback ridge, while creating this barrier. still offers visual 
access to the city of Denver. 

3. With the Rocky mountains beginning to the rear of the site, the spat-
ial enclosure discussed earlier in this chapter is created with the 
aid of the ridge. 

4. The ridge, in conjunction with the surrounding foothills, creates a 
natural wind barrier, while still allowing maximum solar gain dur-
xng the colder months. 

This list compiles a partial exemplification of some of the positive fac-

tors that deal with the site's immediate surroundi ngs. A more detailed study 

of these aspects will be implemented in future studies. 

Surrounding the site, as far as the area to the east, lies land that is 

"tili2ed in a wide variety of methods. The western-most suburbs of Denver in-

^luding Pleasant View, Green Mountain, Lakewood, Arvada, and Wheatridge. These 
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14. Ripling Plaza Shop-
ping Center 

15. Westland Shopping 
Center 

16. Lakewood Shopping 
Center 

17. Wheatridge Shopping 
Center 

18. Stapleton International 
Airport 

19. Lowry Air Porce Base 

20. Carl G. Morse Park 

21. Sloan Lake Park 

22. Denver City Park 
and Zoo 

( same) 

( same) 

(same) 

(same) 

Provide airservice 
to incoming visitors. 

Provide high security 
flights to visiting 
di gni tari es. 

Provxde leisure activ-
ivty, and socxal inter-
action in an urban setting. 

(same) 

(same) 

8 miles 

8 miles 

10 mi les 

13 miles 

23 miles 

23 miles 

9 miles 

11 miles 

20 miles 

Source: 1979 Denver Colorado City Map (Moore and Company Realtors) 

This list compiles only a partial listing of surrounding facilities that 

would lend favorable services to the project: however, a clear idea is given as 

to the rich existence of many socxally endowed services that would enhance the 

overall setting for the I nternat i onal Human Exchange Center on an urban scale. 

-Utility Services 

•Electrical Service 

The surrounding area to the site (i.e. Golden, Morrison and the western 

suburban districts of Denver) are provided electricity by the Public Service 

Cotnpany of Colorado. This company is the major source of electricity for Den-

'sr and has substations in the out-lying areas for service to all districts 

around Denver. The I nternational Rural Electric and the Union Rural Electric 

^ssociations are subcompanies that provide electrical service to the surround-

ing rural districts of Denver. Due to the need of high quantities of electric-

íl power, however, the most logical choice for a company to provide service of 

this scale would probably be the Public Service Company of Colorado. 
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areas are highly developed upper-class residential areas. They contain num-

erous country club facilities and centers for retail trade such as shopping 

centers and malls. To give a further composite breakdown of the surrounding 

state of development, the following chart renders information dealing with lo-

cational qualities of varxous facilities that would be useful to the project. 

Figure S. 6 

Facili ty 
Contri buti ve 

Aspects 
Di stance 
From Site 

1. Union Square Med-
ical Center 

2. Lakewood Medical 
Center 

Provide medical 
service for the 
proj ect 

( same) 

6 miles 

8 miles 

3. A m e r i c a n M e d x c a l 
C e n t e r 

4. Luthern Hospital 

5. B e t h - I s r e a l H o s -
pi tal 

6. New RoIIing HiIIs 
Country Club 

7. Lakewood Country 
Club 

8. G r e e n G a b l e s C o u n t r y 
C l u b 

9. Pine Hurst Country 
Club 

10. Denver Pederal Center 

11. Camp George West 
(National Guard Re-
serve Base) 

12. Poothills Shopping 
Center 

13. Applewood Shopping 
Center 

( same) 

( same) 

(same) 

Provide leisure 
entertainment and 
social interaction 

(same) 

(same) 

( same) 

Offer assistance to 
visiting artists on 
an international and 
political level 

Offer security if need-
ed to the project. 

Offer retail trade to 
all visitors. 

(same) 

8. 5 miles 

9 miles 

10 miles 

6 miles 

9 miles 

11 miles 

14 mi les 

7 m i l e s 

4 m i l e s 

4 m i l e s 

7 m i l e s 
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districts also allows for prompt attention from major hospitals and fire stat-

ions. ( Refer to Pigure S. 6 for distance studies) 

-Site Charaterxcs 

The various characteristics of the site, from the accessability to the 

area, to the soil typology of the area will be discussed in the following sec-

tion. Thxs survey will lend a clearer view as to the favorable and unfavorable 

aspects of the site as applied to the I nternati onal Human Exchange Center. 

-Access 

Access to the site poses no immediate problems. Because of the existence 

of the Red Rocks amphitheatre in the area, transportative qualities are at an 

optitnum. As far as surface accessi bi li ty goes, the site can be reached through 

the use of major highways and interstates. Visitors coming from Denver and 

other eastern locatxons will use Interstate 70 west. Visitors coming from 

nestern areas w i H use Interstate 70 east. Prom this major interstate, the 

visitor will exit south onto Highway 26 which runs adjacent to the site itself. 

Highway 26 east also serves as a secondary access road coming from Denver. 

(Refer to Map S. 7 for major thouroughfare locations). 

-Surrounding Water Bodies 

The availability of water due to runoff from the higher mountain regions, 

lends to the existence of many lakes and reservoirs within a minimal radius to 

the sxte. In all, there are approxi mately 35 major and minor lakes and reserv-

oirs within a 15 mile radius. These lakes and reservoirs offer not only areas 

for lexsure activity for the visitors, but they also offer ample water to the 

site itself. In the immediate area surrounding the site there exists the Soda 

Lakes 4 miles south of the site which constitues the closest major water body 

to the project. The site itself is fed by intermittent runoff streams that 

"ninate from the foothills that lie to the west. These streams feed the Mount 

^ernon Creek which runs directly to the east of the site. 
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-Natural Gas Service 

The Public Service Company of Colorado also offers gas service to the 

jrea. This being the only primary source of natural gas, as far as one that 

could accommodate a large scale operation, it is again the most logical source 

of gas service available. 

-Garbage Collectxon 

The existence of a large number of collection companies offers a favorable 

atraosphere for competitive contractual service. The major companies that have 

the'capacity for a large scale operation such as the proposed project include, 

Colorado Disposal Incorporated, United States Disposal Systems, B P Waste 

Systems, and S C A Servxces of Colorado. 

-Sewage Service 

The existing sewage service offered to the area is provided by the West 

Jefferson County Sanitation District located in Evergreen. This company 

service the western dxstricts of Denver and the Golden area. The service inc-

ludes the National Guard base and several hospitals in the immediate area. 

íith this in mind, the company can apparently handle large scale operations 

and, therefore, would be a wise choxce for service to the project. 

-Sater Service 

Hater is supplxed to the area via the Moffit Filter Plant. This filteri-

lation facilities utilizes the runoff water stored in the previously mentioned 

reservoirs surrounding the site. The vast amount of water availability lends 

to the conclusion that water service will not be hinderance to the design. 

•Emergency Services 

-Pire/Ambulance Service 

Due to the location of the site, the ease of emergency transportation 

from both the air and the ground is a major contri buti on. The towns of Golden 

and Morrison can provide both fire and emergency medical service within minutes 

to the project. The close proximity of the site to Denver's western suburban 
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The site, from a topographical standpoint, has a wide variety of attra 

ive features. The site itself lies at the foot of Mount Morrison, which ha; 

elevation of 7881 feet above sea level. The site eminates from the Cherry 

Gulch contour line and runs in a southerly direction for approximately three 

quarters of a mile. The width of the site is approximately one half of a mi 

at its widest point. ( Refer to map S. 8 for site configuration) . It is sit-

uated between Mount Morrison and the Hogback Ridge which offers a fair amoum 

of seclusion from the city. The site runs from 6400 feet above sea level to 

6300 feet above sea level in a east-west direction. With the one half mile 

width, this offers an approximate 10 pércent slope factor that will have to 

be dealt with. This, xn all accounts, is a rather gentle slope comparatively 

so the necessity for a large amount of earth reconstruction is minimal. On t 

northeastern corner of the sxte, there exists a small hill which is the only 

differentiation on an otherwise flat site. This hill has an elevation of 625C 

feet above sea level. ( Refer to fig. S. 9 for illustration of hill 6250). 

-Site Characteristics 

-General Characteristics 

The sxte. in its prxmal state, has a plain-like quality. The appearance 

is that of a dry climate plaxn. The existence of trees and other foliage is 

minxmal at the present. The terrain has a ge-ntle roll with the existence of 

the surrounding foothills. Intermxttent streams run around the site during 

run off season, and are usually located in the Cherry Gulch area. 

-Soils 

The predominant soil types in this area are exemplified in the follwing 

illustrati on. 

Figure S. 10 Soil Studies 

A. Soil Type 1 

1. Soil Type- Rock outcrop-Juget-Baller Association 

2. Location- Western part of region 
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3. D e s c r i p t i o n -

4. P o r m a t i o n -

5. Elevations-

6. Slopes-

7. Precipi tation-

8. Temperature-

9. Frost Pree 
Season-

10. Area t make-
up-

11. Percent 
Breakdown-

12. Type Break-
down-

13. Soil Use-

14. Vegetation-

15. Hildlife-

16. Type Defin-
i ti on-

17. Supportable 
Vegetati on-

Rock outcrop and sloping to very steep, shallow. 
very gravelly and stony soils on mountains, foot-
hxlls and front range of southern Rocky Mountains. 

Formed in residium weathered from granite and 
sandstone. 

5500 to 8200 feet 

9X to 55í or more 

16 to 24 inches 

42 to 51 degrees F (mean annual) 

80 to 155 days 

25% 

35% rock outcropping, 15% Juget, 10% Baller, 
( 40%-AIIens Park, Fern Cliff, Golvale) 

Rock outcrop- maxnly on very steep ridges and 
mountain sides 

Juget- western part of region 

Baller- on ridges in eastern part of association 

grazing, forestry, stone quarries 

Ponderosa pine with understory of mid-grasses, 
Rocky Hountain juniper at lower levels, Eng-
lemann spruce and Douglas fir 

deer, fair for bear and elk and dusky grouse 

Rock outcrop- consists of areas that have little 
soil or none at all 

Juget- have a surface layer of very gravelly, 
sandy loam and are underlain by granite at a 
depth of 20 inches or less. 

Baller- have a surface layer of stony, sandy loam 
and are underlain by sandstone at a depth of 20 
inches or less. 

Pinyon pine, Ponderosa pine, Rocky Mountain jun-
iper, Concalor Fir, Austrian pine, Colorado blue 
spruce, Mountain mahogany, Skunkbrush simac, Choke-
cherry and 3uffaloberry. 
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1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

10. 

1 1 

1 2. 

1 3. 

1 4. 

Soil Type 2 

Soil Typp-

Descn ption-

Format i on-

EIevat i ons-

Slopes-

Preci pi tat i on-

Temperature-

Frost Free 
Season-

Area Percent 
Make-up-

Percent 
Breakdown 

Type Break-
down-

Vegetat i on-

Wildli fe-

Supportable 
Vegetat i on-

Munn-Heldt Association 

Nearly It^vPl to moderahply sloping, deep soils 
on terraces and liplands 

From clay-parent materials. 

4900 to 5500 feet 

0 to 9% 

12 to 18 1nches 

48 to 52 degrees F (mean annual) 

140 to 155 da\'s 

20% 

55t Kunn soils, 151!; Heldt (30"« Ascalon, Colly, 
Cîaynor, Kim, Kutch, Longmont, Renohill, Valmont, 
Weld) 

Nunn- surface layer of clay loam or sandy clay 
loam and subsoil of clay (on herraces and uplands) 

Heldt- surface layer and subsoil of clay (nearly 
level areas) 

i rr1gated crops 

pheasant, mourning doves, cottontails 

Cottonless cottonwood, Carolina poplar, Golden 
willow, Weeping willow, White willow, CoTorado 
blue spruoe, Russian olive, Chokecherry, Buff-
aloberry 

Source: U. S. Department of Agriculture. Soil Survey: Denver County, Co. 
Washington: U. S. Government Publication, 1968. 

This illustration lends a better undprs tandi ng to the typology of exisi-

soils on the proposed site. The distribution of these two types of soils \v 

graphically illustratpd in Figuro S. 1 1 

An overall analysis of the above information renders clpar evidence th. 

the soil typology of this sxtf? is morp than adequate to support constructio, 

of this scale with ittle or no hinderances. The existence of solid granit-
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dations. Overall, the site seems to offer many positive aspects to the project 

along the lines of soxl and bedrock condxtions. 

-Climatxc Data for Denver 

-General Characteristxcs 

The climate for the Denver area and the site is actually a fairly moderate 

one. Although there do exist extremes in the mi cro-cli mate, the overall cond-

itions are very comfortable. 

-One Year CIxmatological Survey (Denver, Colorado 1983) 

Fig. S. 12 

Longitude- 104 degrees 52 mxnutes W 
Lattxtude- 39 degrees 46 mxnutes 
Elevatxon- 5286 feet above sea level 
Platte Drainage Basxn 

Month 

Jan. 

Feb. 

Mar 

Apr. 

May 

J un. 

Jul. 

Aug. 

Sep. 

Oct. 

Nov. 

Doc. 

( Max. 

58 

62 

68 

76 

83 

93 

96 

93 

95 

78 

7 X 

52 

Tempi 
( Deg. 

) ( Min. 

01 

1 1 

1 3 

07 

28 

38 

49 

56 

28 

28 

-7 

-21 

Brat ure 
Fare n. ) 
) AVG 

31 

36. 

36. 

41 . 

51 . 

62, 

73. 

74, 

64. 

52. 

37. 

1 7 

9 

6 

2 

0 

4 

8 

3 

4 

9 

7 

0 

5 

DFN 

-2. 

-3. 

-1 

-6. 

-5. 

-4. 

3. 

2. 

-1 . 

-1 5. 

4 

0 

8 

4 

8 

2 
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0 

3 

8 

7 

1 

HDD 

1 01 7 

789 

1036 

71 2 

41 9 

1 29 

03 

87 

372 

833 

1 469 

CDD 
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0 

0 

0 

7 

69 

264 

301 

91 

0 

0 

0 

Preci pi t 
( X n i nc 

( Tot. ) 

. 1 5 

. 07 

3. 34 

2. 1 0 

3. 62 

2. 65 

1.75 

1 51 

. 1 3 

. 39 

2. 63 

63 

ati on 
hes) 

DFN 

-. 36 

-. 62 

2. 56 

29 

1.15 

1 . 07 

-1 . 80 

-. 02 

-1.10 

-. 59 

1 81 

08 

Snow Depth 
( i n i nches) 

( Max. ) 

( T) 

1 3 

02 

1 4 

05 

02 

00 

00 

00 

race 

T 

1 6 

1 0 

( A /G- average) 

( DF:I- depature from normal) 

( HDD- heating degree days) 
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- Nunn-Heldt Association 

Juget-Baller Association 

Site 



(CDD- cooling degree days) 

Source: Department of Commerce. Clx matologi cal Data: Colorado. (Washing-
ington: United States Government Publication, 1983), 184-243. 

The above xnformation illustrates the fact that the climate for the site 

will be more than adequate for its proposed use. The problem of transportation 

hinderance due to the snowfall amounts will need to be approached in the design 

phase of the project. However, it is known that the Colorado Highway Depart-

ment xs currently responsxble for route clearing. If a further problem exists, 

there are several private companies that can be utilized for clearance of roads 

ãnd parking areas. 

-Solar Information 

The lattitude for the site xs designated as 36 degrees north. The follow-

ing chart gives a reference as to the sun path for this particular lattitude. 

Refer to Pig. 13) 

Fig. S. 1 3 

The altxtude angles are represented in 
the diagram by the concentric angles which 
vary at 10 degree intervals. The ellipt-
ical curves are the horizontal projections 
of the sun's path on the 21st of each 
month. The Roman numerals indicate the 
month, I for January, II for February and 
so on. The numbers located above the hor-
izontal projections indicate the time of 
day. 

Source: Braden, SpruiIIe, Graphic Standards of Solar Energy. 
( Boston: CBI Publishxng Co. , Inc, 1977), 4-159 

This concludes this section on site and climate concerns. More informat-

lon wxll need to be found before final design implementation, however, this 

study will offer information that will be invaluable in the pre-design phase. 

The proper use of this information will render a design that will not only 

fit x f s surroundings adequately, but will fit its function. 
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